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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTiON.''

The sex-role expectations of our culture have shown re-

markable stability in this century, withstanding dramatic

changes in the technological, medical,.and.communicatigns
_ .

;spheres as well as the influences o'f"several ma:jor wars. Attitudes

----t-teiwardd-the female role have fluctuated, but-the traditional view

has largely been maintained. Recent studies have shown that male

and female stereotypes have persisted and are shared by the ma-

jority of men and women in this country (Broverman, Broverman,

Clarkson, Rosenkrantz &-Vogel, 1970; BUrhenne, 1972).

One area of concern which has become increasingly popular

in the last two decades is womerfs career goals. Although the

vocational theorists have gained prominence only since the 1/940's,

they have been concerned almost exclusively with male career pat-
.

terns. The field has expanded to include women's issues, but it

continues to be male-oriented. Despite the current use of iden-
,

tical vocational interest inventories for males and females, the

results are still compared to the norms,set by the respondent's

own sex. Campbell (1974) explains that this is necessary since

the differencesbetween male and female vocational interests

"diminish with age but'never become trivial."

The research has tended to-reflect and perpetuate,these

divisions; males and females have been studied separately, and

studies that'are concerned with male ,areer patterns are

v(.3
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regarded as normative. For example, in the 1975 issues of the

Journal of Vocational Behavior, oniy 11% of the articles dealing

with men specified this in-the title, whereas 67% of tne articles

on women'specified the population in the'title. Theattitude

that women's career goals are les's important than men's has be-
-

come increasingly, outdated, especially now that women comprise

approximately 40% of the labor force. The separation of male

and female career aspirations helps perpetuate the sttus quo

but it also reflects the realities of the employment patterns of
-

women in Americamsociety. Male and female occupations have.
;

cfianged sOmewhat during the past century, but.the segregation

of men and woMen in occupations has remained,stable. For example,

yrimary school teaching was a male field prior to the civil war,

and secretaries and typists were usually men in the twentieth

century; these fields are now considered_traditional female

ones (Epstein, 1970). Similarly, during 1/21.,21d War II many-pre-

vicusly male occupations in factories and construction became -

dominated by female workers, Who were encouragedlto replace the

men who had joined the armed services. Despite these shifts,
\

howeier, the percentage of_men_and women.who would have to change

their occupations in order to diStribute men and women equally
-

in the labor force has remained constant, between 65-69%, for

each year,between 1900-1960 (Almquist,- 1974).

Women's Employment

Since 1960, women have made a relatively dramatic shift
/into male dbminated p irofessions, n some cases doubling and even

tripling the number or proportion of women in fields that,had
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-been-almast-exalusively-male.--Th4s- co aided-with-a-dramatic----

increase of women in the labor force, from 37.4% of all women

in 1960' to 44.2% in 1973 (Schiffier, 1975). The changes occuring

-between 1960 and 1970 were considered impressive, but since the

number of women employed in these male-dominated professions was

initially so small the number and proportion of women involved is

still/very low. For example, the number of women in skill4d trades

increased from 277,000 in 1960 t6-495,000 in'1970 (Flanders, 1974).

In one trade, carpentry, the proportion of women tripled--but only

from .4% to 1.3%. Similarly, what was considered a large increase

of women in the crafts resulted in their now representing\1.1% of

all plumbers, 1.8% af the electricians, and 2.0% of the aU o me-

chanics. in the professions women have made less dramatic gains

in terms of percentages, but because the number of women in theSe

fields was higher than in the.crafts, itala number of women invOlved

in these shifts is greater and their gains are more visable. The

increases for women between 1960 and 1970 were from 6.9% toi9.3%

of American doctors, from 3.5% to 4.9% of lawyers and judge's,

from 2.1% to 3.4% of dentists, and from 7.5% to_12%_of pharma-.

cists (Carnegie Commission, ,1973). These and related statistics

are presented in Table 1.

Education

A woman's educational level has

correlated with the probaility

(Schiffler,.1975), so it is not

/It

been foUnd'to be,consistently-----
_

of her working outside the, home.

surprising that women's educational

attainments showed a similar stabilit /from 1900 to 1960, and a

siMilar,spurt of_growth since 1960.

t3.
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-Women in,the Labor Force 1

Occupational Groups Women as a percentage.of
all persons in the occupa-4ion

Professional and technical

Accountants

Architects

Authors

Engineers

Lawyers and Judgr.

Librarians

Life & Physical Scientists

Pharmacists

Physicians

Registered Nurses

Social Scientists

Social Workers

Primary School Teachers
- !

Secondary School Teachers

College University Teacciers

Radio 0 eratore

Reporters & Editors

Managers & Administrators,
except farm

Sales Workers .

Craftspersons

1950 1960

14.9 16.5 26.2

3.8 2.1 3.6

36.5 25.5 29.1

. 1.3 .8 1.6

4.1 3.5 4.9

88.8 85.4( 82,0

11.0 9.2. 13.7

8.7 7.1 12.0

6.7 6.9 9.3

97.6 97.5. 97.3

32.9 25.4 23.2

69.3 62.8 62.8

85.8 83.7

49,3 49.3

22.4 23.9 28.6

10.2 16.7 25.9

32,1 36;6 40.6

13.7 14.8 1605:

34.2 36.2 38.6

3.1 3.1 5.0

1
These statistics were compiled by the Carnecie Commission
(1973).

9
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,--1-n--3-900-womerr-re-cei-v-e-d-2-0%ft-josf'th-dThacri-eloi;""-s---detreiFs-d---2-0-% of

the master's degrees (Ginqberg, 1966), In 1930 they accountedicor,
,

40% of the bachelor's, 40% of the master's, and 15% of the doe/to- .

.

.

rates, Between:1930 and 1960 the.number of both men and women_in

graduate-school increased sharply, and the.proportion of'graduate

-degrees.. Pwarded to women deCreased to.30% of the maeter's and 10%

of the doctorateS. The proportion of bachelor's degrees awarded

to-wQ Men remained atable:At.40%;although it decreasedl)etween

1940;50 as -tile male war veterans entered college and As the women'

left college to ma.rry at younger ages (Carnegie COMmission, 1973).
-.

, .BY.1970 women comprised 45% of college entrants and 43% of

those rec iving bachelor's degrees,-and theY \received 40% of the-
;

masier'S egrees and 13.4% of ':.he doctorates (increasing to 14.4%;

in 1971), Thelvi4bportion of advanced degrees awarded to women in
iv'

.

,

:variousfieldsremainedtfairly.cOnstantbetweer.1 1920-1971. The,

' increase inLthe dumber of woMen professionals between 1960-70 'is :

partly-due-to- the'fact that in the ye-ars immediately preceedirg

1960, women's representation in graduc,te'schcols were at-their

lowest levels since 1920.

The Female Role

( Although the number of women employed cutside the home has

increased,' And 907' fall women in. the United g'tate are'eMployed

at some point in their lives'(Blai, 1970), careers are-still C9n-

'sidered a male doMain. Women are sometimes expected to work,.
,

especially in order to enable their husbands to attend college or
\

graduate school, or to help With fam-ily,ekpenses (ffewer (3,Ger-

hard, 1964). However, th\e woman who thinks oe4a career as an im-
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--poi-fant as-peCfg--cif her life or herideraity, similar to a mani:s

attitude toward his career, has besn viewed as a rare Ond not

particularly attractive, exception. Women are expected to jus-
-

'

tify this unusual choice, especially if it appears to take pre-

cedence over marital or family involvement or responsibilities.

Those who work ate expected to limit their choices tO traditional

female positions, and most women do so; approximately 709Vof

the woPking women in this country are employed in four fields:

teac.b.ng, nursing, secretarial, and social work (Tangri, 1972).

arlier in this century, the major.deciaion confronting a

wiman who was interested in a
\N\

more i portant\than marriage;

ties which could not co-exist

-

career was whether the-Career was

marriage meant family responsibili:-

efith a full-time career. Several
,

;

dovelopments;have changed t at situation. The'increased use

and effectiveness of birth ontrol Methods have resulted in_

smalle families and greate choice for women wanting both a
\

career And marriage. -A gro ing concern with "overpOpulation" in

this_countitY_and:_the_world_ as_also:crmtributed to newattitudeb
,

.about-the-Hidear.' family Size, par:ticularly in theA.ast decade.'
,.., ,.

,

The United States birthrate has dropped Steadily from 25.3.perl
-..\ ...

-thousand in 1557 to 15.6 in 1972, and from 1967-72 it was at

new low, dropping
\

Commission. 197 ).

the first time, a

even lower, than during' the Depression -(Carilegie

The median 'age of coUplesgetting married for.

so rose slowly after 1960. As a result,Of chang-

ing:attitudes, wo en are'having smaller failles, and the average
A

,

American itoman ha completed her ,childrearik by the age of 27

(Useem, 1960). \By the age of 32 her children are in school, and

she has the choice bf returning to the world of work if she desires.

1 1
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tav ',device-T. in th-e-liome, dre-t h6 .thcreased
'availablity of prepared meals haye also given woMerirmore tiaie for

oiitside employMerit;7-'Ilfe--homemakingo responsibilities of women

have not changed, however; -employed *amen spend as much time in

childcare and with their husbands as othep women, and almost as
, -

-much time cooking andOle*aning ("Harmon, :19704 Katz, 1969).. jri

a study cOnducted inthe'early'19.60'0,-'Ginzberg.andTohalim(1966)

reported that em loyed women with dOctorates spokel5f-their hus,

bands as suppOrtlye if they were accepting of t'eir
-4

y ,

was no'mention of husbands actually sharing mos\,-

6r childrearing responsibilities. Although se

shown that employediwomen receive more help wi

and childrearing frOm their husbands (Hoffman

careers; there

household tasks
3 ,

eral studies have

h household chores
,

1963; Wei), 1966)

homemaking is stillJ primarily the woman's responsibility.

Careers open to women hive reflected:the aSsumption thata.

woman's career will be,secondary'to her fathilk. Theimplication

is that as long as'they stay in traditional female fields, women
/

can feel relatiyelycomfortable With both family_and_employment:__
,

, -,. '/ ' ,

responsibilities, and\can even take time off fxrom work foram-.

portant family crises.

women''s careers, women'

men even:yhen. they'have

nated by men

As a res1 lt of these attitti4es towards

jobs pay less, women are paid less than
,f

the same job, and careers which were domi-

in the 1950's and'1960-'s have remained so. Women

who succeedloin entering male-dominated-fields are often seen.a

"masculine" by other women (Tucker, 1971) as well as by men; In

fact, even women who are Committed to traditional female Oareers
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are-seen as'masculine by fulltime homemakers.

The taboo against careers for women has been persistent,

and the conflict between the behavior considered appropriate

for-women and,the hehavior neceisary for success in a career has

'Continued to be an insurmountable obstacle for many women. How-

ever, there are also pressures which.encourage women to.choose

. careers, especially in male-dominated fields.- As Levin (l90)

ptlints out "Careers--even jobs--...are the social criterion of

status and role, influence and power" in our culture. Although

Ite emphasis is on the'man's career, so that-women are usually

expected-to share the status of their husband's, or father's

occupation, some women also feel the need to establish their

.own personal identity and position through their own career. And

although women are strongly socialized to choose traditional

female 'occupations, it is obvious that it is the male-dominated

professions that confer the most status, in addition to the

higher salary. Plost (197) found that eighth graders absumed

that an unfamiliar occupation had hither educational requirements

and greater salary potential when they were told man held the

position than when they wire told a women held it. The differ-

ences in status for acknowledged careers is even greater; when

college students rated occupationn according to social status,

"physical therapist" was the most highly rated traditional female

occupation, and it was only raked twenty-fourth. "Registered

Nurse",was'rated twenty-five, and high school and elementary

-4ChoblAiaChineiere-ranked-tiXtY

both below the mean rating of all occupations listed (Clark &

1 3
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1975). Clearly, traditional female occupations do not

provide a women with high status, and Bardwick and Dollan (1971)

point out that if a woman pursues a traditional courge of devel-

opment in a society which devalues the female role, thii is bound

to result in ambivalence and conflict. The resulting effect on

her self-esteem and general mental health are two of the many

aspects of women's career choicos with important implications

regarding the female role in this sbciety.

Why SO some women decide to confront the traditional female

stereotype by becoming career women, and why do some go one
goor*

step fdrther by choosing traditionally male ields? Despite

the persistence of the traditional view df woman as homemaker,

a consistent minority of women havklehosen to work oUtside the

home and to consider that activity a career; and in the last

'fifteen years the number of these wimen has grown substantially.

How have these working women differed from thos who were content

to devote the majority of their energies,to homemaking activities,

and are the differences between employed women and fulltime home-

makers the same today as they were in the 1950's and early 1960's,

when career women were even more rare? The increase in the num-

ber of working women is-most dramatic among younger married women;

de these women differ from the typical career women of The 1940's,

1950's and 1960 1 on other dimensions as well?

The historical differences and technological advances mentioned

earlier do not adequately explain the increased career interest,

particularlk in male-dominated fields, of the last few years.

1 1
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There have also been forces which were working in the onposit

direction, such as the increased popularity and availability of

leisure time activities, and the Preater difficulty' in finding

and affording servants and household help. Ginzberg (1966)

points out that suburbanizaticn has made transportation more

difficult for wives'and children, and the culture hat- become

increasingly concerned with the quality of the mother-child

relationship.

One obvious potential source of influence has been tne

rebirth of\the feminist movement in the late 1960's and early

1970's. The reasons for this rebirth are not clear, although

its relationship to the civil rights activism of the 1960's

has been compared to the relationship between the'Abolition

Mo-rement am the first Women's Movement in the'ninteenth century

(Mitchell, 1971). Furthermore the increasing popularity

questioning religious assumptions and the growing Antiwar Move-
,

ment in the 1960's may-have also Stimulated ilLA assumption-questioning

atmosphere. As men and women questioned traditional beliefs and,

attitudes in certain areas, and became more concerned with equal
,

rights and opportunities, this may have.fostered a rebirth Of

interest in eptlatarian male-female relationships,

If assumption-questioning in one sphere tends to foiter

assumption-questioning in other spheres for such diverse areas

as religion, politics, and civil rights, then it also seems

reasonable to hypothesize that question,ing assumptions about one'

-asp co t--of --the-tradistiona1.-female the---role-vf woman-

as fulltime'homemaker) would foster assumptions-questioning in

.
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other areas such as traditional vs, male-dominated professions,

and "masculine"'vs. "feminine" interests. Therefore, the re-

lationship between career commitment and the,more specific

choice of male-dominated or female-dominated professions, and

the relationship between either or both of these choices and

other assumption-questioning about the traditional female role

providei an interesting framework from which to study the differ-

ences between women who choose traditional roles for themselves,

and those who challenge these traditions.

The purpose of this paper is to integrate results from

research involving the changing role of women, and particularly

how this changing role is related to career commitment and to less

traditional career goals or choices. In this paper, womto. who

'are homemakers and do not have paid employment outside the home

will be referred tn as homema .. or nonworking women. Women

who have paid employment outside the home will be called ca,eer

women, employed women, or working women, regaraless of whether

they are also homemakers. Women choosing male-dominated fields,

in which women comprise less than one-third of the employed

persons, are referred to as Pioneers or Role Innovators: those,

choosing fields in which at least two-ttliris of the workers are

women are called Traditionals. Fields in which women comprise

between one-third and two-thirds of the/total workers are call#d

androgynous careers.

linking relevant historical factors' into accougt, I will

focus-on-the-relationships-between women'is nontraditional goais

and attitud4s and their demographic and family background, person-



ality, personal characteristics, and interests and beliefs.

will separately evaluate the research and results pertinent to

each area, thus restructuring the available information in order

to provide a clearer understanding of the processes and relation-

ships involved, the strengths and weaknesses of the present

theories and data now available, and the-research which needs

to be conducted in the future.



CHAPTER 2

ASSUMPTION-QUESTIONING: THE FEMALE ROLE

The first crucial issue which needs to be explored is the

. relationship between career commitment, the choice of a pioneer

or traditional career, and other attitudes which challenge the

traditional assumptions regarding the apr.roaiate role for women

it. this society. I have hypothesized that questioning the assump-

tions concerning one aspect of the traditional female role will

tend to coexist with assumption-questioning in related spheres.

The research which has examined thepe issues overwhelmingly

- supports this hypothesis. /

1Z

2areer CoMmitrent'andRoleinnovation

.Many studies hay6 shown that-women who are career-oriented

(either planning to pursue a career or planning to Continue in
4 ,

their present careerY tend to choose pioneer fields, and,that

women who choose traditional occupations are wore likely to con-
.

sider homemaking more imoortaht than outside employment. ,4qhen

the Strong Vocational Interest Bahk (SVIB) is used to measure

interest, women scoring high on the "hous6Wife" scale, or whO,

are homemaking-oriented adcording to another measure, tend to

score high on SVIB scales fOr traditional occupations such as

nurse, buyer, home economics teacher, dietician, dental assist-

ant, and stenograPher=secretary. Those who score.low c tIte

housewife scale, or are evaluated as career-orientea on anot:ser
0

measurq, tend to sOore high on pioneer occupations such as physi-

clan, lawyert-psyehoIogist) dentist, mathematician, engineer and

chemist. In addition, these women sometimes scored higher on

18
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several androgynous scales such as artist, physical education,

teacher, and computer programmer. These results have been

fairly consistent for a variety of populations inc1udin,, fresh-

women from a California junior college in the 1950's (White, 1959);

Purdue freshwomen in 1959 (Zissis, 1964); another group of'fresh-

women studied in the 1950's (Hoyt & Kennedy, 1958); Univerdity

of Illinois psychology students in 1962 (Wsgman, 1966); seniors

majoring in home economics at Iowa State ( Vetter & Lewis, 1964);

and more recent groups of college women (Muniey, 1974); and working

women (Schissel, 1968).

When other measures were used to evSluate career aspirations,

the same results-occured. In her study of\vomen who attended

a professional and technical-oriented universitybetween 1964-68v

Almquist (1974) found that only 10% werelhomemaktng-oriented with

pioneer atliii-ations, and only 16% were career-oriented with tradi-

tional aspirations. In her,study of two,year alumnae from the

University of Michigan class of 1967, Tangri (1972) found that

the womenwho were working in pioneer fields were more committed

io their,careers than those working in'traditional fields. Wolkon'

(1972) studied 1962-63.alumnae of Brandeis and St. Regis College

in 1969-70 and found that the pioneers were more committed to

their careers-than Vie traditiohals. In her ttudy of White

c011ege-educated work3,ng mothers, (M age = 35), Nagely (1971)

found that the women wtio were most.committed to career:3 tended

to be working in pioneer 4elds.

Four studies had conflicting results. Mintz and Patterson

7-11r691-fcitind:that-OdedPitif., therapy students were as'career-
,\ ,
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Oriented as undergraduate science majors who were planning to

attain a doctorate. In this study, science majors who were not

aspiring to a graduate degree were less career-oriented.than the

women majoring in occupational therapy, science education, or

sdience majors aspiring to advanced degrees. In general. how-

ever, the science maAors were more career-oriented than the

other women studied. COwan and Moore (1971) found that conege
women aspiring to traditional careers *ere as career-oriented

as those aspiring to pioneer careers; however0 many of the career-

oriented women:vith pioneers goalr planned to work part-time.

Greeq_(1971 1_ found no relationship between career-commitment

and any vocational scales of Holland's Vocational Preference.%

Inventory (VPI). Mednick (1973-) found no relationship between

career Commitment and pioneer goals for black wiimen in-five

colibges in 1971; women with pioneer and traditional:goals were\,

equally tareer-oriented.

Altb.pugh these studies indicate that career commitment and-.

,,, d, ...i.pione,er goals'are not lwayS related, they do not seriouslY chal-
i le

lenge the fao'c that the relationship is often a strong .one. For .

example, it dould easily be argued that women who major in science-

bUt do.not aspire to graduate' degrees ,are probably Inotasiring..

to pioneer careers, despite their "pioneer" major, and that

men planning to work part-tiMe'are not as career-oriented as
those planning to workfull-time./ Generally; the literatitre

---
consistently shows that,the relationship between career commit=
ment and pioneer aspirations or choices is an important one. The-

2 0
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weaknesses in the-literature are that most of the studies con-

allux:ted were with women who were enrolled in college in the 1950's

or earLy 1960's, and most of the women were probably\white:

Research is needed with more contemporaty samples in order to

determine if this relationship has been maintained in the last.

decade, and racial comparisons need to be considered.

e.

Career Goals and Attitudes Toward the Pemale Role

The literature indicates that women who are career-oriented

o who aspire to or choose pioneer goals have less, traditional,

oore feminist attitudes towards themselves or towards the female

role. ,These'attitudes'have been measured.in.a variety of.vaye,

but the reSults have been generally consistent.

In their study of women from four campuses Goldschmidt.et_al.'

(1974) found that Career-oriented women were more likely to be

committed to a 2eminist ideology, but there were no differences

in their . lil;rilihood of participation in the campus Women's Liber-
$

ation groups. Angrist (1970) reported that career-oriented

college women were more likely to favor a "modern concept of

4

family life", and Rand.,(1968) studied freshwomen from twenty--

eight campuses and found that those who were Career-oriented were

more likely to describe themselves with androgynous (both "mas-

culine" and "feminine") adjectives., whereas homemaking-oriented

wqman described themselves in more traditional terms. Rand de-

tined c I II

that the purpose of college is-vocational preparation rather than

e---
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to find a hushand, and aspirations to a professional or doc-

tOral degree. Farley (1970) found that career-oriented gradu-

ate students were more likely,to express feminist views of

marriage and homemaking: 52% wanted a husband who would share

the housework (compared to 31% of the homemaking-oriented women),

and 94% planned to use child-care facilities (compared to 76%

of ihe homemaking-oriented women). In her study of wiVes of

Boston area graduate students, Lipman-Rlumen (1972)'found that,

the 73% who expressed relatively feminist attitudes were more

career-oriented, more likely to have completed college before

marriage, and more likely to aspire to,doctoral degrees. Although
feminists and nonfeminists expressed pqual sa'tisfaction with the
roles c...f wife and mother, feminists were significantly less

satisfied with the role of.homemaker, and disliked cleaning tasks
'more,

Wheh Goldschmidt et al. (1974) evaluated educational

goals, they found that college women aspiring to doctorates or
professional degrees were more likely to be meMbers of campus

Women's Liberation groups than were women 'aspiring 'to bachelor's

or master's degrees. They Iound no ditferences related:to fem-
inist ideology. Since women with'advanced degrees are more likely
to be career-oriented and/or to enter pioneer fields, this study

again shows the consistency of these relationships despite the

specific measure used.

Studies concerned with.the relationship between pioneer
-asp- ons-ormliCiic eba-fid-reififasm 4re zimilarly consistent.

Karman (1973) studied college upperclasswomen from thirty-eight

2 2
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campuses in 1968-69 and found that those with pioneer goals1

were more concerned with women's rights as policy makers ii

business and government, as competitors with men, and as home-

makers and mothers with occupational interests than" were women,

with traditional goals. Hawley (1972) studied women at San

Diego State, and found that education majors-were more likely

toview behavior as an outgrowth of biological differences be-

tween men and women ( a traditional view) whereas math, science,

and counseling majors tended to see them as cultural differences.

Since Tavris (1973) found that men and women who believe that

sex differences are due to biological differences are less likely

to support the Women's Liberation Movement, Hawley'p results'can

- probably,be interpreted as another indication that Inomen with

less traditional career .goals are more feminist.

Several other studies are also supportive of this relation-

ship. Goldschmidt et al.-(1974) found that education majors
;

were the least likely to be committed to feminist ideology or

to be active members of feminist groups, whereas social science
.

majors were most likely to be ideologically or actively committed.

Mintz and Patterson.(1969) found that occupational therapy and

science education majors expressed more traditional views of the

women's role while science majors were more feminist. Finally,

Nagely (1971) fbund that among white,college-educated married

working mOthers,'those in pioneer occupations were more likely

..toI express more feMinist attitudes. Although nontraditional

attitudes were measured ma variety of ways, the questions'in-

\

2 3
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volved were similar in'their.emphasis on/tivamen's rights and

duties.as a wife, mother and homemaker,/and as a citizen and

person, whether in the labor force or in other activities out-

side the home. Although the radicalism of these questions

varied; the trends of the' responses were consistent for career

oriented women and for women aspiring to or employed in .oioneer

careers. I have labeled these nontraditional attitudes "femi-

nist" although they were not necessarily defined that way by the

authors,involved; this term
,'
seems to most appropriate, and Otis-

tinctions between various measures will be made when necessary.

Summary

'The three major vardables which I am using to measure assump-
.

tion-cuestioning of the female role: career commitment, Pioneer

career chc-ce, and a feminist attitude toward the rights and

duities of women, have been shown to correlate in studies\using

a variety of measurements and sample populations. Most of the

research has f9cused on college women or college-educated women,

who _are often pr/imarily white and middle-class, and the research

. dealing with the relationship between career commitment and

pioneer career/ goals usually pertained to women who were college

students in-tile 1950's and early, 1960's. The research evaluating

the relationship tetween feminist attitudes and career goals fOcused
).,

on college women in the late 1960's and early 1970's. Clearly,

,the focuS on colIege students and graduates limitR the generali-

zability of,the results, and since most research in this area does

deal With white college-educated women this limitation cannot be

2L.
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avoided, and must be takeh into consideration when analyzing

the literature.
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CHAPTER 3._

CAREER .GOALa: A DEVELOPMENTAL lugw

Many vocatioral theorists view vocational.ohoice as,a

developmental process, and school systems are responding to

growing interest in career education by establishing pro

'at the primary school-and setondary school levels: cr ctal

issue is the extent to which actual career information and ed-
,

ucation, as part of the early:socialization and'eduCatiOn pro-

ces0-,*-influence the later career decisiona of_woMen. -Iffemales''

career asp.lrationS,are stable from early Childhood'thrOdgh ado7,

les ence and'YOun.g.ddulthood then it would be reasonable:to,.

-fccuson:..these gddland.how they develop. .If,,on thelither, hand,'
,

-they aiejlot paitiCUlarli.stableritwould *be necessary to. examine
-

Other Variablea:which-Might be:related to the'Careerde6isiona,

which are most relevant tO final career Choice. ,The MajOrques-

tionS are:' 1) axe there'discernable differences in-the goals of.

young girls Which Correlate with-,career-related-decisions that

they make ds theymature.and 2)_if there aredifferenceswill

Ahey directlyor indirectly influence'the actual' career 'choice
.

these women eventually make.

'The literature,shows a surprising consistency in the careee,

goals of young children during the, laSt twenty'years. Young

children have.rethained very rigid in their expectations for sex

nole behavior; they have strong opinions of what men and winneR

can" and should-do and stheir occ ational...choices,reflect*Ahose

pxpectations.

`2 6
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Kohlberg (1966) found-that four-year-olds believe that

,a girl can become a boy by changing her clothes or hairstyle;

but by the time children are school-aged they have learned that

. male and female roles are different and permanent. PAr.school

and kindergarten children express very stereotyped cAYeer choiceizi

girls overwhelmingly choose nurse or teacher, while boys: 6hoose/

tradi onal male occupations.and express much greater diversity

of inte sts and choices (Beuf, 1974; Vondracek & Kirchner,-1974).

Are the gi tradi'cional choices based on their interests or

on their und rstanding of.their realistic options and/or their

parentt! and teachers' expectations? When asked what occupation

they would choose,if they were boys, Beuf found that the girls

cited .traditional male occupations, often embellished with fan-

tasies of the wonderful possibilities,open to boys, such as

flying like a bird. In contrast, the boys were very reluctant

to even imagine what they would choose if they were girls, and

one boy sadly concluded "if I were a girl Pd have to grow up

to be nothing". Beuf's study indicates that boys and girls make

-these early-occupational choices on 'the basis of their learned

role expectations, not on tlie basis of interests. They were

clearly aware of the fact that, if they could change their sex,

their career goals would also change, although their perceptions

of career options were sometimes distorted.

Siegel (1973) found similarly exaggerated stereotypes for

second graders. Boys chose twice as many,occupations as girls,

and only teaching was chosen as desirable by both boys and girls.

Again, over two-thirds of the girls chose teacher or nurse.

27
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Police officer was the most popular boy9s choice, but it was

chosen by less than 20;lf, ofwthe boys, giving further evidence

of the greater diversity of boys' career interests.. Looft-(l971)

found a similarly narrow range forsecond grade girls in a Catho-

lic school, and Clark (1967) and O'Hara (1962) found similar

results-with children-InTgrades 3-6.,
44

Schlossberg and Goodman (1972) and Shepard and Hess (1975)

found that kindergarten children alSo have very conservative

ideas about wht women can do and although Schlossberg and

GoOman's sixth graderS tended to qualify their statements about

women's occupational choices by saying "she could do it, but she

wouldn't want to, " their choices of appropriate occupations for

women were not significantly different from those made by kinder-

garteners. During junior high, hOwever, Matthews and Tiedeman

(1964) found that girls became more interested in having careers. .

This period coincides with the transition of many girls from the

"fantasy" stage of career choice to the"tentative"stage, a tran-

sition which boys make at a slightly older age (Davis, Hagan &

Strouf, 1962; O'Hara 1962). It it not surprising, therefore,

that eighth graders' views of male and female occupations differ

significantly from those of younger children.. They are much more

liberal in their expectation§'of what men and women can do; and

the girls are more liberal than the boys, particularly when: male

participation-in tousekee ping and childrearing is involved\(Shep-

ard Hess, 1975)'.

Desnite their relatively strong career interest, Mathe

and Tiedeman found that the junior high girls they studied i

28
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the'1940's and 1950's were still very,lim'ted in their choice

of occupations. They became increasingly trittiona 1 in high

school when the perdentage of girls planning to be single -C-a-reer

women decreased from 13% to 3% and the nercentage of girls plan-
.

ning homemaking increased from 60% to ,75%. Similarly, Harmon
,

(1971) reported that the preadolescent career choices which

University of Wisconsin college freFhwomen recalled were more

varied and sophisti.2ated than their current choices. This

shift to more traditional choices may have been due to increased

awareness of the conflicts between homemaking and careers, or

the conflicts betweeFbeing accepted as a woman and being ac-
.

cepted as a person' with an interesting and demanding career.

Shepard and Hess (1975) found that the liberalness of children's
at

expectations for males and females stabilized around the preteen

period; high school and college students testea -during the same

year as the junior high school-students showed very similar

responses, although adults ( age = 50.) were more conservative,

Singe this was not a longitudinal study, the results,are not

clearly indicative of a stabilizing of career interests, but it

appears as if females begin to seriously consider career alter-

natives and sex role options in early adolescence. As a result,

tl-leir career choices seem to chanre, although their strotypes

remain farily stable. In the Mathews and Tiedeman study, which

was conducted at least a decade earlier, even the girls who plan..:

ned to be.single career women did not choose pioneer occUpations,

and the majority of girls in both junior high and high school

considered Marriage and careers mutually exclusive. Although

29
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the dynamics of career choice appear similar for the two. samples,

Shepard and Hess' recent group were apparently more open to

considering pioneer occupations as an option, and less likely

to see marriage and career 'as incompatible.

- The occupational choices of elementary school-age and teenage

girle-are-very7limitedT-and-do'not-appear-to be-strongly predic five

of their later career decisionsv_hoWever, several characteristics

of young girls have been shown to predict career commitment and

pioneer career goals and choices in later years. Astin (1968a)

st,viied a national sample of ninth graders in 1960, and found that

higher SES, greater math ability, stronger interest in physical

science, college preparatory course curriculum, and more college

counseling predicted career choices in science and teaching as

twelfth graders. The greatest difference in personality profiles

were between ninth graders who., as twelfth grader's,/ aspired to

science careers and those who, ai twelfth graders aspired to

jobs not requiring a college degree or to fulltimelhomemaking.

When she evaluated the career plans,of ninth graders and theil4

plans one year after high school graduation, Astin (19684 found

that girls who aspired. to careers in natural science , teaching

and the professions as.ninth graders,and had changed their plans,

four years later.tended to have lower ability than those who main-

tained their plans. Those who aspired to homemaking and office

work as ninth graders and who.had changed their career plans ft/Ur
0

years later tended to haVe higher ability than those,

.

1their goals. Those who had shifted their goals.,from., . . ..

,

teaching and, the professions to homemaking:or office.

31)

who maintained
/

naturi/ science,

work had higher
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ability than those wha,had consistently aspired to homemaking

or office work; whereas those who shifted from homeMaking or

bffice work to the higher level fields were less'able than tfiose

who had consistently aspired to those profeesions. As a result,

the average ability levels of females aspiring to teaching, natural

science and the professions increases and the average ability- ,-

level of those aspiring to be full-time homemakers or office work-

ers decreases. af the over 11,000 females in this ProjeL.t TALENT

sample only 22% maintained stable career goals for four years.

When asked to recall'earlier career choices, young women often

claim to have had fairly stable career goals. In her study of

University of Wisconsin freshwomen in 1968, Harmon (1'971) found-

that career choices at 15 years of age had some validity, andi

that earlier choices were less valid. In a study of juniors and

seniors at a Midwestern Catholic high school, Rezler (1967) found

that 10 of the 33'girls aspiring.to.plo eer careers reported that

they had had the same goal as ninth grIde Sf nine of these-10

planned to become physicians. Similarly, 14 of the.33 aspiring

to traditional'careers reported that they had had the same career

goal as ninth graders, and their most popular career choice was

nursing. It may be that certain career choices, such as nursing

and medicine, tend to be made early, perhaps because they are

very popUlar and visable occupations, or .because they require

early commitment to a particular school or college courses.

Another possiblity that since these careers are so popular

among young children, even the small proportion who

maintain these goals is relatively large compared
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to those choosing other goals. Studying a national sample of

gra-duating college students in the class of 1971, Baird (1973)
-

.found that men and women who were planning to be physicians had-

the most stable career goals from their entering.college year to

their graduating,year.. In a more recent study, Schuck et al.

, (1974) found that almost half the women medical students at the

University of Pittsburgh Medical school in the classes 1974-77

had decided to study medicine before Or during high school. In

contrast, Only 25% of the-women who received doctorates in 1957-

.58 said that they made their.final career decis.ion before gradu-
.

ating from high schOol (Astin, 1969). Among woMen 'receiving

their doctorates:in economics in 1973-74, _only,3% reported that

they had made this career'decision before entering college, while

73% decided while undergraduates (Strober, 1975).

The limitations of research based on college and career

women's rec011ectiohs is obt;ious and the few longitudinal studies

which evaluate the relationship between early career choices

andy later aspirations indicate that the goals of elementary and

high school girls are not directly relevant to the career choices

that they make in college or later. Harmon (1970) found no sig-

nificant differences between eighteen-year-old girls who had

entered the University of Minnesota between 1953-55 who were classi-

fied as career-oriented ten years later, and those who were home-

making-oriented ten years later. Similarly, McLaughlin and Tiedeman,

(1974) found that career c6al stability was weaker during the nye'

years following hAgt school'graduation than it was from five to

3:2
,
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eleven years after graduation.. However, this situation may

be-WIffmging somewhat. Dodge (1974) found that over40% of

Mcalaster College women studied in 1972-73 reported that

their career choice had been fairly stable throughout their
-

college years, and 62% of the women she studied from other

colleges_reported,similar consistency. Most of the women

she studied were career-oriented, which may be partially re-

sponsible for these unusual results.

Overall, these studies suggest that career goals and in-

terests of elementary and high school girls have not predicted

later decisions; in terms of Career commitMent or piOneei or.

traditional choices. Of course, the decision of whether or

'not to go to college, and the type of college or vocational

school chosen, is usually made during "this period, and this

decision will crucially influence career opportunities. In

addition, college curriculaAAmit the types of fields that
V A

graduates-can entertiCt*berg (1966) found that 56% of the female

4raduate students he studied had the same major'in College and.

..craduate __ c ho which

kind's of early experiences which influence women's decisions

regarding the type of higher education to pursue. Another im-.

porta,1L idsue which needs to be studied is a possible trend in-

dicated by the D'odge study. It is possikle that, as career com-

mitment becomes more widespread, women's early career choices will

'be more predictive of later career decisions.

Most studie have,,been concerned with college students and

white-collar positions, and until very recently very few women
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were employed in nontraditional blue-collar jobs.- Since the

majority, of career-oriented and pioneer women are college-edu-

cated,\and since high school career goals are apparently not

predictiv'e of later behavior, itj.s reasonable to focUs on the

college experience. StUdies at several-colleges and universities
,

have indicated that the career goals of entering women were

fairly traditional, and became ihcreasingly traditional during

^Ts

college. Angrist,(1970) studied students enrolled in the women's

college of a technically oriented coeducational university betwete!n

1964-68, and found that although sophomores chose rather atypical

career goals by senior year more than half chose traditional

career goals. .Similarly, entering women students at Radcliffe

expressed strong career commitment and.interest in pioneer occu-

pations, but their. goals 16ecame less ambitious and more traditional.

-by-their'senior year (Horner, 1972). Tangri (1971) 'found that'

two yeais after gtaduating from the University of Michigan in

1967, 30% of the:women who.had expressed pioneer aspirations as

seniotes had become Role.Innovators. Katz (1969) found that

_..Slanford-merr-from-the,class--of-196'5Thecame increasingly sure of

their Occupational choices while in college,. wherehs theiK female--

classmates became increasingly unsure':' Similarly, Astin and Myent
(1971) found that half of the oler 5,000 women from their Project

TALENT sample-changed their career goals between twelfth grade

and five years later. This study indicates that these years are

crucial ones whether or not a woman enters college.

All of-the above studies demonstrate plat women's career

goals shift significantly in the 4-6 yeay period following
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high schoo. graduation. .Several studies indicate t their-

* adittomalanetifartfe-nrakin-g-

oriented; however, a more recent study suggests that this teehd-

may be changing somewhat. Dodge (1974) studied women at Macal-,
-

aster College in Minnesota from 1972-74 and smaller samples -

ft-om severalother colleges. She_f_ound_that the_numberLof_womee____

with career aspiratons increased from 72% in 1972-73 to 86%

.in 1973-74, and that, for these women, there was no.decrease

career commitment during their college years. Although specific

career goals changed during college for almost 60%-of the women

involved, -they:-many hot have been the same kinds of shifts from

pioneer to traditional choices that were reported in the earlier

-studies.

SUmmary .c 1

Although the interests and goals during the pre-college

years may have important influences-on the carder goals which

develop during and after-college, they have had little value
-

as predictors of career coMmitment or career choices. Early-

scholastic interests arid ability, particularly in math and science,

may predict nontraaitional career aspirations for high-school

seniors or college freshwormenc but there are no studies which

prove whether or not they predict pioneer career aspirations as

college seniors or new alumnae. Since so mahy changes occur
Nit

during the far tosix years-after high school graduation,, it

appears unIlke1y that these Characteristics have mtich value ,as

predictors for long range planning..

Howevert most Of thase.studies were cOnducted in the 1950's

3'6
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and 1960's, and since there is some evidence that career com-

mitment is increasing and that pioneer career choices have be-
,

come more acceptable among college women,-this situation may

be changing. There is clearly,a need for longitudinal studies

which mill evaluatecareer goal patterns of both college, prepara,

tory.and "vocational track"Aligh.school students in the.1970's.

the.studies iindicate that the actua'career goals

of girls in elementary schbol and high school are not predictilre

of rater goals. Thereto?, rather than concerning myself further

with the develOpment of career goals as an isOlaed character

istic, I will focus on other possible influences and potentially

related characteristic7 in the areas offamily background, person-
.

ality and other personal characteristics,,and attitudes and values.
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CHAPTER 4

'FAMILY'BACKGROUND

importance .of family background and related factors1C

ha0 lOng been recognized as,a. crucial iesue in the career v-
.

!S!;-

cis1ons Of men and. women. ,Although men's career aspirationsp

were attributed t economically,and emotionally stable homes,

women s cardi-r-ommitment and role innovative career goals or

general attitudes were attributed to an inferior homelife. broken

,by divorce or death (Seward, -1945; White, 1959). These...early t
I

studies were conducted during a period in,this century when

women's'careers were most maligned and were, in fact, in a

striking de16-line. The authors appeared to find the results they
,-

weA.lookin# for, and sometithes manipulated their data toward

that end. For example, in her summary, White (1959).confused
r

the findings for "feminine" women (those with interests defined

as feminine on the feminine-masculine scale of the SV1B) with

those for homemaking-oriented women (as defined by a different

SVIB scale). More recent studies contradict theSe earlier re-

sults, and *are more extensive in their scope.

Socio-Economic Status

Socio-economic 'status (SES) has been defined in several

ways. Sometimes it is based solely on the father's occupational

level or salary, sometimes on the family income, and sometimes

the father's or parents' educational attainment are also con-

sidered. These differences make comparisons across studies

difficult, and so specific measures, when given, are stated here

and taken into account when the literature as a *hole is evaluated.

3 7



Using a large sample 'of hipt:,sch6o1,,,senTbrs,.Straus, Sewell,.

and Haller (1970) foUnd that.when'intelligence wascontrolled,
_

0males and females with higher SFS-had/higher educational an4
A

occupational.aspirations.. However', other studies tiave shown that

boys are more. likely `V- enter College than girls', especially when

the father is not higl-rly educated (Astin, 1969). Theodaughters

of very educated fathers are As likely as the sOris to entei. col-

lege. :In 1957, among women-with the highest ability in the highest

SES quartilethe proportion-of high sehool graduates going to

college:Vas 76% Tor femals, compared to 91:4 for males (Carnegie
-

Commi'ssion, 1973): By 1967, these statistics had changed to 92%

for males, 93g for females. However, for the highest_ ability stu-
.

dents in the:lowest SES quartile, wbmen.entering college were 24

percentage-points belew males in.1957, and Were 'still 15% lower in
,

1967, when 60.,4centered college.

Career do iitnietit. SFS, as meaSured b the fatheris,occupa.4

tional status or in me, was fc.Und to be unrelated to daughter's

career commitment in "several studies, conducted' 'in the' 1950's and.

-Johnson-and-Boocbdke-s-stUdr":---------

(1963) of,juniors.and semiors in seven New Jersey high schools in

1961; aGoldsen et al. Study (1960) cof 420 Cornell wO in 1S.

Simpson.and Simpson's'study (19.61) of 111 sociology students in1959,

and Siegel and; CUrtis' study (1963) of 43 Pennsylvania State 'univer-

sity sophomore women KOSat Pachiele, and Schommer (1962),found. no

significant differences based on BEStor 118 Catholic college fresh.

women, but'higher SES wdmen who had very high aptitude scores were

more careeroriented than ie low SFS women with vey high aptitude

3 8
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scores. In a more recent study comparing college'fresfiWothen

.:ata-state university, Turner and'McCaffrey (1974)_found no

relationshiP between SES and Preferred or expectedcareer com-

mitment for black or-yhite women-. ;Using a SES. measure which

'included father's occupation and mother's édUcation and work

experience, Eyde. (1962) found. no 'differences for Jackson college
.
:

-. . ,senicrs in the 1958 and 1960 clabses, but 5-year-.allumnae from

the class of 1953 who were from lower-middle, class backgrounds tended
\ -to be more career-oriented than their cla'ssmates. White (1967)

found that among young elementary school teachers (ages 21-24)

j those with working-class backgrounds were inore Career-oriented

than those with middle-class backgrounds. Women who graduated

with distinction froth the University of Michigan between 1945-55,who were fulltime homemakers in the late 1960's tended to be from

thiddle-r.clasa homes, and single Women professCrs were from lower,
, ,

class-baCkgrounds (Birnbaum, 1971).. Although these groUps are

nOt exactly:comparable, it was assumed that.theSe gifted alumnae
...

; had similar-ages,
. intelligence, and educational'oppiortunitieS

as the women who, went there to teach.
_

The three studies concerned with high school students showed

conflicting results. Smith (1969) studied tenth and eleventh_

graders in New York suburban public schools, in 1966, and found

that SES did not influence career commitment for nonwhite girls

and was much less important than the mother's employment statua

fnr white.'girls. Lee (1971) studied 365 seniors in six high

schools and vocational schools, and found that SES was negatively

-related to career commitment. In contrast, 'Astin 119 studying

3 9



817 girls from the national Project TALENT sample, found that

those aspiring to careers, in s ience or teaching hgd higher

SES than those aspiring to be fulltime homemakers or office

.workers. Although this is not exactly a ,career-oriented/home-
. .

'Making-Oriented coMparison; women who plan to, be ofice workers_

do tend.,:tO b& homemaking-oriented (Hoyt &...Kennedy, 1958).

When .parent'.s educational attainmerit was considered; ' Simpson

gnd Simpson and Siegel ana Curtis Again foUnd no significant'

:..differences related, to career commitment. Almquist and Angrist_
.

.

.

.

. .

.

(1971) also found 'no differenCes...for ,college women in the mid-1960's,

.

_ .

,
.1.

. .
. .

.

_
.

on this dimension. ConaWay and Niple (1?66) studied freshWomen_ . _

'

and transfe'r students;, at the Ohio State University and found

no relationship between the .mother's .educgtional level and the_
,

-daughter' s caeer-i commitment; howevee,' careet.,Oriented women

'tended to :have mothers who. had attended- continuing education 'clatse,

ZissiS (1964) fOund :thgt homemakingoriented PUrdue freShwomen in

1959 were'rmore likely to have college-educated fathers thgn
01. -

their career-Oftenied classaigtes.' Gysbeits,- Johns6i and GUst,,(196.8).

atudFed :Women who :attended the.University of J'fisSoUri betWeerf 1958--

64 in a. follow-Up. in 1967, and _found that those who_ were Consistently

career-orien-ted in coll'ege and in the: follow-up hgd, more educ.ated

Tarehts than their- consistentlY homemaking-oriented Classmates.

Women who, were teaching At. the University of Michigan in the.' late

1960's tended to have very educated parents, whereas t,he University
,-

of Michigan 'aluMnae who had. gr,pated with distinction between

945.;.55 and became full-time homemakers had middle-class fathers,

who were slightly less well educgted and mot 'intellectual (Birnbaum.
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1971). Parnes and Nestel (197$) found no differences related to the

fatherls educational level in his study of a national sample of

black and white married career women and full-time homemakers.

Although the results are inconsistent, most of the studies

either show no differences related to SES, or show differences

based on more sensitively measured comparisons. Por example,

when the groups were heterogeneous enough to differentiate,between

upper-middle, middle, and lower-middle classes, the middle-class

women were least career-oriented. Similarly, when the study

differentiated between students with c011ege-educated parents

and parents with graduate or professional degrees (similar to the

upper-middle and middle-class divisi9,ns), differences were again

significant. It appears possible that several of the samples were

not sufficiently heteroP'eneous groups to differentiate according

to SES1 the Cornell women wad have been "high ability middle-class,

or upper-middle".olaee women. Purdue vin1 wbuld tend to be middle

class women interested in science and technical fields since that

was what Purdue offered, and the Penndylvania State University

sample was Mall and homogeneous accordinc to Zissis. Conaway

_Jand Niple's study suggests that the mother's attitude toward edu-

cation may be influential: in their study, mothers who had attended

continuing'education cIasses appare.qtly served as role models for

their daughters.

Another possibility is that the differences which were found

that were attribued to SES were actually related to other issues.

such as the mother's work experience or career commitment. This

is likely in cases where SES was based partly on the mother's in-

come, education, or work experience. or in samples where low SES
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was associated with the mother working. Since the mother is a

.potentially important role model, her career interest and status

will be evaluated separately, later in this chapter.

Education. Since educational attainment often correlates with

career commitment (Lozoff, 1968; Rile, Johnson, & Boocodk, 1963;

Zissis, 1964) and with more role innovative career goals and Choices

(Moore & Veres, 1975) and feminism (tipman-Blumen, 1c)72; Pawlicki

Almquist 1973) this variaele will be discussed separately.

In a study of high school seniors, Straus, Sewell and Haller

(1970) found a positive relationship between educational aspir-

ations alnd SES for males and females when measured intelligence

was controlled. Astin (1969) found that women who received doc-

tora.tes in 1957 or 1956 had better educated parents than males

with doctorates. However, for this sample, although the father'is

educational and occupational levels had a positive influence on

the daughter's educational level, mothers who had dropped out

of college tend to have more highly educated daughters than

mothert with an undergraduate degree.

These studies indicate that higher SES predicts higher

educational aspirations and attainment although the results are

not clear for the mother's educational level. It may be that

mothers who dropped out of college provide an exception to the

generally positive influence of the mother!s educational level,

perhaps because the mother regrets'the fact that she did not

finish her education and encourares her daughter not to make the
.

same mistake. Another possibility is that women who did not finish
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college differed from those Oto either did not enter college or

who entered and completed college in a crucially important ivay;

perhaps because they quit school for financial reasons and had

to work to support their families or themselves. If-this were

the Case, again it might be a matter of the Mother's work history

which was actUally the relevant issue, rather than her education.

Research is needed which will examine these more specific issues.

Role Innovation. The relationship between SES and the choice

of a traditional or pioneer career is more clear. In a review of

the literature, Schiffler (1975) reports that the level of career

aspirations is positively correlated with SES forlmales and fe-

males. Studying a large national sample of college freshwomen

in 1961-62, Werts (1965) found that women in the highest SES

croup chose the most role innovative clreer coals. These woman

were more likely to choose physician, lawyer, psychologist, foreign

service, and social worker; middle-class women were more likely

to choose journalist and speech Vlerapist; and the lowest SES

grouT, women were more likely to Oloose teacher, nurse, and lab ,

tedhnician. Kaman (1973) studied juniors and seniors in 38 col-

leces and universities in 1968, and found that women aspiring to

pioneer occupations tended to have parents with high income, and

11f1 had mothers with a doctorate or professional degree, com-

pared to 4% of the moners of the women aspiring to tradi-

tional careers. Almqui t (1974) also found that college

seniors aspiring to pioneer careers had more highly educated

mothers: 63% had mott",ers with some college, compared to
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40% for those with traditional goals. In their study of junior

college women, Veres and Moore (1.975) found that 52% of the

parents of aspiring Role Innovators had more than a high school

education compared to 42% of parents of aspiring Traditionals.

This difference was not significant, however. Klemmack and

Edwards (19173) studied college women at an Eastern university,

and foundAhat their ideal marriage age and their educational

aspirations correlated with their father's occupational level.,

As a Fesult, pioneer aspirations were also correlated with the

fathers occupational level. Although significant, these-cor-

relations were all below .20, and therefore accounted for less

than 4% of the variance. Cartwright (1972) studied women stu-

dents at the University of California School of Medicineoir 1967-8,

and found that over two-thirds of the fathers had at least bachelor's
'degrees, ind 40% had attended graduate school. The mothers were
also well educated: 43% had at least bachelor4s decrees, and

17% had graduate degiees.

There were three exceptions to these consistent findings.

In her study of 112 juniors and seniors at Temple University,

Sundheim (1963) found no differences between the-SES of those major-
ing in elementary education, languages, or mathematics gr Science

fields. 'However, although elementary education majors were ob-
,viously planning a traditional career, it is possible that lang-

uage and science.majors were also planning to enter traditional
fields. -One might expect that science majors would be more likely
to aspire to.pioneer occupations, however, the number actually

-planning such careers may have been very small. Under these cir-

cumstance4 tris rtudy canhot be considered a comparison of career
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goals. Tangri (1972) found no relationship between.pioneer

goals and the father's educational attaLnment for Univeristy of

Michigan women in the class of lob?. Mednick (1973)

found'no relationsfiip between piAneer gcals and parentb, edu-

cation or income for black women frata five Eastern campuses in

1971.

When actual working women were studied, a strong relation-

ship between SES and career Choice was again apparent. Standley

and Soule (1974) found that white women (A age = 4o) working in

four pioneer fields (architecture, law, medicine and psychology)

had well educatc.1 parents, with high income. Nagely (1971) studied

40 white college-educated married women with at least one child

at home (M age = 35) and found that those working in pioneer

fields had better educated fathers than those in traditional

fields. \In a study of 25 women who were presidents and vice-

preildents f nationally recognized business firms, Hennig (1974)

found that these very successful executives were more likely

to have grown'up in upward aspiring middle-class homes 'with

mothers who were equally or more educated than their fathers, com-.

pared to women in middle management positions. -This is a some-

what different comparison, since even middle management positions

are male-dominated; so it may not measure career aspirations as

much as-ambition, ability or perseverance.

In general, these studies indicate that, when SES is measured

by the father's educational or occupational level, a higher SES

tends to predict, more pioneer career aspirations and choices for

the daughters. The importance of the mother's educational level
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is leas clear, but it appears that mothers with at least some

college tend to have daughters with pioneer goals or Careers

more than mothers with,less education, and possibly more than

mothers with college decrees. Mothers with graduate degrees,

however, apparently have a mare positive effect on their daughters'

pioneer choices. As was the case in tge relationships between

career cOmmitment and SES and educational ispirations and SES,

it is not clear whether the mother's educational level heu influ-
.

enced her own employment. If this is the case, it may be that

the mother's employment (which is not generally considered sep-

arately as a component of SES) is the important factor involved,

rather than her education. Mednick's study suggests that the

relationship between SES and pi_neer aspirations may only be sig-

nificant for white women.

Peminiat-AAlitudes_ Five-sktudies-were-co-noerned-withthe-----

relationship between feminist attitudes (feminism) and SES. Gold-

schmidt et al. (1974) studied women at four different types of

colleges and universities, and found no relationship between SES

groups on a Women's Liberation ideology scale or their participa-

tion in ,r,.ampus Women's Liberation groups. However, women who were

active members of the canpus Women's Liberation groups tended to

have mothers with graduate degrees or with less than a college

education: there was no relationship between feminist ideology

and mother's education. In her study of wives of graduate stu-

dents in the,Boston area, Lipman-Blunen (1972) found no relation-

ship between feminist attitudes and parents' income, educational level,

or occupatiGn. Seventy-three percent of these women expressed feminist
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attitudes. Stoloff (1973) studied University of Michigan doc-
J

toral students, and found that those who were adtiVe in the

Women's Movement tended to be upper-middle-class or middle-class,

\and to have better educated fathers. Mere were no differences

related to the mother's education or type of ocupation. Both

activist and nonactivist graduate women were ideOlogiCally com-

mitted to feminism. DempeWolff (1974) found that University of,

Cincinnati men_who scored high on a feminism scale i'vere more likely

to have college-educated mothers, whereas anti-feminists tended

to have mothers with only high school educations. She found no

differences.related to parents' education or fathers' occupation

for women students. Pawlicki apd Almquist (1973) found, no SES

differences in their,comParison of National Orgainization for

Women (NOW) members and college women. This comparison was-hot
4

well controlled, since the NOW members were older and better

Summary. In the majority of studies, there was no -relation-

ship between career commitment and parents' SES, although there is

some indication that differences would be apparent if the samples

studied were more heterogeneous. ihite women with higher edu-

cational attainment or pioneer goals or careers have tended to

have more highly educated fathers or fathers with higher level
4

occupations, and there was some evidence that this relationship
;

was not present for black women. The relationship between femi-

nism and SES.could not be determined from the conflicting results.

4



The importance of the mothen's educational attainment was also

,There was some evidence that mothers with graduate

degrees or less than college degrees tend to raise daughters

with a less traditional view of the female role, in terms of

career goals and other issues. Perhaps those-moiherSwlim grad-

uated from college felt more satisfied with their lives t

women who did not have that opportunity, especially since their
,

husbands' appear to have been better educated and quite sUccess-\

ful. Mothers mith graduate degrees might have felt more success-

ful in their own right, and would have been likely to be employed,

so one would expect them to encourage timir daughters to pursue

less traditional aspiratiohs. The mother's attitudes may have

been Indirectly or directly taught to the daughter; however, it

is also possible that the mother's education influenced her em-

ployment status, and that-this was the 'crucial issue rather than

mdther on a daugh-

ter's career commitment and aspirations is an important factor

which needs to be considered before hypotheses are made regarding

the relationahip between SES,and challenging the traditional fe-

male role.

Working Mothers

The relationship between the mother's work history.and the

daughter's career goals has been consistently demohstrated in the

research results. This relatiOnship is usually attributed to the

importance (if the role mmdel of a women who 'succ,essfully combines,
, a career and marriage a model which is rare in our culture,

especially in the poPUlar media.
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Carepr Commitment. In the one study,of white elementary

school children (ages five, ,eight, and eleven), Hartley (1960)

found that daughters of working mothers were less likely to as-

pire to full-time homemaking, and more likely to want to work when

....they_are_mothers. Tbe_ch ildren in this .sample were all from

intact homes. Similarly, in her_study of high school students,

Smith (1969) found that among white tenth and eleventh grade

girls from a suburban Vew York high school in 1966, those whose

'mothers were employed expressed more favoraN.e attitudes towards

combining marriage, m6therhood, and a career. This difference

occurred regardless of SES, but was not present for nonwhites.

In a study of New Jersey eleventh and twelfth graders of above

average ability who were enrolled in 1961, Riley it al. (1963)

also found that the daughters of working mothers were more career

oriented, regardless 6f the mother's educational attainmentor

e daurrtert-se-dat-trons.

In the only study of students at two-year community colleges,

yeres and Moore (1975) found a positive relationship between the

career commitment of the daughter and the number of years that the

mother had been employed, and whether or not she was current*

woi:king. All of the mothers in this sample worked'in traditional

occupations. 1

The results for women at Thur-year colleges are also con-

'Astent for a variety of'populations over the last 20 years.

Almquist and Angrist (19.70) studied students.who attended a women's

college of ei coeducational university'between 1964-68-and found that

only 22% Of the career-oriented women had mothers who had never. worked,
.
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,

compared to 50% the mothers of homemaking-oriented women.

Sixty7SIx percent of the career-oriented women's mothers worked

while the studerit w s in college, compared to 2'2% for the home,:

making-oriented women. Among Purdue freshwomen in 1959, career-

oriented women were aga more likely to.have-working mothers
%

(Zissis, 1964). Erikson nd Norden (1974) found that 1973 Kan-
. -

sas State freshwomen who we e career-oriented were more likely'

to have had working mothers w ile they, were growing up, parti-

:cularly in their junior high ahd high school years. In addition,

career-oriented women whose mothers worked, tended to state that

their mothers had ositive feelings apout their employment more

often than the homemaking-oriented women Whose mothers worked.

Among Stanford women from the class of 1965 44% ot.the.career.

Oriented women had working,mothers, compared to 29% of the home-

making-oriented women (Katz, 1969). In their study of Pennsyl-.

.vania Sta'te University sophomores, Siegel and Curtis.(1963) found

that it was the mother's attitude toward employment that was cru-
cial; mothers Who were positive about their employment had daugh--,

'terS who were career-oriente.d. Cook (1968) found that career .

oriented Purdde seniors in the'class of 1966`were more likely to

have mothers in managerial or professional positions than.home-_.

making-oriented women. It is.possible that mothers with these

higher level occupations had relatively consistent employment

histories,' and presumably their work-was more satthfying than

that of women in lower level occupations, as was the case in a'

study by Hoffman (1961).
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Career women are alsO\more likely to have had working
mothers. Parnes e.nd Nestel (1975),found that.both black and
white career womenyere more likely to have had working mothers
while they were teenagers, although the relationship was

-stronger for black women.,,Birnbaum's study (1971) of University

of-Michigan women professors and alumnae, showed that'married

women professors were more likely, to have had working mothers
than were single_professors or the homemaker alumnae who had'

graduated with distinction between 1945-55. White (1967) found
that among elementary school teachers (ages 21-24) in their first
teaching position, those who were career-oriented were more likely

to have-had a working mother.

There are three exceptions to this consistent pattern. Tyler
(1964) found no;differences in the employment histories of the
mothers of career-oriented and homemaking-oriented high school
girls that she studiedirLthe_JaSals, In two-mo

Katz'(1969) found that 39% of.bOth career-oriented-and homemaking
-oriented women attending San Jose City College in the mid-1960's

had working mothers, and Almquist (1974) found no differences in
the proportion of employed mothers for career-oriented and home-

1

,making-ori nted women at a.Southeastern state university. Tyler's,

sample was xceptionally small: a total of 45 women, only 15 of
'whom were career-oriented, andfor Katz's sample, only 18. of 120
San Jose women.were homemaking-oriented. These small samples m'ay--
acCount for the unusual'resultS: In Almquist's study, only 30%
of the univarity women were homemaking-oriented,

and 70% of their-
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mothers were employed. It is possible that both-the Katz and

Almouist samples were too homogeneous to be sensitive to differ-
,

ences between career-oriented and ht7,meTtking-oriented women s

mothereemployment. It is also pc:ible that, although the

mother's employment or career comitment haS been a valuable

predictor of daughter's career commitment in the past, as career

becomes.,more common among-students, the influence of

"a working mother will become less important. Another possibility--

is that,aorking mothers beanme more commoh, particularly in

c. certain populations the:differences betweep;working and non-

working mothors will change and therefore the influence of thiS,

variable will change.

0

Education. The relationstiip between a woman's educational

goals and attainment and her mother's-work history is less clear.

In her study of college students in three traditionally "feminine"

fields of nursing, medical technology, and social work, Harmon

(1972) found that the mother's work history was irrelevant and

her.attitudes towards work did not significantly influence the

dlqghter's persistence in her educational.plans.during hen first

three years. In contrast, Astin (1969) found that 25% of the

over 1000 women wt'o obtained doctorates in 1957or 1958 had mothers

who had Wbrked w10.1e they were growing up, 70% of them in profes-
,

sional or managerial occupatiOns (including teaching-or nursing).

Ginzborg (1966) found similar results for women who were graduate
_ -

students at Columbia between-1945-51. In. his sample, Ootal of

41% of the mothers had worked before and during marriage, 14% had
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worked Continuously, and only '26)4 had never held a job. -In

their study of Ohio State University freshwomen and transfer-,. ,

students in 1965, Cona:way and'Niple (1966) found'that those

aspiring to graduate degrees'who were also career-oriented were

more likely to have working mothers than women who id not fulfill

these two criteria.

Although llese samples wei.e drawn from three decaaeS\ f

students., it-may be that their fields are more important tha

the years of the studies. Undergraduates in three traditional

fields may not be.influenced by working mothers as much or in

the same way as graduate Students. Moreover, wOmen graduate

students were very rare during the decade following World War.'

, and the fact that the women in the Astih and Ginzberg etudies

made.that unusual choice, and that a-significant minority of them

1.1 working mothers, seems to indicate that this variable Was a

potentially important influence in their career choices and view

of the female role. The Conaway and .Niple results suggestthat
-

the mother's employment status was still influencing the daughter's

graduate,school asPirations in the 1960's.

Role Inhovators. In several studies,.Role Innovators Were

. also more likely to have had mothers employed outside the home

than were women with traditional career goals: Hartley (1960)

found that among white elemehtary school girls (ages, 5, 8, & 11)__

_froth intact homes, those with working mothers were more likely-to

aspire.t6 pioneer-goals. -- However, since'so few expressedktiOn-

traditional career goals, this difference was not significaht..

Douvan (1963),studied girls between the age's of 11-18 frOm intact

,
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families, and found that those whose mothers worked part-time
. ,

we're inore-likely.to ,chocise pioneer career goals than daughters

o homemakers or Tull-tithe working mothers. .Tangri: (1972) found-
;

that University of Michigan seniors fram the class of 1967 who

had ,pioneer career goals were more likely0 hdve/currehtly em

ployed mothers, and theiv MOthers had beeri"employed for longer

periOds of,time. °In a follow-up study two years later, the

xeLationship between the mother's'employment andIthe daughter's

actual_pioneer career or graduate field choice was still signi-

ficant. Although Tangri's comparisons were all significant, th-,

correlations were all below .20,, and in,the follow-up study,

the mother's eMployment ranked only ninth in importance of the
-

variables under consideration. Katz (1969) found a Signifircant

relationship between the. mother's attitudes and the daughter's

career goals. Among Stanford Women in the class of 1965, those

who planned to become college professors (one of the few pioneer

choices cited) reported that their mothers were less zatisfied

with being a housewife than were mothers of womeri aspiring to

other (usdally More:traditional) Career goals. -In a study of
. . ,

male and-female,first yeaT.students in,four professional and
-

graduate:-programs at the UniVersityof 'Texas, Valentine-; Ellinger'

( 1975) -found -that -women- and .men in fields dominated

by the opposite sek were more likely to have working mothers than

;the students in traditional.fields.
. . -*

.In.contrast, Klemmack,and_Edwards _(1971-studying..300,women.._

at,.a iarge Eastern university,,found that women who had working
-

mothers anticipated havinp larger faMilies and therefore had
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more traditional career choices. This relationship was signi-

ficant, but again the correlation was below .20. Lovett (1969)

.found no differences in the work histories of mothers of Women

.who were graduate students in science or social work; both groups

tended.to have working mothers and Veres and Moore (1975) found

no differences for juhior college women who were aspiring to tra-

ditional or pioneer careers.

'. The results for career women were also conflicting. The
25 successful women executives that Henniz_k19.7.4) studied had

mothers who had been primarily homemakers, despite their high

educational level. However, 41% of the white women ( age = 40)

who were--employed in four pioneer fields (architecture, law, medi-
icine, and psychology) had mothers who had worked after marriage,

although 37%,of those who worked were dissatisfied with their

jo,bs (Standley & Soule, 1974).

The conflicting results for these studies indicate that,

although the mother's- employment may sometimes be predictive

of the daughter's pioneer aspiraticns or choice, this relation-

ship fl not very strong, and apparently disappears in some samples.
4rhe mothers specific career may be important. In Tangri's study,

mothers with more role innovative careers (defined by the propor-

tion of women in the field) tended to have daughters who were also

role innovative. In most of these studies, however, the working

mothers were in traditional fields, so that the relationship be-
tween the mother's nontraditional career choice and the daughter's

nontraditional aspirations could not be determined. It is likely

that theationship between the mother's employment and the
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-daughter's pioneer asiArations is stronger in samples,in which

some of-the mothers are themselves Role Innovators, as was the

case in Tangri's Study. .The importance of .the mother's atti-

tudes toward outside employment and nontraditional career choices

may 'also be crucial, ana this factor has'not been studie4 suffi-

ciently.

Feminism. Several studies indicate that the daughters of

working mothers have different-views of women than the daughters

of full-time homemakers. King et al.(1968) found that among ninth

graders in a metropolitan Florida school, the daughters of work-

ing women considered a wife's employment to be less of a threat

tq the p-..aFital relationship than did the daughters Of full-time

homenaker. Douvan (1963) found that 11-18 year old daughters

cf ç.time amd full-time working women scored lower on an in-

dex of traditiomal femininity than the daUghters of full-tiMe home-

m--7kers, Similwriy, Hoffmln (1974) recorted that the children of-

working mothes approved of women and mothers working more than

did w6ffiGn Mose mothers were not employed outside the home.

Broveran et al. (1968) and Vogel et al. (1970) found that the

sons and'daughters of working women described men and women more

similarly than.did other college students, and the daughterg tended

to describe women as significantly more competent than other women

did. They also believed that men were less competent than other

women did, although this difference was not significant. Regan

(1971) studied enLering University of Fennsylvania women and

'their mothers, and found that mothers who were career-oriented

had daughters who rated the Women's Liberation Movement as more
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pleasant than the daughters of,h6memaking-oriented women. In

contrast,,Lipman-Blumen (1972)'found that the-wiVes of Boston

area:graduate students'who expressed.femanist'attitudes did
_

- not -dIffer from more traditional wives in terms of mothers'

emplOyment status. However, the feminists were more likely'to

report that their mothers were dissatisfied with homemaking

and with their lives in general. In her study of doctoral stu-

dents at the University .of richiP:an, Stoloff (1973) found no sig-a

nificant relationship between feminist activism and mother's atti-

tude toward emr,loyment or number.of s.jears employed, although the

trends were_in the expected direction. Stoloff used a sample

of 44 women, and both activists and'nonactivists expressed feminist

attitudes.

Related Issues. If the mother's employment history does

effect her daughter's attitudes, goals and accomplishments, as

many of these stUdies suggest, it is still unclear how or why

this occurs. Is the employed mother most important as a role

model, or, as several studies suggest, are the attitudes toward

employment which a\mother teaches her daughter more important

than'tier employment status') Another possibility is that women

who work, or who enjoy\workinP., share other characteristics or

attitudes, such as autbnOmy or uncoLventionality, which influence

their daughters.

Social scientists have a.ttempted to take a closer look at

therelationship between workin\mothers and their children in

order to determine what effects tilp mother's:employment has on

their children's development. Several studies focused on the

mOther's attitudes towards their children. Foffman (1963) matched



white'children in third and sixth grades in Detroit in terms of

fatherg-s occupation, sex of the child, and birth order. She
1

found that Wren the mother liked working outside the home her

children reported more positive affect from their mother than

did the children of homemakers. Working mothers alsO reportedusingI.
-/

less severe diScipline than nonworking Mothers and exp'ressed more

sympathy and less hostility in their relationships with their

children. Mothers who were employed but disliked employment

were less coercive than homemaking mothers and also less power

assertive. Frankel (1972) Studied eighth grade children of

working and nonworking mothers in 1970, and found that both

groups described their mothers siMilarly, but the children of '

working mothers were pore likely to report physical punishment

(including denial of rewards and allowance). Powell (1963) found

thatuthe working mothers of white middle-class adolescents did

not differ from the full-time homemakers in terms of their posi-

tive attitudes towards ohildrearing. Nye (1963) studiedlover

2000 high school students in Washington, and found that the
,

children of employed and homemaker mothers.did not differ in

their perceptions of their mother's acceptance Or rejection of .

, them.

Several studies evaluated the children themselves, In a

study conducted in the 1950's, Nolan (1963) found that rural

Pennsylvania children with working mothers had higher academic

achievement and higher peer acceptance than the children of full-

time homemakers. Nelson (1971) studied_white ninth graders in a

larre ruhurban school nerlr ::innenpolis in 196 -66, and found that
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the mother's employment status di;d,not significantly influencer%
the children's social relationships, emotional stability, 'con-

formity, adjustment to reality, mood, or leadership behavior.

However, on the majority of scales, the daughters of full-time

and part-time working mothers were less well adjusted ,than the

daughters of full-time homemakers, Whereas the'sons of full-time

working mothers,were better adjusted than the sons,.of part-time

workinr mothers or of full-time homemakers in terms,of family re-
-

-lationships and general adjustment. The boys With full-time work-,

ing mothers had better family relationships than the.girls with

full-time workinF mothers.= Bloom (1972) found that at a predomi-
,

nantly "Jewish private high schdol; girls with high achieveMent

mctivation'(lAch) as measured by a ThematipApperception Tett (TAT)

tended to approVe of their working mothers more than girls with

.low6Ach who had.working mothers, and they also tended to want

careers. Studying the primarily white Protestant students at a

suburban public high school, Bloom found that girls with high n Ach

who had homemaker mothers did not want to follow their mother's

example,_but the girls with low nAch who had homemaker mothers
\\

did want"to become fuiltime homemakers. Dow..an (1963).studied -

a larFe national sample of 11-1P year old girls in the early .1950's,

and found thatsthe daughters of full-time cr part-time working

mothers were more likely to choose her as a model. than daughters

of full-time homemakers.

Several studies have examined the relatiodship between mothers

employment and their collere-ae daurhter's personality and

attitudes. 'Baruch (1973) studied 71 women at the University of
L

Massachusettes and Wesleyan, and found that the daughters of em-

5 9



ployed women had lower-Self-rated competence than.the daughters

of full-time homemal4rs. However, the daughters who .reported

that their mothers would prefer a career to,homemaking, whether

or not they,were currently employed,were higher On seifrated

,competence, and on self-esteem (as measured by CoopersMithis

:Inventory). This reversal was primarily due to ihe fact that one-

third of the working mothera were perceived by theit.daughters

as preferring homemaking to a career. In her study of 130

pSychoIcay students at the University of Massaphusettes.in Boston

(Which is primarily-a commuters' college), Baruch (1974) found

that the daughterS of woma who had worked .for at least one year

for 10'hourA.:eek or. more preferred their,mothers' "life patterns"

to their fathers4. ',Their tendency to also perceive themselves' as

more.similar to their mothers.. was marginally significa:A afthe

.10 If they perceived their mothers as preferring a career

tc homemaking, regardle;s of whether f.he had worked during the .

daughte's lifetime, she was (Pen more likely to be per.:eived as

more simi2ar than the father. Brace's study. (1973) of 200 white

mi-ddle-c:ass working mo4Iers in the Upper Midwest examined another7

potentially impor'aot.variable. In this study, working mothers

were more likely to view employment as an option -for their single

dauphtern of marriapelble are, and placed less emphasis on heir
marrire plans. There was no difference between mothers who-

worked part-time !:nd those who worked full-time, and SES was not

an influential variaoke. The c3r;flicting tesults and the wide

range of measures and variety of populatio Maie this data diffi-
cut o analyze. In general, the research seems to indicate that

employed women do not differ frOm full-time horriemalters in erms of
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ditcipline. techniques. Working mothers who enjoy their employment

appear to enjoy their children more as well. The effect of the

mother's employment status on the elementary school-age and

adolescent children,appears to vary'in different popUlations, and

other variablesinclUding the sex of the child, may be confound-,

ing these results. Among college woMen, career'-oriented 'employed

mothers apparently are more admired by their college student daugh-

ters are full-time homemakers. In addition, there is some

evidence that working mothers are less concerned with their-daughter's
A

marriage plans because they consider employment a satisfactory o'ption.

Summary. Despite tAe inconsistency in the results, most of

these studies indicate that a mother who is employed-obtside the

home and is career-orientedis more likely to have a daughter who

is career-oriented and who has 'a somewhat feminist.view of the

female role. The relationship between pioneer career goals and

1. working ssother is not clear; :however, mothers who are Role

Innovators tend to-have'daughters who wantto be Role Innovators.

the relation hip between the mother's employment and the daughter's

career goals appears to occur-because working mothers have differ-
,

.
. ,. .

ent attitudes towards the "propee! female role(at least in,terms

of the mother-working outside the home),--hd-betause working

\,7mothers serve 's a role model for their daughters, showing Ahem
.

that a woman can w,ork outside the h e and still be a happyland

successful hbmemaker and family member. Although the mother's

absence from the home may influence her children's social devel-
.

opment in either positive or negative ways, the actual relation-

7
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ship between mother.and daughter doeS not appear to be crucially
kaffected by the -mother's emploYment status. There is soMe evi-_

dence that daughters admire their working mothers more than full-
.

time homemaker mothers, and that the daughters of working mothers
may be, more likely to want to follow her traditional valuesl: for
example the daughter may-decide to combine her career aspiratiOns
with her desire for a large family if she feels that her mother

2
did so successfully. Since most mothers who are employed are in'

traditional female fields, the role modeling factor also wo4ld

tend to steer their elaughters to traditional careers'.

Another'faCtor which must-be considered-is the way that work-'
ing mothers may differ from full-time homemakers on various 'per-

sonality dimensions such as independence, achievement motivati.on,

and Intelligence. These differences may also be responsible for

-differences between their daughters, and therefore must be taken
into consideration, As I -reiiiew the Literature on the differences

between career-oriented and homemaking-oriented women, it is im-

portant to'keep in,mind that these comparions may also be rele-
.

.vant to the, mothers of career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

women, since the daughters tend to have the same preferences as-

their mothers.

The'literature on working mothers alsofsuggest6 the' need nit'-
greater control of _several variables

when measuring SES. If the
SES measure takes into 'account the mother's income, then the
mother's employment status will cOnfound the results. Similarly,
when the mother's education, or even the father's education or
occupational level is used to measure SES, the variable of the

,)
Old
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/
mother's employment status should be controlled. 'This is neces-

,

sary, because women with higher education are more likely to work

or to 4.1ave positive attitudes_toward their jObs, and because

husbands with higher education or with highr status occupations

tend to have Wives With relatively, high educational attainment.

Other variables, such as the relationship with the parents, and

the dumber of siblings may also be related to SES or to,the mother's

employment status. Unfortunately, SES is rarely controlled when

these other variables are examined, making it difficult-tO differ-
.

entiate.between variables. These related variables will be dip=

cussed individually later in this chapter.

A final consideration is the iMpact of shifting cultural

values on the relationship between the mother's employment and

.-the daughter's career Eoals and attitudes towards the traditional
.-^

female role. As the proPortion .of.women,yho plan careers ircreases,

their mothers' employment histories may become irreleyant. Simi-
-,

larly, as-the number of working mothers increases, such,outside

employment may have a less noticeable effect on the daughters''

Eo'als and'a-ttituaes.

change or disappear,

The relationship betWeen the variables may

either-because the proportion of homemaking

oriented wOmen or homeMaking mothers becomes too small to evaluate

or becapse career coMmitment or emploYment will no longer indicate

the same kinds of differences from homemaking-oriedted women or

homemakers which were revealed in the Studies of the 1950's-and-

1960's. For example, if working motherl are the norm in 1976,

then the variable will no lonFer discriminate between nonconform-
/

inc.., ambitious, or otherwise unusual women and traditional women.
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An alternative may be that more sensitive measures of career

.commitment will be necessary for both.mothers and-daughters, to

discriMinate between those women who plan to work or would like

to have a career, and those who will pursue careers 'and/or con-

sider their
1

careers essential. 'The-se shifting values and the

need for new measures of career commitment will be apparent in

several sections of this paper.

Relationship-with Parents

The woman's relations,hip with her, parents pay be importanti,

'regardless of her mother's employment history. .Although many ,df,

,the 1940's And 1950's studies concluded that career-oriented

women were frem broken or'unstable homes, better contrdlled stu-
,

i.

,dies have shown that this is not the case (Hoffman, 1963). Recent.
, .,

studieS have also shown that the.parents' marital status,is:also
.

t . ..-. .

..
. .

.. unrelated to the daughters' zfeminist attitudes,or activism (GoId-.

schmidt et al., 1974; Lipman-Blumen, 1972).

Career Commitme-nt. There is evidence in recent studies tbat

career commitment is.semetimes related to a relatively negative

home environment. Nagely. (1971) found that =white, college-edu-

cated working mothers who felt that their careers were of primary

importance_reported that they were'not as close to their mothers
.

as those who viewed homemaking as more important and/or enjoyed

homemaking tasks. In his study of above-average first and second

year college. women, Nuzum (1970) found that women scoring highest

and lowest bn the housewife scale of the SVIB did not differ in

their re3ationships with their mothers, but hdmemaking-oriented

6
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women saw their-relationships with'the: fathers as freer, more

sensitive, smoother, and morei_pleasurable. Oliver (1975) studied

Introductory Fsychology students at the University Of Maryland in

1973 and found that dareer2-oriented women felt.,that their filthets

were less accepting than did homemaking,oriented women. There

,were no differences in feelings of being "concentrated 'on by
-

either.parent. . In her study of middle-class mothers (ages 28-48),

Kriger.(1972) found that homemaking-oriented women saw their parents
. ,

as more restrictive than eareer-oriented women did. Turner and Mc-
.

Caffrey (1974) found that black and'white first year colle-ge women

who expected to work relatively consistently during their,adult"

liVes tendad to have.parents who were divorced_orseparated. When

she looked at white women exclusively, she found that those who ex=

peoted to be emAloyed more consistently reported less emphasis on

obeying their parents, and on having self-contr6l and good manners.

However; these relationships were Snot present for women who reported

a i)reference for more consistent employment as adults.- Since

career commitment meaSures do not alWays discriminate between wo-

men who want to pursue careers anc those who think tharcareers

are important (possibly because they expect that they, will have

_to rk outside the home, for financial or other reasons), con-

flicti g results may reflect differences in the wording of the

career-commitment measures, or the expectations of the womensbeing

studied. For example, women who had stable, financially com-

fortable,homes may interpret a question on career commitment in

terms of their preferences, whereas women from less fortunate

backgrounds may interpret the same question in terms of their

6
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expected needs as weIl-as their preferences.

The:expectations of the.women being'studred may'account for
,:,Some of the inconsistencies in.-this-data., and this factor desei'veq',

.

.

-.f,....1. ..

.

.

.

.further study. However,'ihere-are no clearly-apparent differences,..;
1.,

between the measures or samples used.by'Nagely, who found that

career-oriented college-educated women, were less close io their

mothers than hoMemaking -orientedwomen and e4ually' Close to their'

fathers, and the sampies of-College woMen Studied:by'NUzuM-and

OliVer, who found that career-oriented Women felt less ClOse _or

less accepted by their fathers, and eqtally close 'to their mothers..

Turner found no differences in the relationship,to fathers or

mothers, forwomen who preferred to be more career-oriented, but

those expecting to be career-oriented appeared-to describe their-,

relationship with their parents as rather r,-,t'ictive, _similar to

Kriger's results for:middle-class working mo-L.!..ars.

4 The small number of studies and the differences in measure-

ment makes this data difficuU to analyze. In addition-to the

expectations of the women, it appears possible that the difference
. between career-oriented college_women and career-oriented wives

and mothers may also be a crucial issue, and one that deserves

further study..Larger, more heteroreneous samples wOuld also con.-:,

tnibute to the generalizability of the research in this area.

Educational-Goals. In the-one study-which evaluates-the-re-.

lationship between educational leVel and, the parental relationship,

Carlson (1970) studied Women who were in a master's degree psSrchO1-..

off program with those in a doctoral psychology program. She

found no differences in their descriptions of parental treatment,

6
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as measUred by the'Tries Family:Relations Invent
.

did find however, that mbst of the women reported that their

parents had-concentrated bn them or- ignored them rather than
a

accepted them. Unfor'tunately, no Oomparisons-with undergradu-
-

ate Women were available in ,this study. This study indicates

'that women'in-graduate-school, Ty of whom are probably career
'-

oriented or future Role Innovators, may have less affectionate

relationships with their parents,Talthough there are differences
.

between measUring parental attitudes-in terms of aeceptbing, ig-
,

noring, and concentration and measuring closeness'and smooth-

ness,of a relationship. For example, a parent who is perceived

as largely ienoring the child may also be perceived as "easir to

get along with." Clearly, this one study can only-be interpreted

in terms of-its similarity to other research 'in related areas.

Role Innovation AlMquist.and Angrist (1971) found no differ-

ences between college women with pioneer:and traditional goals in
,

terms of their descriptions of their relationships with th\eir

parents. however, several other studies have indicated that

Women with pioneer and traditional gdals-do differ on'this
\

\

Tangri (1972) found.that,amOng University of Di7ichigan seniors

in.1967, those who aspired to pioneer ocCupations were more autono-

mous in their relationships with their parents than those aspiring

to traditional careers. The women aspiring to traditional careers
.

felt closer to their fathers than,their mothers, and those aspiring

to pioneer careers generally agreed more with their mothers,

althouph nbt on the subject of career 'goals. In.tile one stUdy o
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'black college women, Mednick (l973)-found no relation-ship betWeen

types of career goals and closeness to parents;-women with pioneer

goals and those with traditional-goalS tended to be closer to their

mothers.

Three studies were concerned with working women. .In Hennig's2

study of-25 suocetful women-executives and 25 middle-management

women, -the more successful executives repo-rted that theirkparents
7liked and respecteAd one another (1974).1T.n their study of woMeri:

With careers in.architecture, law, thedicine,.and psychology Standley-

and Soule (1974) found that 92% of their parents had stable marri-

ages% 60% ,said that they'Were their:fathet's faVorite, and,34%
I

neported that they were their mother's favorite. -These.women

espected their fathers,more than their mothers, but they confided

mor in their-mothers and reported that, at the time of the study,
/'they.needed their motherV more. In.Birnbaum's §tudy (1971).0'

University, of Michigah faculty women and homemaker alumnae who

had graduated with distinctiofi between 1945-55, the only diffe

once between the two groups in termS of parental relationships

mas that the facultSr women were more likely to'rePot having,domi-
-

r

nant mothers.

Oncaagain, the results of these,studies are inconsistent,

and the mpasures-uSed vary from study to study. The Standfey

and Soule.study does not offer a comparison group, which makes

it.impossible tojmeaningfUlly analyze the.results. The Birnbaum

study is also difficult to-analyze because the ccimparison groups----.
,

.

.

, .

,

Are not perfectly matched, and differ frOm other studies inthat,
%

onegroup.is a pion er group andthe oother is a high ability home-

6 8
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maker group, rather than the usual caree =oriented/homemaking

oriented or Rele'InnoVator/Traditional c mparison.

Feminism. There are few studies which compare feminists

and other women in terms of familial relationships. Lipmen-

Blumen found that feminist wives of Boston area graduate students

were less likely to report a "dominant father" thrn were mori--

traditional wilies, and Nere more likely to report more autonomy

from thefr parents as adolescents. Feminists also expressed

less admiration for their pare..t..1, more ,oriticism from their

parents, and.more frustration from their mothers. There was a

slirht tendency for feminists to have admired their fathers more

than their mothers, while the opposite was true for women with

more traditional attitudes. Feminists also reported having been

Jess coneerned with pleasing their parents, and more likely to
I.

report critical Mothers, whereas Traditionals repprted.more criti-

cal fath . In this sample the feminists were'in the maority,

representing 37,r, of the women studied. In Vagely's study of white

tollege-educated working women (ages 28-48), those with moi*e femi-

niqt attitudes reported that they had less comfortable relation-

ships with their fathers than did other women in the r.-1,1e (1971).

Stoloff (71973) studied University of !.'ichigan doctoral students,

and found thAt those who were active in the Women's Movement de-

scribed their motherg as more assertive and Corpetitive and their

fathers as less eompetitiv. than did nonactivist women. Women

in both groups felt close to their mothers, and they also expressed

similar feninist attitudes. :n another study of activist feminists,

Sherniss (1072) found that Women's Literation members described
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their mothers as stronger than did other women.

As in the previous studies, the samples and the measures Used

differ from Pach other and from those used in other studies. How-

ever, the Nagely study.is interesting in that the relationship

she found between feminism and parental relationships) differs

from the one she founL1 between career commitment and parental

relationships, even though the women with feminist attitudes

tended to be career-oriented. Narley's study suggests that career

commitment is less threateninr to the father-daughter relationship

than feminism is, or that feminism is more likely to develop

when a woman has aless comfortable relationship with her father,

and career commitment is more likely to develop when the daughter

has a less.comfortable relationship with the mother. In Lipman-

2lumen's study the feminists were more uncomfortable with their

mothers, who they descried as more critical and frustrating.

Since Lipman-?lumen'did not analyze the parental relationships

for career-oriented and homemakihreoriented women, a comparison

for cnreer-7.orinted women and feminists is not possible. However,

in the Stoloff study, doctoral students with feminist attitudes

felt close to their mothers.
(

The different results for the three studies may reflect the

dNrenr...es in the simsles; Nnrely studied white wcrkinr married
wor (nres 2P-46) with at lo,t one child st ;some, whe., Liprin-

Plun,7,n studied yeunper married wcmen are = 23.Y1, and

n'olo'f r"-udieri cradulte st,le.emtc with a mean are of 2f.,, approxi-

mately half vf lehom were married. Lipman-:.lunien's sample size of

over 1,^C^, is alro morl imsressIve t4pn :41rely's r!ami.,le of 40 and

Stoloff': samrlv of . 7-or :-.0me evidence t:r..t feminist

70
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activists consider their mothers strOnE, assertite and competi-
tive, and their fathers less competitive; these characteristics
would certainly influence rarent-child relationships. However,
with only four studies ir this area, conclusions cannot be drawn.

.SummarE. Although there are many contradictiori:. in the studies

citec!, sever-tl trends are apparent. studies by Carlson, Kriger,
.Tanrri end Lipman-Blumen surrest that women with less traditional

attitudes -Ind career and education goals differ in their relation-
ships with their parents on several measures. Whether-this re-
laticnship is defined as rore "remote" or "autonomous" appears
to depend on the viewroint of the author. The woman's relation-
ship with individual parents also seems to be affected, but the
differences vary from study to study. Oliver, Tangri, and Nu.zum
found that women with less traditional career goals (in terms of
career-oriented or Role innovators) were less close to their fathers,
and Narely found then to be less close to their motlers. On the
other hand, NaEely found that feminists were less comfortable with
their fathers, whereas Lipman-Bluemen fv.;nd them to have more
problems in their relatielnships with their mothers. Turner, Alm-
auist and Anrrist, ';ennir 7,nd Birnbaum fowid no differences for
career-oriented or Rcle :rnovator women's

relationships to their
parents, and -toloff found that feminist craduate students felt
close to their mothers.

It lppears that, far some p...pulaticne usis, certain measures,
women with nontradition-: roas and views of the female role are
lera close to theft parents or rore autonomous, whereas for other

4 1



sampler: and other measures these differences are not apparent.

Several factors may be involved in thes conflicting results.

One possibility is that the parent daufhter relationship is in-
,fluenced by the daughter's career goals and attitudes during

certain stae'es in her life, causine: friction which may dissipate
at other times. Tanrri's college women with pioneer goals felt
closer to their mothers than their fathers, but did nat agree
with their motherson their careei- goals:. if these women decided
to purSue these goals they woulJ have had to become relatively

lutoncmous to do so.

Perhaps parental encourapami_the_daughters'
goals is

an important factor which needs to be considered. However, am

ev-tluation of ctudies concerned with parental olourarement again
nhows conflicting results- Ginzberr (1966)_did a study in the
early 1960's of women who were Fraduate students at Columbia

between 1945-52, and found that 84 reported that their parents
had encouraged their rraduate studies. In his study of Stanford
womr$n from the class of 1965, Katz (1969) found that 87% of the
women ..apiring to be collee pi2ofesobrs rerorted that they had
been encouraged to pursue a professional career by their fathers,
an 5P hnd been encourared by their mothers. The women who aspired
to be full-time homemakers had not received such encouragement.
In her study of the wives of Boston area rraduate students, Lipman..-

21umen found thr?t fiose who were feminists (who wLso tended to
have. ',irher educational aspirations and were more.career-oriented)

reporter that both rarents had encouras'ed them to go to graduate
school. l!owever,..parental diccouraremen4 does not necessarily
deter their daurhters' rolls. Forner (1972) reported tat Radcliffe
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students often reacted to parenta3 discouragement of career

roals by becoming increasinr,ly committed to pioneer fields. In

Standley and Soule's study of women employed in four -,ioneer

fields, only half of the women felt that their parents would

have disapproved if they had drbpped out of school, and even

fewer would have disapproved if they dropped out of their pro-

fessions (1974). However, they also found that 66% of these

career women felt that their parehts had emphasized achievement

more than social adjustment, compared with only 17% who felt

that their parents had encouraged social adjustment more. Vetter

and Lewis (1964) studied Iowa State seniors majoring in home

economic,s, and found that career-oriented womq.n described their

parents as neutral or disapprovinE of their career goal.), whereas

homemalrIng-oriented women described their parents' attitude as

positive. However, they also found ":hat the career-oriented

women reported that their parents had given them material rewards

for rood school grades more often than their homemaking-oriented

class.mates.

These studies sugrest that the parental attitudes towards

achievement may be crucial. Whether or not parents encouraFe

;their daughters tc pursue careers, graduate degrees, or specific

kinds cf care4rs may be less important than the fact that they

encourare their daurhters to succeed in school as they are grow-

inr up. Horner (1972) found that 7.tadcliffe women became confused

aboat their parents' attitudes whie in college; th. felt that
suddenly their paren43 w^re no lonrer stressing academic success

ns thoy had in previous years, and instead were encouraging them

to bec:Itlo interested in more traditional pursuits. After develop-
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irp high expectations for themselvles tarougholit theAr school

years, these women ni.metimes find that t!heir aspirat\ions are

strong enough to overcome their parents' opposition or 'indiffer-

erwe to their career goals. Clearly., the development of such

-personality characteristics as autonomy and achievement motiva-

tion may be clocely related to these issues, and these traits

will be discussed in depth in the next chapter. At this point

/t is sufficient to say that parental attitudes and upbringing

may be influential in a variety of ways, as well as directly

influential onotospecific attitudes.

The impact of conflicting goals of parents and daughters on

their relationship to one another cannot be determined until the

sequence of events is clarified. Is the parent-daughter relation-

ship initially more remote or autonomous, therepy influencing the

daughter to choose more nontraditional goals, or do her nontradi-

tional goals significantly influence her relationship with her

parents? The studies presented here indicate that by the time a

career-oriented or role innovative woman enters college, she al-

ready describes her relationship with her parents differently th7in

her classMates, snd in the Lipman-Blumen study, where the median

age was 23.4, feminist women reported 4at they had experienced a

more autonomous, difficult adolescence.1 Research which evaluates

the relationship between these variables for junior high and high

school students is necessary-because retrospective reports from

college-age women may be soiased by their current familial relationships.

-Identification

One important aspect of the parent-daughter relationship is the

derree to whi01 the daughter fdentifies with her mother or father.

7
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Identification is measured by the degree of reported similarity

to a parent: or as the desire to.follow the same "life pattern"

as one parent. Females usually identify more with their mothers

(Beier & Ratzburg, 1953), and this identification is considered

to be responsible for her devioping "feminine" behavior and

characteristics. Since women Ihho are career-orien;ted or have

-pioneer goals have been considered "masculine", it wac often

assumed that they identified with their fathers mother than other

females did. The research has not always supported this assumption.

Career Commitment. In general, college women identified more

with their mqthers than their fathers, according to White's study

of junior college freshwomen (1959) and Mednick's study of black

collere women enrolled in 1971 (1973). As expected, Baruch (1974)

found that Swarthmore women who favored careers for women wanted

to have a "life pattern" like their fathers rather than their

mothers, and Oliver (1975) found that University of Maryland Intro-

ductory P,sycholoe'y students who were career-oriented tended to

identify with their fathers more often than homemaking-oriented

women. Oliver's definition of career commitment included a stronger

achievement motivation score than affiliation score on the EPPS,

in addition to a ncre typical measure of career interest. Nuzum

(1970) studied above-averare first and second year college women,-

and found'that the career-oriented women tepded to identify with

their fathers; however, the differences were not signficant. Heil-

brun (1969) found that for male and female vocational counseling cll-
.,

ents at Emory University, the "feminine"/6r "masculine" characteris-

tics of the parents were also important. Students who identified with
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a "masculine" mother or "feminine" father had more primary pattern

scores and more positive vocational interests than those identify-N.

ing with "feminine" mothers and "masculine" Xathers. SES was

also influential; among juniors and seniors in two liberaAktarts

colleges, lower SES women tended to identify with their mothers

and have stronger intrinsic and extrinsic work value orientations

(Kinnane & Bannon, 1964). Extrinsic work values, such as concern

with financial security, would be expected for lower SES students,
but intrinsic work values have usually been associated with higher
SES. These issues will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6.

The results are conflicting. Although women tend to identify
with their mothers, Baruch and Oliver found that career-oriented

women were more likely to identify with their fP.thers. However,
in an earlier study, Kinnane and Bannon found that lower SES college

women had'stronger work values and identified more with their mothers;

unfortunately, their career commitment was not measured in a manner
comparable to the Baruch and Oliver studies, where the women

were asked their aspirations in terms of career and homemaking al-
ternatives. Heilbrun's study was also not directly comparable,

because the sample consisted of students who had sought help with

vocational decisions, ptesumably due to uncertainty or koal con-
flicts which were stronger than those felt by the other students
stddied.

,/The small number of studies makes evaluation difficult, but
the Kinnane and Bannon study'does suggest that other factors, such
as SES, may need to be controlled in order to evaluate the,effect
of identification. A study by Reran (1973) of University of Penn-
sylvania freshwomen and their mothers.also indicated a need to-

7 6
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control for the pcssible influence of the mother's employment

status on these results. Regan found that daughters of career
oriented mothers identified more with their.mothers, whereas
daurhters of homemaking-oriented mothers identified more with
their fathers. Similarly, Baruch (1974) found'a marginally
significant tendency for the daughters of- working mothers to per-
ceive themselves as more similar to their mothers than the daughters
of full-time homemakers, and a significant:tendency to prefer
their mothers'life pattern more than their fathers;

Role Innovation. The results of studies comparing woJon
aspirir- to pioneer or traditional career goals has been more
consistent. Johnson (1970) fOund that among North Texas State
University women taking the Introductory Psychology course, those
who had high SVIB scores in science fields (which are priKarily

male-dominated, except for nursing) identified more with thier
fathers whereas there was no relationship between parental 'identi-
fication and df.rret of interest in traditional career such as
business educat: .-:cher, stenographer-secretary, office worker,
elementary school,or home economics teacher, dietician, artist,
author, librarian, or English teachnr. .-.e concluded that identi-
fication with the mother war not a major consideration in the for-
mation of sex-typical occpational interests, but that identifi-
?.ation with the father was iMportant in the formation of pioneer

li
goals.

7anpri (1972) found that for ::niversity of Xichigan seniors\

in theclass of 1967, having pioneer aspirations was slightly\

7
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correlated with rcrceiving themselves as more like their fathers,

although their rt,lationshipS with their fathers were not close.

In her study of female graduate students, Lovett (1969) found

that science graduate students identified more with their fathers

than did social work_graduate students. In contrast, Mednick

(1973) found no relationship between identification and pioneer

aspirations for tilack women enrolled in five Eastern colleges

in 1971; most of these women identified with their mothers.

Although tl,ere are few studies in this area, the majority

agree that women with pioneer, career Eoals tend to identify with

their fathers rather-than their mothers. The women,invoaved,in

these studies were primarily white, and the Mednick study suggests

that this relationship may not be maintained for black women.

The results of the Tanrri study indicate that identification with

a parent i sometimes unrelated to the quality of the relationship

between the parent and the chilr!,

Feminism. In the one study of the re17/tionship between femi-

nism and identification, Stoloff (1973) found that activi'it fem-

inists who were in doctoral programs at the University of Michigan

were-more likely to perceive themselves to be like their mothers

than Were their nonactivist classmateL The two groups, matched

for age, field of study, nnd year of graduate school, were similar

in terms of feminist attitudes.

Summary. :here is little resen-ch pertaining to identification,

and the results are conflicting. The relationship between career

78
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commitment and identification cannOt be determined from the

studies available; however, white college womenespiring to
pioneer careers tended to identify with their fathers. More

research is needed, particularly comparing black and white
-

women, evaluating career women rather than college students and

comparing ideological and activist feminists.

The studies cited indicate the potential importance of

related factors, such as the mother's employment history. Re---

search on career commitment indicated that career-oriented college
women tend to identify with their fathers, but that working

mothers were more likely to have daughters who identified with

them than were full-time hdmemakers. Since working mothers tend
to have career-oriented.daughters,

these two forces conflict

with one another, and may explin the differences in research
results. In future research, the mothers' employment status

should be controlled_when'identification
is evaluated.

Personality characteristics which are related to parental

identification may also be interrelated with career commitment,

role innovation, and feMinism. For example, ozoff (1974) studied
rifted Stanford alumnae the early 1960's and found that the

autonomous women'tended 'o describe themselves as emotionally

similar to their fathers,' although they frequently disagreed with
him: they perceiired their mothers as inadequate, less forceful,
and therefore irritating:, Williams (1973) found that among senior
women at a Catholic high school, identification with ascendant-

,

dominant fathers was correlated with greater confidencv, self-
reliance, competivenes ; assertiveness, and self-acceptance;
qualities which may be related to career choice-or feminist attitudes.

79
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These studies demonstrate that identification is closely re-

lated to personality characteristics, snd this may be the reason

why identification is an influentiarfactor in the career goals

of women. Personality characteristics will be discussed in the

next chapter.

The daughter's choice of one parent as a role model may

also be an important aspect of the relationship between identi-

fication and career choice. If a daughter perceived herself

as similar to'her father, she would be expected to choose a
_

life style similar to histherefore choosing a career, poSsibly

in a field.similar to his. In fact,.research has indicated that

sons are more likely to choose their father s occupation than

are other males (Werts, 196 5). Certainly, a daughter who identi-

fied with her father would be likely to behave similarly.

Althow-h identification with the father clearly correlates

with pioneer aspirations and possibly career commitment in.college

women, it may not.correlate with actual career'choices made by

college alumnae, particularly if they are married .or have children.

Research is needed which will examine this relationship.

Bicth Order and Family Size

Rossi (1965) predicted that although first born males are

over-represented among eminent scholars and scientists, first

born females would direct their achievement moti.vation to appro-
,

riately "feminine" outlets.- Her predictions have not been,con-.
f med.
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Career,Commitment. Edwards and Klemmack-973) found no

relationship between career commitmentand birth ordor for

colleEe women, although later borns with a younger brother,

no younger sisters, and no older brothers were more career7

oriented than their first born counterparts. Later borns with

a younger sister were more homemaking-oric-,e& than their first_

born coUnterParts,.and the first borns, who planned to marry later
were more homemaking-orlented than their later born counterparts.-
Levitt'(1971) studied librar ans in seven metropolitan areas,

and>found that those with table careers.iended to be only children,

and those who had delayed their careers due to homemaking reSpensi-
bilitiee all had siblinge.

Education. Kammeyel. (1966) studied single college women at
a state university in,1961. He'foUnd that when asked if they would

- leave college to marry, first borns were more likely to report
that they would. The difference between first borns and later
borns was especially striking for first year studerits. First
borns were aleo more:traditional in terms of religious beliefs
and , having attitudes towards the 'female role'more similar to
their mothers' attitudes.__Studying a national sample of, women
receiving doctorates in 957 or 58, Astin (1969) found that
47% were first born or o y children, 26% were second born, 12% a-

were third born, and.only 15% were in the fourth or later position.
These, statistics Were similar to those for male graduate students.
7n her study of psycholcEy graduate students in the late 1960s,
Carlson (19701 found no differences in family=size or birth order
compared to women in the -,-eneral population, or when those in a

,
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master's'program were compared to docteral students. However,:

these graduate,students were more likely to be first borns than

later.borns, 'and there was a greater proportion of first borns
,

in this sample than in the sample ot male psychologY graduate
1students'.

Since womenswith graduate degrees tend to be more care'er

oriented and are more likely to choose pioneer occul'al4ons,

4stin's statistics SUpport the hYpothesis tha 7 .

career-or iented

and Role Innovator %Omen tend to be'fir borns or onl children,
. \and tend to come froth rnall fami 16S.- kammeyer's study Suggests _

that first born females' will'tend tO be less educated a4 there-/.
fore less career-oriented] however,'he eValu tad responses to

a hypothetical SituatiOn, 'Which is-less per uasive than A:tin's
statistics.

Role Innovation.;The relationship between birth.order and

pioneer career goals is consistent in the majority of stUdieS.

Using ajoioneer-traditional continuum, Edwards and Klemmack (1973)

found that.college women aspiring to less traditional careers
tended to be first borns, although the correlation was.only\ .15.
In this study, the first born career-Oriented women were more role

innovative, than the later born career-oriented women even when
siblings were controlled. However, a first born with a less edu-
cated mother or father, and whose father had a high ocCupation/alrlevel tended to be more:traditional than her, later born counter-

,

*arts,.and first born women with highly educated mothers were-more
traditional than their later born counterparts... When thefather

82



had high education or a lo level occupation, the relationship

between birth order andole innovation disappeared. In their

study of family size, Klemmack and Edwards (1973) found that

collpge women who came from larger families anticipated having

larger families themselves, and this was related to choosing

more traditional careers. Although significant, thip correlation

was below .20'.

In azstudy of women medical students at.the University of
1

California, Cartwright (1972) found that 13.6% wel-e only children,

32.6% were f).rst borns, and 48.3% were second borns. Only 17%

came from families with more than three children. Although

first borns and only children were a minority, these statistics

indicate that these women medical students came from unusually

small families.

In contrast to these findings, Sundheim (1963) found no

birth order differences between Temple University women who were

majoring in education, languages, or science.

:wo studies were conr;erned with the,birth order of career

women. Hennir (1974) found that women whck were presidents and

v!-e-T)residents of nationally recognized businiss firms were all

either only children or the first born child with only sisters.

- Of the Fomen in architecture, law, medicire, and psychology

.( age = 40) which Standley studied, 575 were 'only or oldest

children, and 75% were the only or oldest daughter.

ThPse results are somewhat confusing because first borns and

only children are sometimes combined, apd sometimes evaluated

separately, and because dPtailed evluations are sometimes given

8 ,S



of the sex of older and younger z=,7'nlings,-and sometimes this
information is not airailable. Another weaness of the.data
is the lack og comparison groups in some studies. However, as
a whole, thege studies indicate V -i_rst born and only children
are more likely to aspire to pior reer goals and to actuallp

pu,-sue such careeis.

Femini ,-. the four studies corcerned with feminism, there
were no significant relationships between ideological or activist
feminism and birth order, family,size, or sex of siblings (Dempe-

wolff, 2974; Goldscilmidt et al., 1974; Iipman-Blumen, 1972f,
Soloff. 297 3). However, Stoloff (1973) found that graduate st71.dents
who were activist feminists tended to be only daughtees more
often than their nonactive classmates who were ideologically

committed to feminism.

Summary. Despite, the confusion resulting from different '

neasures of birth order, and the lack of comparison groups in
several of the studies, the literaturr on birt h order and family
size sw-ests that career co i,ment, high educktional aspirations
and pioneer career -oals and choices tend to correlate with first
born or only child ctitus, and that women with these career goals

aremorelikelvtocomefromsmallfamilies. W ier, results
relatinr, to family size may have been confounded by related vari-

/ruch as reli,ien, which were not controlled. The.results
of one st'Idy sugi,est thnt wome:1 who do not have older brothers,
are more likely to 'hive less tr-ldition,A1 carter coals, perhaps
because the parents encourared the daughter to "take the place" ef,

S 1
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a son by pursuing a prestigious career.

Sin-a first borns often receive the most intensive attention

from the parents, it is not surprising that first borns, both

jnale and-female, tend to have the most ambitious career goals.-

Apparent y this special treatment and encouragement influehces

career motivation so strong_y that the wrmen are less influenced

by the factors which caused first born daughters to be more

traditional in Kammayer's study. The results suggest that Rossi's

hypotheSis that first beer', women would direct their motivation to

traditional pursuits was erronclus.

There is little resenrch on the relationsl'ip between feminism

and birth order or n,,,tber of siblings, but the four studies which

evaluated feminist ideolojy, feminist activism and number of

siblinrs found no differences at4ng college women, graduate stu-

dents, or the wives of graduate students. Since first b.lrn women

terud to*have mere aMbktious career goals, one woull expect that

they would ail tend to have more feminist attitudes;,however,

the resear resilts sugge7t that the relationship between career

goals and feminism is balanced by the relationship between birth

order and traditional attitudes. Yore research is needed in this

ares.

Race

Yost career research as focused on white college students,

probably beca:4se they were the subje-ts most readily available
to researchers. However, s*veral st)dies have compared white

students.with nonwhite students (osuaIly. blacks).
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Career Attitudes. slack 'high school males and females

differed from whites in three studies. .Studying Maryland ninth

graders, Entwisle and Greenberger (1970) found.that black-males

heldmore liberal attitudes :towards women holding jobs than White

males, but both grour were equally conservative about the types -

of occupations which they considered appropriate for somen. In

a study of blaCk eleventh And .twelfth graders, Shapiro (1973)

found that girls considered "low status jobs" (those requiring

tao years of training or less) equally acceptable whether they

were considered traditionally masculine Or feminine, and these

jobs were just as accepta'fTle as male-dominated professicrs which

required a bachelor's deFree or more. However, the femie-Onminatee

oCcupations which required at .east a bachelor's dee:ve were con-
/sidered significantly less acceptable thEJI the.ocupations in

the other three categories, In a Situdy of twelfth gra0e inner-

city girls, 1)'erman (1972) found that race-significantly z,fffected

career Foals. Teaching:was the only career rrintione(d by white,

black, Puerto Ridan A Chinese 'girls, ana cv.iy nursinc, secret.-;rial

work, academic sciences, and ac:ounting were mentilne6 ';.memberl

of three of the rroups.' ;,:lacks menticne' nursing mo::t anl

whites 71.:A Puerto.Rica-s cited secretary most often. .Thic,ese

girls listed teaching and bookkeping mos- often.i

AlthouFh black males and females express more accertance cf

wome workinr outside the home, than do whites, it,is not clear

s rlifference reflects a more liberal view nf the femaie

'role, (Et-f4-et*ent attitude towards homemaking or :::1..1loyment, or

different expoclations refTardinr financial need or other factors.

8



Black femsles also appear to have different occupational prefer-
ences and less positive,attitudes toward high status traditional

female occupations.

areer Commitment. slack women were more cnreer-ariented

aKth white women in most.studies. In her study of tenth and

eleven h graders in a suburban New York public high school in 1966,

Smith (1969) found that nonwhite girls were more favorable toward

combining marriage, motherhood, and a career than 'Illite girls. In

a study of'black women in predominantly black colleges in the class
4of. 1964, Fichter (1963) found that 40% planned careers in addition

to marriage, compared to 16% of Southern white women and 19% of a..1 ,

national sample of women. These black:women also had more coh-

fidence-ln themselves. Similarly, black fre2hwomen in four vury

selective women's collegP, in 1965-67 were mo.ffe likely to atOre

to careere.in addition to marriage than their ite rreshwomen

classmates in 1967 (Wi)son, 1969). In a/sample of college. womf,,J!
/

that was stratified according to SES, Turner and McCaffrey (1974)

found that 54% of the bl-a-ek6-aii;--g;-women expected to work full-

time, ii.herrlad only 16% of the white women stared this expectation,

regardless of ES. Moreover, 11% of the black women preferred
ti: N, lngle career women, an option that was not chosen by any,
of 'he white women. Fifty percent of the black women, compared
to 13% of their white classmates, preferred less career involve-
weht than they expected, whereas 40% of the whites and 29% of/

the blacks prefe...-red more career involvement than they expected.
In her study of black women enrollee in five colleges in 1971.
Mednick (1973) found that most women'planned to return to work

8 7
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by the time their youngest child was in first grad

7k)t, only do black women report that they are planning to

pursue a career, they actually do so. Nonwhite women and mothers

are more likely to work than white women, despite the fact that

they earn lower salaries an,' have higher unemployment (Hoffman,

1963; Keyserling, 1967; Parnes and -Nestel, 1975). Despite their

tendency to be employed, Ash ( 970) found that 'blacks and. Chicanas

expressed,greater disL_tisfaction with their jobs than did white

women in the same production or clerical positions. However, the

proportion of black women that pursue careers may be decretsing.

In their 1972 study of a national sample of married women with

children, Parnes,and Nestel (1975) found that black women in

their late fourties were three times as likely to have a cai.eer

as those in their late thirties. Parnes and Nestel defined

career as employment for six months or more in at /east three-

fourths of the years elapsing between leaving school and the

time of the study, with all eriployment in the same or similar

occupational category. They found no differences related to

age for white women 'n this sampin.

'These results sug,.-est that black women sometimes vier careers

as a,respOnsibility rather than a means of personal fulfillment.

Althoueh they do not necessarily base these attitudes on their

own experiences v:iith financial need, they may, neverthelesop'feel

that a women Shoulc: contribute finasj.ally to her family. It is

also possible thqt because black women, especially mother3, have

tralitirnally been more likely -tr-, work outside the home, thair

ensuloymen' consid/ red accep able, and these working mothers
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serve as a role model for their daughters. However, it appears

that black I./Omen are becoming less career-oriented, and this

suggests that career commitment may\not have been a preference

in the past.

Education. Although black women have.been more likely to

attend colleg,e than black men (Werts, 1968):, they have,.been less

-likely to attend college than white women (Gordon, 1974). How-

ever, in a national sallple.of.college students from the class of

1971, Baird (1973) foi-A that black women aere proportionally

more likely to go to college than white women. Black male and

female first year students in black colleges also had higher

degree aspiratlons; in 1966 only 2% planned to stop at the

1-4helor's degree, and in 1970 only 29% planned to stop with the

''..ac:helor's. :This is significantly lower than the.39% of all 'male

.and fsmale first year students who planned to'stop at the,bachelor:'s

degree in 1966 and 1970. Blao4 freshwomen in four very selective
71

women's,colleges *4rom 1965-67 were also more likely to plan on

graduate or professional degrees than their white .freshwomen class-

oates in 1967 (Wilson, 1969).

Black women are not the.only group which are more likely to

pursue a graduate education.. Astir (1969) found thatewomen with

a foreign born pare41 or parents were approximately twice as likely

to have re.3eived dcctorates in 1957 and 1958 than their representa-

tion in the population would predict. The specific national affili-

ations were nr't
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The higher proportion of black and immigrant women enter ng

college and planninE to pursus- graduate degrees is somewhat _

surprising, considering the fact that these groups tend to have

lower SES backgrounds. Whether or not black women actually do

receive proportionally more gi4addate degrees than whites is not

reported in these studies. It appears, however, that women with

foreign born parents were more likely to receive doctorates in

1957 and 1958, although more recent statistics are not reported.

These studies do indicate, however, that members of minoriiy

groups may have d fferent attitudes towards higher education for

women, and these attitudes may 1.:otivate them to pursue more edu-
.

cation, even when education poses a financia' urden for them

or their families.

Role Innovation. Black women also expressed more interes

in pioneer occupations and are more like7y to enter Some of these\

pmfessions than white women. On the SVIB, black college women

enrolled at the University ofColorado scored higher than their

white classmates on two pioneJr scales, military manager and busi-
/7

ness, whereas they were lower on the science, art, nd verbal-

scNles/(Grosz & jof:eph, 1973). Blaxlc women are also

more likeJj to actually pursue several pioneer occupations, par-

ticularly medicine and law. Fight percent .of b/ack women are

lawveps and 7% are physician. (Lp:Le;n, 1973). Fowever, black

women are less likely to teach t the colloPe or univerSity level

than white women, -11though they outnumber black faculty-men (Car-

negie Commission, 1973),

9
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These studies show that black women expressed different

career interests than white women including stronger interests

in items related to several pioneer careers, and lower interest

on the science scale. Despite the lower SES usually associated

with ,)lack persons in this country, black women are proportionally

more likely to pursue two of the most prestigious pioneer careers,
law and medicine. Whether or not these fields are considered

more appropriate for women in black culture than whte culture
has not been investigated, However, Mednick (1973) found that

black women expressed weaker motive to avoid success than white

women, regardless of SES, which suggests that they don't consider
professional success threatening to the female role.

Feminism. 2he Women's Movemot has been considered a white

and middle-class movement. Although black women have been visable

in the Movement, it has beep assumed that black women were less

likely to express feminist attitudes or become active in feminist

groups. There has not been any research done in this area; how-

ever, Turner and Turner (1971) found that among freshwomen at a

state university, the black women were more aware of discrimina-

tion aFainst women than the white women.

Summary. The literature on racial differences consistently
shows that black collegemomen are more career-orien d than white

women, and tilat blac:' women, esIecially mothers, are more likely
1to be employcd than white womrn and mothers. Recent statistics

show that a higher piDportion of blae- women now go to college than

9 1
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'white women, and those in black colleges and selective women's

colleges are more likely to aspire to gtdduate and professional

degrees than white coliege women. Black women are also more

likely to enter several pioneer fields, most notably the presti-

gious fields of medicine and law. Howf.ver, black college women

do hot score higher than white women on the majority of SVIB scaled.

There are several related factors which may influence black

women's career goals. Since black mothers are more likely to7

work, black women are mr,re likely to have working mothers, who

may haVe directly or inlirectly encourage&their daughters to

pursue a career. College educated black females also have the

lowest fertility rates, which makes career commitment more possible

(Koynihan, 196 .Financial necessity or feelings of financial

responsibility may also be important. Black women lave often

found i- necessary to wort to supplement the family income, or

because they were more likely to be widowed, divorced or separated

(Cain, 1966). Moreover, Parries and Nestel (1975) found no rela-

tionship between black wo,ren workng and their having favorable

attitudes towards mothers working outside thp home, although there

1Nas such a relationship for white married Jthers. This lends

more support to the hypothesis that black women work because they,
have to or feel that they should, not necessarily because they
find outside emp],yment fulfillini. In fact, there is some evi-

dence that black women prefer work less, and are more unhappy in
their 7; than are white women who hold the same positions.

1-:wever, it still may be the case that black college wonen,
whn z.re nuali more.interestin,7 and prestigious jobS than
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their mothers, continue in their careers because they enjoy them,

wliether or not they need the money or feel responsible for con-

tributing to the family incoMe. Certainly, both male and female

black students are more accepting of the role of "working mother"

whether or not they find the role attractive. Epstein (1974)

sliggests that financial need isused as an excuse consciouSly

or subconsciously y black women and the daUgh-tbrs of immigrants.

However, there is little data on black women's attitudes towards

\careers or toward other nontraditional behavior or attitydes to-

wards thefemale role.

The limited data on other minority group women suggests t:lat

they share blac' women's employment patternd, and therefore may

also have similar aapirations.and career goals. .Further research

is needed in this area.

Religion

. .
Rell.glous upbringing has been studied in terms of its rela-

tionships to career commitment, role innovation, feminism, and

radical protest. Religious convictiens have also been studied,

but they will 1 .discussed L:hapter 6.

Relipious Affiliatirn and Career Commitment. The results of

studies concerned with snecific religious affilia-tion are some-

times contradictory. fin her study af women who had graduated

from Providence high schools between 1931738 and were interviewed

in the 1950's, Mlv-y .(1963) found.that Jewish women were the

most likely to be ..-;4 1e home-nekers who had never worked, whereas
I

, I
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:Catholic wo- ,n tended to-work only before marriage or children,

and Protestants tended to combine'homemaking and dareers. The

Jewish women were the most likely to marry, which would tend to

decrease'their careen' comnitment, however, the Jews and Catholics

were most educated, which usually dorrel with greater career

commitment. For these reasons, the Mulvey results are surpl.ising,

and they also directly conflict with Watley'and Kaplah's etudy

(1971) of National Merit Scholars from'1956-60.who were inter-
-_

viewed in 1965. They foune.that/the Jewish women rarely preferred
v;

a "marriage onry"---cholcekand 'that two-thirds of the Jewish women

wanted to combine marriage and- a caree r,. compared_to less than

half of the Catholic and Protestant women. . In contrast, Katz

(1969) found no. differences in the religious affiliations of

two-year alliMnae of Stariford and Santa Rosa Junior Collge (clasEes

of 1965) related-to employment status.

The differences in these results may reflect the differences

in the populatiolls involved. The Mulvey sample consisted of

women who were not necessarily college-educated and who were be-

ween the ages of 37-47 when they were interviewed in the 1950's.

Furthermore, such important variables as SES and foreign born

parents werCnot controlled, and t diecussed. It could be that

in Providence, rel'Fious affiliation was strongly related to one

or more of these variables, which could have influenced the re-.

sults significantly. The Watj.ey and Kaplan ctudy uSed a national

sample of very high ability women who graduated from high school

in the late 1950's or 1960 and were interviewed soon after their \

Fraduation from collere. AlthouFh this- sample is probably repre-
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sentative of high ability college-educated women during that

a, it is not necessarily generalizable to more average college

educated women, or to high ability college women of the late

1960's or 1970's. Finally, the Katz :samples included primarily

middle-class, fairly\high ability iome1 from Stanfora and working

class relatLv-ly average ability women from Santa Rosa. He found

no differenceS in thi diverse group of students, and this group

was probably ,the most eneralizable to college students in general.
\

More research is needed before conclusions cL1 be d4awn in this
/

area, however.

Religious Affiliation and Role InnovatiOn. In a-study of .

-female-college juniors i4 38-colleges and universities in.1968-9,
0

karman (1973) reportedthat-64% of. the-Jews had pioneer career

Eoalg, compared to 21% of the Protestants, 16% of the-Catholics_

and 345 of those.who callefl themselves "other". Sin-ce "other"

included athiests ahd agno tics, religiousness was a factor in

that category. In a natiolal study of women-medical tudents,

Drabick (1962) reported tha 605 were Protestant, 19% Catholic,-

ahd 14% Jewish. Although t ese -Statistics are not directly

comparable to the previous Fltudy, it is obvious that Jewish women

.are oyer-represent'ed compare tb their ,representation in the gen-
/,

eral porulation, and Catholic women are sliFhtly underrepresented.
3 _

In contrast, in her comparison of Templa_University women in the -:-
,

early 1960's, Sundheim (J163) .found no differences in the religious
,... \,... . .
affiliations of women majoriny- in education,.science or languages. ,

9
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These three studies suggest that Jewish women are more

likely toaspire-to piOneer occupations, and,'in the case .of ,

physicians, they are alsO moreaik6ly- to pursue a pioneer,oreer.

Catholic women appear to be the least likely- to aspire to or.
pursue Pioneer careers. The fact that the Karman and Drabick

studies used national samples makes theth more persuasive th'an

the Sundheimstt;dy, although itA.s possible thal; the-differences

in religious af fo/p women aspiring.to Ploneer careers,'
does not apply 'pioneee-c011ege majors as'well. Turthermoi'e,..

ti,qqe studie nol.._investigate whether or not religious affili-.

ation is stron:-ly predictive Of actmal pioneer choices in fields
other than iicine. Again, such fctors as SES, ethnic identity,

and race were n t Controlled.and not discussed.

FeMinism and Religious Affiliation.:The results*are'not.

cOnsiteht when the relationship between _religious affiliation

-and-feminism is examined.- kmong-male and female Psychology
.

Today readers, Tavris (1973
) iound that Unitarians were the most

, ---likely to. support the Women'sYLiberation MovemeritT'fol-lowed bY.
Jewb, Protes)p.nts and Catholics. Fon female readers, however,

tht,re was morA support among Catholics than Protestants, and

Catholic women were significantly more favorable toward the Wom

Liberation Movement than Catholic men. -In Dempewolff's study o

University of Circinnati men and women (197'0, feminists tended

to have been raised Jewish,
atheist or agnoStic, whereas those

n's

'with more tra,ditional beliefs wore usually.Protestant cr Catholic,
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FeminiThts also tended to consider themselves Unitarians,

although they had not necessarily been raised as_such. In her

study of University of :.:ichigan doctoral students, Stoloff (1973)

found that 5C of the activist feminists were Jewish, compared to

91 of their nonactivist classmates; 367 were Protestant as-were

601 of the nonactivists; and none were Catholic, although 14% of

the nrnactivist women were. The activists also tended to come

from less re:irious homes than the,otner women.. The nonactivist

women expressed similarly feminist aititudes as the activists so

that this study differentiated between activist and nonactivist

feminists.

In contrast; Goldschmidt et al. (1974) found no differences

between religious rroups in terms of feminist ideology, but

Prbtestants were more likely to be members o the campus Women's

Liberation group, followed by Catholics and Jews. Among the wives

of g-raduate students, Lipman-numen (1972) found no differences

for religious upbringinr, or present relirious choice among feminists

and women with more traditional attitudes.

In termS,of feminist ideolo,,,y, two studies indicated that

Jewish women were more likely to be feminists and one study'showed

no differences. In three of the four studies, Protestant and

Catholic women were less likely to be feminists. In two studies,

7nitarians were more feminist than Catholicsor Protestants but

this group was not singled out in the other two studies, and were

probably included in the Protestant group. Clearly, this would

have 4.;10 effect of increasinr the feminist rating of the Protestant

group if Unitarians'are con7istently more feminist; the two

97
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studies are insufficient to establish this'.

There were two studies which evaluated feminist activism;

in one, Protestants were the most active and Jews were the least

active, and in the othe'r Jews were most likely to be active. The

Goldschmidt et al. study suggests that activism and ideology may

differ in their relationships to religious affiliation, although

they were related to one another, and similarly related to_ reli-

giousness. However, this study only evaluated one kind of feminist

activism, and since membership in campus Women's Liberation groups
-

may attract a particular kind of feminist, this finding may not

be generalizable to other forms of feminist activism. The Sto-

loff study is interesting because all the women expressed femi-

nist attitudes, but the acti:sts were' much more likely to be

Jewish than the nonactivists. It is possible that the fact that

this study involved only doctoral students influenced the results.

Since SES and other potentially important factors which

could possibly explain the different results were not controlled,

these studies do not clearly establish the influence of religious

upbrinping or feminism.

Summary. Two studies support the hypothesis made in Chapter

1 that nuestioninr: assumptions about the traditional female role

tends to be correlated with questioning assumptions about religion.

In both studies, feminists tended to have been brought up in less

relirious homes.

The relatilonship between specific religious affiliations and'

0.
9 8

4
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-
a nontraditional view of the female i.ole is net,clear, p#rtly

because potentially important variables such as ,SES, ethnic

membership, and race were not controlled in most of the studies.

For example, in one study many of the' Protestants may be black,

while in another study they may all be white. Catholics may be

a mixture of working-class ethnic groups in one study or middle

class women representing one ethnic group in another study. The.

national samples are probably .lost reliable for this reason, and

they show-that Jewish women are most likely to have pioneer aspi-

rations,, and that high ability Jewish women are more career-ori-

eated than high ability women in other religious groups. Catholic

and Protestant women had similar goals, with Protestants usually

slightly more oriented toward pioneer careers. There were no

national studies concerned with feminist ideology or activism,

but those conducted on various caffpuses showed that Jews and

TTnitarians were more likely to express feminist attitudes, where-

as the results for activist feminists varied. The relationship

between feminism and different kinds of feminist activism was

not explored, however.

Political Affiliation

Parents' political beliefs have rarely been considered in

terms of their relationship to women's career goals or related

attitudes towards the traditional female role. However, the

results of two studies show that there is a relationship between

a parent's political beliefs and the daughter's assumption-
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./-quez4ioning.of thefemalerola Go1dsc4m-144et
,

_that conservative mothers had daughters who were least committed

to feminist ideology and least active in a feminist group; modr.L_.

erate mother3 had moderataly feminist daughters; liberal mothers

had daughters who were most committed to feminist ideology and.

the most likely to be active in the campus group. StoloPf (1973)

studied feminist students in a doctoral program at the University

of r!ichigan, and found that activist feminists had parents who

were more liberal or radical and mothers who.were more expressive'

of political'beliefs than the other feminists. The activists

were more likely to report that they were more radical than their

parents, but they.also repwfted that their parents approved'of

'their activities, which inclzade'.I other political concerns in

aadition to Women's Liberation.

These two studies suggest that parents with more liberal

or yadical political views may tend to raise daughters with more

liberal views toward the female role and more activist. More

research is needed to evaluate the influence of the parents'

political beliefs on the daughter's attitudes, as.wellas_her__L.

career commitment, educational aspirations, and pioneer aspirations

or choices.

Chapter. Summary

pespite mr-lny e ctions and lack of data in some areas,

several variables related to family.background have consistently

demonstrated their impact on career commitment, pioneer career



-
. choices, sducational aspirations, and feminist ideology

. _____ . _ _ . .

activism.

Career Commitment. The most consistent results regarding

,career commitment were related to mother's employment status

and race.

daughters,

Working mothers tended to have careenToriented

ir studies conducted with daughters in high school,

college, or career-women. The only exceptions appeared to be
\

among very homogeneous samples but the data suggests that this

.variable may become less important as the proportion of working

mothers and career-oriented daughters increases. Black women

were also more career-oriehted andimore likely to work. Whether

they find worlsmcfe attractive or feel that it is their, responsi7

bility to contribute to the family income is not clear. This

variable may also be related to the mother's employment status,

since black women are more likely to have working mothers' in

the studies cited the, mother's employment status was not controlled.

Several other variables have been examined, although the

results are not conclusive. The majority of studies on SES found

no differences between career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

women, although several indicated that.working class college

women were more career-oriented. TThen SES was measured by the

parentt! educational levels, the results were also unclear. When

the relationship with the parents was examined, the results suggested

that career-oriented women are less closr.: to one or both parents,

and that their parents are less restrictive than the parents of

homemaking-oriented women. Career-oriented women also are more
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par,ents=-enc-ourage.d-themTto succte

in.SchoOl, and sometimes alSo encouraged their-career gOals.

The parent-daughter relationship may also be affected by other

factors,, such as the parents' SES, educational attainment, or

political beliefs, since these factors may influence the parents'

attitudes towards childrearing.
1-_

The four variables which have the least conclusive data

are ,birth order and family size, religious affiliation, parents'

*political beliefs, and.parental identification. Research on

identification does, however, indicate that results may have-
,

been confounded by the mothers' employment status, which should

have been controlled. There is obviously a need for more research

in-these areas.

Education, The relationship between educational aspirations

and race were clearly demonstrated. Black women are now more

likely to attend college than white women and those in black

colleges or selective women's colleges are more likely to aspire

to graduate degrees than white women. The actual proportion of --

graduate.deprees awarded to black women has nOt-been rePorted,

however.

T4g. results were less conclusive for birth order and family'

size, SES,.and, the mother's employment status. Women who received

doctorates have tended,to ).e first horn or only children, Or to

be froM small families, iach-parent's educatiun and the'father's

occupational lvel also appear to independently influence the

daughter's educational attainment. Studies concerned with edd-

1 3.



cational attainments were often not comparable, however, be-

of-=diffr-encer-s---i-Lr-rrre-as-ur-ement--; insome cases womnith

a high school degree or less-were compared to those with more

education, whereas in other cases those with less than a college

degree were grouped together and compared to women with at least ,

an undergraduate degree. The mother's employment status also

appears to be influential; three studies indicated that women'

with graduate degrees.or who aspire to graduate degrees tend to

have working mothers. The relationships between the mother's

education or employment status and the father's education or

occupational level may be crucial, and these variables were not

controlled in the research cited.

Other variables such as the relationship with parents identi.;

fication, religious affiliations, and parentl' political beliefs

have.not been studied sufficiel-ly to analyze in depth.

Role Innovation. SES and race were the most clearly influ-

ential variables related to rol- innovation. Whether SES was

measured by the father's educational or occupational level, the

parents!_incomer-or by-the-mother'o educationT-higher SES was

associated with pioneer a'Spirations and career choice although

there is some evidence that this relationship pertains to white

women only. Black women were more likely to become doctors or

lawyers thah white women, although their participation in other

pioneer fields has,not been ealuated.

The relationships between pioneer aspirations and the mother's

employment, the parent-daughter relationship, identification, birth
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rcle i -1 ysze,encL.-xe_11f-T-i-Lia-t-i-on-are leas-e-lear.--

In some studies the mother's employment was positively correlated

with the daughter's pioneer aspirations; however, this relation-

ship may be primarily due to those few mothers who are themselves

in androgynous or pioneer careers. Women with pioneer aspirations

mly also-have more autonomous relationships with their pal-fbnts,

similar to those.described by career-oriented women, but more

research is needed in this area. The few studies concerned with

identification consistently indieated that white women aspiring

to pioneer careers were more likely to identify with their fathers

than were women with traditional career goals. This r4ationship

was not.apparent in the one study of black college women. Women

aspiring to or choosing pioneer careers also tended to tke the

first born or the .only or oldest daughter, and they tended to have

fewer siblings than women with tra/ditional career choice. Religion

also seems to be relevant to pioneer aspirations, with Jewish

women being most likely to aspire to pioneer careers and Catholic

women being least likely; however, this variable has probably been

confounded by.the effects of related variables such_as_SgS, mother's

employment status, family size, and the women's educational-iiin-

ment. These variables will have to be controlled before accurate

interpretation is possible.

There is no data at all in the areas qf parents' political

beliefs.

Feminism. The relationshipsbetween family background_variables

. and feminism have not been studied as thoroughly as caree:' commit-

1 .1
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ment, educational aspirations, and pioneer aspirations or

cholCes..---TheVe-are approxima Le z en artiEl es c i ted in

this.chapter, most of whiCh.were conducted.in the;early

None of. them use national:samples.

Mother's employment status is the only variable which had.

been evaluated thoroughly enough to 'analyze 10:th some_degree:
.of confidence. Studies- consistentlydemonstrated that daughter's

of working mothers or career-oriented women have different

attitudes towards the female role than do the daughters of full-
time.homemakers. Although these attitudes cannot alwaysbe
described as feminist, they are less traditional than thoSe of

otheryomen. At the very least, daughters of working mothers

have more positive attitudes towards women and(mothers being

employed ouJide the home. There is also some evidence that they

express less extreme stereotypic views of men lnd women, that they
perceive women as more competent and that they are more in favor

the-Amen's Liberation Movement. Mothers who are very dis-

satisfied with the role of homemaker also tend to have daughters.

with more feminist attitudes.

Several other variables have been studied, making some pre-

dictions possible. Religious affiliation has sometimes been an
influential variable, with Jewish women tending 'to have the most
feminist attitudes;- the relationship between religious affiliation.
and feminist activism is not clear. Feminists also.tend to describe
their parents as less religious than other women. The association
between parents' religious affiliation and relgiousness was not
evaluated. The impact of the parent-daughter relationship on the
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daughter's attitudes towards the female role were not clear,

although in'two studies the feminists were.less close to thir

parents, and in two other studies the feminists-tended to report

that their mothers were strong, assertive women. The results

for-SES were also conflicting, With four,studies indicating no

irelationship between the,father's-ed4cational or.Occupational

leVel_and the daughter's feminism; one suggesting that mothers

with graduate degrees dr.less than College degrees have more,-:

feminist daughters; and one, which found that among feminist-gradu

.

ate students, the activists tended to!come fromiluddle-class or
)

upper middle-class homes more than the nonacti75.sts. The folir
1

studi s of birth order and family size found no relationship to

\ _

femin sm, and the two studies of the parents' political beliefs

showed a- ogftive relationship between the parents' liberal or

radical political ideologies and the daughters' feminist attitudes

or activism.

There were no studies evaluating the relationship between

feminism and race and only one study of parental identification,

Conclusions. Overall, thc strongest predictors of nontra-

ditional ,attii4des toward the female role and careers appear to
A

be the mother's employment (for career commitment and feminism) and

race (for career commitment, educational aspirations, and role in-
.

novation). Higher SES appears to be strongly related to pioneer

Aspirations:and choiceSbut not to the other variables.

A major limitation'of the research on family background has

been the lack of control'of various, related variables; particularly
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1 other dimensiOns, and their potential impact was-inot-considered.

SES, religion and the mother's employment itatus. Researchers

groups''-on theseor

-

As a result, it was Often difficult to 'determine 'the extent to

which other variables were ipfluencing the relationships being

studied.

As career commitment and pioneer careers are becoming more

acceptable among college women, the relationships between these

di ensions and background variables may be modified somewhat.

Th recent research on mothert' employment- status suggests that

this variable may no longer be predictive of daughters career

co itment; Curent research will have to be compared to earlier
'

stud es in order to determipe how the relationships between

variables are affected by Changing cultural expectations.



-7-Women' rhor=challenge &the traditional female stereotype ,b
_ .

pursuing careers-, particularly pioneer careers, or' through rdeo-
logical or actige commitment to chaniing 'the sex-roles of our : .*

oulture , have, b-eeric perceived, as/fundament'allY 'different from'.
.-

the'? wOrfen. Social r,scientists have .searched for:reasond in the .

.
wOmen s ly backgrounds but they, have also assumed that these'
less traditional women have som0-iow develop 'd differently sand

_

have different ch.racttristics than other
j.

)Madculinity and FeMininity
I / -,:.--. .

4. Traditionally;rnany personality traits havd been considered
la, .either "masculine" or "feminine" , and these two terms have been 1

1

'iriewed as oppolsite poles Jof a _continuum. Most of, the dharacter-i
1istics discusded in this chapter are considered eitAer "masculiles..,

or "feminine" ;\. however, these traits. are sortetimes groupe'd toge-rer, .

rather' than' evaluated separately, and it has been assumed that the': -__

mo. e "masculine" \women would be more likely to be /career-orient d,

,

to be career women to aspi. to male-dominated occupations a d
tci expi-ess Abntradi ional attitudes toward the female role.

The American Cp 4ege -Stirvey list 'of masculine traits \is simi-
1...

.4*

lar to those used by other. scales. . It included:, le-aclership,i.
achieveamnt motivation, aggressiveness, independence, intelleq-,*
tuality, self-Confidence perseverence, and ability in athletics,
.mathe.ttcs, science and research. The ,trait's that were dpnsrdered'
fernickine were: understanding others, asociability, self-control,
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conservativeness. social self-confidence, sensitivity to the

needs of others, and artistic and writing ability.

Career Commitment. As expected, the career-oriented women

tend to have more "masculine" interests and racteristics than

homemaking-oriented women. ZiJsis (1964) found this to be the

case for Purdue freshwomen in\1959 and Rand (1968) found similar

results for freshwempn from 28 campuses in the American College

Survey. Pand alsFi/reported that the career-oriented women (who

aspired to docto tes or professional degrees and felt that the

purpose of college is to prepare for a career rather than to find

a spouse) were more "masculine" than the men in the sample. How-

ever, these women scored high on several "feminine" characteris-

tics as well.

Tyler (1964) found no differences on the femininity scale of

the Californla Psychological Inventory (CPT) fin* homemaking-ori-

ented and career-oriented hich school girls. Munley (1974) found

nn differences on the Yasculinity-Femininity (M-F) scale of the

SVIB for career-oriented and homemaking-oriented undergraduates

enrolled in a psycho-of7y course and Manih (1967) found no differ-

ences on this scale for career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

juniors and seniors lt Syracuse. Mowever, Block (1973) found

that "highly socialized" mothers (Pres 30-40) were less likely to

be employed outside the home, and among the women who did work,

upward occup'ational mobility pos inversnly related to "femininity";

socialization and femininity wcre both measured by the CPI. In a

study of women (ages 70-40) from 20 states, Schissel (1968) found

that career women (defined as women who were employed f6r fivp.con-

secutive years) were more "masculine" on the M-F scale of the SVIB-'

11)9



than the homemaking-oriented women, who had worked less than

trio years after completing their education.

Although the results were uneven, the majority of the studiee

agree that career-oriented women are more.: "masculine" than homemaking

oriented women, and two studies suggest that the same may be true

of careef women compared to full-time homemakers.

Education. In Korn's study of students at erkeley and Stan-

ford, he found no differences.tetween women who entered graduate

.school and those who did not, ir terms of "femininity" on the SVIB

-F scale (19#~]9).

Rolo Innevatkon. The patterns for pioneers and traditionals

were similar to those for career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

women. Rez1 r (126?) studied juniors and seniors in a middle-class

!.'idweotern Catholic hirh school, and found that those planning

careers in medicne, nither-atios, or natural science were more

"marc.Iline" (on the Kuder Vocational Preference Record) than those

nspirinr to te teachers or norses. In a study conducted in 1965,

clton and Rooe (19(7) found that 7,niversity of Kentucky freshwomen

who preferred xl: "s in busineso-finance, coediCine20 mathematics

or --ie.00e were more "masculine" on the Cmnibus Personality In-

ventory (CFI) thpn those 7-refrrint- najors in cocial sciences,

religion, education, occupationo) therapy, and science education.

In her stqdy of "niver tty of :,7ichiran seniors from the class of

Tato-ri (12'2) found that those who were aspiring to pioneer

careers tended to see themselves as moderately "feminine" rather

r1 cxt r'm ly fominiroe; howver. "hey still cr)nsidered themselves

lot
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more"feminine'thanumasculine. Cowan and ti:oore (1971) studied

women at Wayne State, and found those who aspired to pioneer

careers perceived themselves as less "feminine" than the women

aspirinr to tralitional careers perceive( themselves, and those

aspiring to pioneer careers also wan7,ed to be less "feminine".

Similarly, Astin and Yyent (1971) found that high aelicol girls

planninr careers in natural science and the profes,gioms had more

"masculine" interests than thoce planning careers in teaching and

health.

7wo studies of graduate students showed similar results.

!!cKenzie (1972) studied doctoral students in education, medical

;tudents, juniors majoring in elementary education, and full-time

homemakers with underrrpduate degrees. She found that wen age

and race were matcl,ed, the two groups of graduate Students were

less "feminine" than the more tralitional groups, as measured

tv the CPI. Cartwright (1972) studied medical students at the

University of California, nnd found that they were less "frMITilne

than other women.

These studies show that, for high school girls and college

and graduate school women, androgynous and pioneer interests and

aspirations were consistently associated with less "feminine" scores.

Summary. As expected, the literature consistently showed that

career-oriented women and women who aspired to pioneer or androgynous

careers were less "feminine" on a -/ariety of measures. Howev,er, _

there is very little data for career women, and no data for feminists.

7hp usefulness of masculine-feminine labels has been questioned

I I 1
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in recent years; Diamond (1972) calls them "an idea whose time

has definitely passed." The assumption that these terms repre-

sent opposite poles or extremes is being re-evaluated, and Ben

(1975) argues that "masculinity and feminity represent comple-

mentary domains of positive traits and behavior" and that it is

therefore possible for an individual to be both "masculine" and

"feminine", "depending upon the situational appropriateness of these

various modalities." Bern constructed as Sex Role Inventory which

distinguishes between androgynous individuals and those with more

sex-typed self concepts. Meanwhile, the M-F scale of SVIB has

been removed, and the concept is losing popularity. Clearly, it is

not a useful distinction for career-oriented/homemaking-oriented or

Fioneer/Traditio- comparisons since it combines many variables

which should be evaluated separately.

Achievement Motivation

Achievement motivation (n Ach) is one characteristic that

intuitively seems relevant to career coals and other attitudes

towards the female role. -Traditionally, the full-time homemaker

is perceived b.s a person, who lives for and through the accomplish-
\

ments of 0 hers, and is satisfied with the unvalued homemakilng

tasks for t'erself. Similarly, a woman with strong career aspire-

tions is perceived as very ambitiouS and achievement-oriented.

In her review of the literature, Crandall (1969) concluded

that females generally-have low,er...expectations_of_successand-lower,

aspirations when coMpared to males with equal or lower ability or

performa Turner (1964) found that the same traits which dis-

112
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tinguished between ambitious and nonambitious boys also dis-

tinguished between males and females. Similarl, Horner (1972)

found that the Motive to Avoid Success (M-s) wis stronger among

females than males, although recent replications and re-evaluation

of the original data suggest that this may not be the case (Hoff-

man, 1975). However, in a recent study of University of Mak'f.ia-

chusettes seniors, Sedney and Turner (1975) found no differences

between the achievement motivation scares cf men and women on the

Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS).

Career Commitme t. The majority of studies support the assump-
,

tion that women who are career-oriented rather than homemaking-oriented

are significantly higher in achievement motivation, and this situ-

ation appears to apply to females of all ages. In her study of

high school students in the 1950's, Tyler (1964) found that career

oriented females scored higher on the achievement-related attitudes
on the California ychological Inventory (CPI). Bloom (1972) also

found that middle-class students in a public and private high school

who wanted to combine marriage and a career expressed higher n Ach

(on a six-card projective test) than those wanting o be full-time
homemakers. These students, wno were primarily JewiSh and Protestant,

chose jobs wiih similar occupational levels regardless of n Ach.

In a study conducted in the 1950's, Hoyt and Kennedy (1958) found

that the few college freshwomen who were career-oriented had higher

n Ach scores on the EPPS than their homemaking-oriented classmates.
. In-another early study, Zissis (1964) found that among Purdue fresh- \
women in 1959, career-oriented women described themselves as more
competitive ()lit the Leary Interpersonal Check List (ICL) than did
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homemaking-oriented women. In her s dy of Syracuse\ juniors

and seniors, Masih (1967) found tl career-oriented viomen had

higher n Ach scores on the Er 6 than homemaking-oriefited women,

and Oliver (1974) found the same trend for University of Maryland

psychology students, although in her study the trend was not sig-

nificant. In a related study, Katz (1969) measured whether college

women from the class of 1965 liked to do difficult tasks. He

found that at Stanford, career-oriented women were more likely to

report that they enjoyed difficul_t_tacks than were homemaking-oriented

women; there were no differences among the career-oriented and

homemaking-oriented women at San Jose City College. using a

national sample of first year students from 28 campuses, Rand (1968)"

found that career-oriented women scored higher on n Ach on the

American College Survey. In this study, career commitment was de-

fined in terms of vrewThg college as a preparation for a career

(rather than a place to find a husband) and aspiring to a doctorate.
-

Career women also scored higher on n Ach than full-time-home-
/

makers. In their study- of 1958-64 graduates of the Univeristy of

Missouri who were reteated Ch 1967, Gysbers et al. (1968) found

-Itat women who were consistently career-oriented in college and

as alumnae were more likely to work to please themselves,-rather

than to win aPproval of others. Tinsley studied women who

had entered the University of Minnesota between 1950-58 in a follow-
.

up study in 1970-71,-and found that the women who were employed

described themselves as more achievement-oriented. Using a sample ;JO

of white middie-class married mothers (ages 28-48), Kriger (1972)

foUnd that those who worked part-time or full-time in traditional
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or pioneer careers had higher nAch scors on the EPPS than
,

their homemaking-oriented counterparts. Morris.(1974) found. no

differences for n Ach on,the'EPPS for college-educated career

women, but they-did score higher on.competitiveness on the

Cattell.Personality Inventory (16 PF). Similarly, in Birnbaum's
\

study of full-time homemakers who had graduated with distinction

from the University of Michigan between 1945-55 and University

of Michigan faculty women, the married faculty women described

themselves as more competitiveLthan\did l'he homemakers. In her
\-,

study of Wellesley students, Cemnselman (1071) found thAt career

oriented women described themselves as more competitive on the

Leary ICL than did homemaking-oriented women, but both groups

felt.th"at.:they were more competitive than they wanted to be.

vetter and Lewis (1964),studied senior home economicsmajors

at Iowa State University and found that career-priented women

came from achievement-oriented families, but their own n Ach was

not measured.

In_the majority of the studies cited, career-oriented or

working women were higher in n Ach or related traits such as

competitivenesS; or intrinsic motiVation. Although the measures
It

of career commi ment and n Ach.varied, the results were consistent.

Role Innovation. The results were usually similar when

n Ach and role innovation were evaluated. Tangri (1972) reported

that the University of Michigan women from the class of 1967 who

aspii-ed to-i5ibneer careers iIo aspired t6-Kikhef-levels of

accomplishment than did women who aspired ttraditional careers,
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and they were less likely to displace their n Ach onto.their

husbands. Cowan and Moore (1971) found that Wayne State

women aspiring to pioneer careers described themselves as_more______

achieving.than did women aspiring to traditional Careers. In

her comparison of graduate students in a doctoral program in

education and in medical scnool with juniors majoring in ele-

mentary education and homemakers with bachelor's degrees, McKen-

zie (1972) found that the graduate itudents scored higiaer in

achievement via independence a achievement v;a Lonformance

on the CPI. Ago and racc, were controlled in this stuay. -In

her study of beginning nursing students, Stein (1969) reported

that they scored lower on the n Ach scale of the EPPS than other

college women. This comparison is not a traditional/pioneer

dichotomy, since some orthe-other women compared to the nursing

students were alSo asPiring tti traditional careers._ HOwever,

when.Sundheim (190) Compared Temple University upperclasswomen

who. were majoring in'mathematics-science fields,,languages, nd

education, she found that the mathematics-science majors soored

the highest on n Ach on VcClelland's Test, whereas,language

majors were second highest and the education maiors were lowest.

Women who major.in mathematics or science are not necessarily

aspiring to pioneer careerg, however, although plans for graduate
.

,

,

education Usually indicate p'oneer aspiiationsi Mintz,and:

Patterson (1969) found that/college women who majored in science
!

but did not :plan td.pUrsue a graduate degree;:imere.uSually not
7

, ,

-----elfreer=Oriepted-a -fiat-a-weaker-need-fOr-peofee iv'. uchieimment-----

than women majoringjn More traditional fields such as 'occlipational
. .
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therapy and sciunce education. In contrast, Lovett (1969)

found no differences related to n Ach as measured by the Adjective

_____--Gheck-List-(ACL)-in-her study of Science and social work graduate

students. In the one study of black college women, Mednick (1973)

found no relationship between pioneer goals and n Ach, Me-s , or

ac

e

fear of failitre, for her 1971 study ofblack women in five colleges..

.In the one study of career women, Kriger (1972) founa that

among college-educated, middle-class married mothers, those who

were in pioneer careers scored higher on n Ach on the EPPS than

those in traditional careers.

The literature on role innovation'is fairly consistent

despite:the variety of meaSures of n Ach and the different pioneer

fields represented. The use of college majors to differentiate

between women with pioneer and traditional asPirations is in-
,

adequate, however, since women who ma:jor in pioneer fields are

-ot necessarily career-oriented and may not plan to-pursue pioneer

careers. Sirailarly, a PhD in social work would be considered an

androgynous degree rather than a traditional one.
_

Feminism. Feminists also tended to score higher on n Ach

than other women. .In her study of primarily Protestant and

Jewish middle:-.claSS high school students; BloomA1972) found'that

for women in a primarily Protestant public high school, those

with high n Ach assessed woman's role as more autonomous and

valued education because they felt it facilitates autonomy;

this Aifference_was not apparent for_nmen at a primarily Jewish

private high school. Houts and Entwistle (1968) found that

among tenth graders from four high schools, those with an egali-
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tartan view of sex roles were more likely to report that high

grades were important to them and tnat they triedto do better

than the boys in their class. In a study conducted in 1970,

Joesting (1971) found that college,women who belonged to the

Women's Liberation group tended to,score higher on the achieve-

ment for excellence scale of the Torrance Life Experience Inven-

tory than did nonmembers; this'difference was not significant.

however. Frankel (1974) found that college-women (ages 20-22)

and alumnae (ages 30-40) who had nontraditional views of femininity

and appropriate sex role behavior had higher acheivement orien-

tation. In her study of the wives of Boston area graduate stu-
1

dents, Lipman-Blumen (1972) fOUnd that the 73% of her sample who

expressed feminist attitudes were more likely to hope to achieve

through their own efforts rath:r than through their husband's

efforts. However, a majority of both feminists and nonfeminists

expected to achieve more through their husbands than'through

their own efforts.

However, the results of three studies conflicted with these

trends. Fowler and Van de Riet (19?2) found no differences in,

self-describod n Ach on Gough's ACL between women who were

attending a feminist workshop at University of Florida and univer-

sity women or elderly women. In her study of Temple University

upperclasswomen, Sundheim (1963) found no differdnces in n Ach

scores on YcC1elland's Test when she compared worn with feminist

sex role concepts and.women with traditional sex role concepts.

In a study of University of richigan doctoral students, all of

whom expressed feminist attitudes, Stoloff (1973) found that the

activist feminists were less academically competitive in high
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school and college than the nonactivists.

The majority of studies show that women mith less tradi-

'tional concepts of sex role behavior tend to score higher in

achievement motivation and are less likely to seek the more

traditional forms of achievement.for women .such as achievement'.

through one's husband's accomplishments. The three stildies with

conflicting resulte were somewhat .different from the other

.studies. Fowler and Van de Riot used a small sample of 18

femirlsts, and these feminists were women attending a confer-
,ence. Their comparison groups were not necessarily nonfeminists,

and also differed from the feminist group in age and other

variables. Stoloff's study differs from the others in that

all of the women are feminists, and also are dooral students.

Their n Ach is probably fairly high, although the activists are

apparently less achievement-oriented in terms of school work.

The Sundheim study'differed from the other studies in that it

was conducted in the early 1960's which was before the "rebirth"

of the feminist movement in this country, and several'years

before the other studies. Sundheim's study is particularly

interesting because it suggests that the relationship between

n Ach and feminist attitudes was present only after feminist

attitudes became a popular topic of conversation in the late

1960's. Before then, a more nontradctional sex role concept-.
III .

was not considered to be a realistiOeption, even for those

who were scored high in achievement motivation. A careful re-

evaluation of Sundhein's data, inciuinc7 the specific "feminist"

scores, night be helpful in explorin4 these ideas.



Summary. The research cited strongly indicate that wten

who are more competitive and score-higher on achievement moti-

vation are more likely to be.career-oriented, to aspire to

Pioneer occupations, and to express more feminist attitudes

toward the female,role. There is only one study of women who

were Pioneers when they were evaluated, so there'is a need for

more research comparing women in traditional and pioneer careers.

The two studies.of n 'Ach and feminism which found no relationship

also suggest that more research would be helpful, particularly

to evaluate the relationship between feminist'actiirism and. n Aoh,

and to determine whether the relationship between "feminist"

attitudes and n Ach existed before the rdtirth of the feminist

movement in the late 1960's.

Although these relationbhips were strong for the various

age groups studied, other researchers have found that.n Ach is

'influenced by age. Morris (1974) found that 20-35,year-old women
\\

were hi'gher in n Ach than women in older age groups, and Baruch

(1967) found'that Radcliffe alumnae were higher in n Ach before

and after tiheir peak child-rearing years. Baruch found the

same resuli/ts for a national sample of college-educated women,
.

but not fOr a national sample ofrwomen of ilary4pg educational
/

levels. /Moreover, }lamer (1972) and Kimmel (1970 lePorted that

the motive to avoid success was stronger among college age women

than high school juniors. However, by kindergarten most girls

shoW dependency in achievement-related rAtuations, and their

anxiety in such situations increases as they mature (Kimmel, 1974).

Despite these age dfferenCes., there apparently is'some
%.

stability ofNn Ach as a personhlity characteristic,fOr women. In .

1 21,1
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their review of, the literature Ste,in and Bajdey (1969)F reported

that p Ach was fairly stable for females from elementary school
t.

through early adolescence and adult years. This indicates that,

although:n Ach tends to increase and decrease at certain periods

in a Woman's life, it is still a relatively stable characterrstic.

that should be. predictive of later career *goals and nontraditional

sex role cpncepts.
,\

lectualit
Like achievement motivation, intellectuality -is a trait

which hls been considered "masculine" and which is often asso=

\
ciated with career interest, partiCularly in pioneer fields.

, -

Since feminists are also perceived as "unfeminine", feminism

and intellectuality are also.perceived aa,interrelated, Intern-

gence will be considered separately, in the next chapter.

Career Commitment. Studies conducted on career cOmMitment

support the hYpothesis that'intellectual Women are more career-

orierkted than other women. In his study of 140 Psychology stu-,

denta at- the University_pf_Illihola in-1962,Wagman(1.966) found
_

that career-oriented women,scored higher on the theoretical in-
.

terest scale of the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey scale (AVL) than

homemAKineLoriented women: This scale'measures.interest in "the

discovery of truth, a cognitive attitude, and.an aim to order

and systemize knowledge." ,In his study of 49 students at an

EaStern womens college, Freedman (1965).found that those who

tude Inventory. Simiarly, Munley (19?4,)reported that-career.

1 2 1
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\

orkited undergraduate's in a psyChology course,had:higher
,

academic achievement interest on. the'SVIB than their hOmethaking

oriented classmates.

Although these three 'studies *used different meaturet.of

intellectuality, the resultt donsistently indicate.th t-career

oriented worn& are more irtellectual.

Role Innovation.The-literatura on pioneer ailPirations is'
. -

a.lso consistent, .Ambhg:studentsat Midwettern Catholid high l
tdho.ol,R,ezler (1967) found ..that the4girls .who had pioiNeer.appin=

ations wers-mOre in4llectual thaln.thosSWItft:traditiOnai-dapir

ti6ns, according td their scores Oh Htilland's..Vocationa1.-Tfef,.'

ence Iifitentory tampier df Liniversity--Of

psychology -studemts.cited in the preVious sectidn, Wagman (1960
, ,

. ,

founcrthat high VIB-Wscoret dn..the,scafes.for"the pioneer'Tieldt

of.-phian-1.6.-hd psYchologist .eorrelated mott highly 'With the

theoretical. scale of the AVL. Katz (1969),studied-Stanford':
, / ...

women,from-the class of 1965, and Ound that thosp who aspired
.!-

..

_to de' college professOrs were more task-oriented and enjoyed

intense cOncentl-ation:and7difficult tasks mote than other cdietr

oriented women, Colieg&teaching was::thee most pOpuIar,Pioneer.

career dhosen.,,and*was citeth,byl,Oproximately orid-eighth of the

career-oriented women. The Katz comparison::Was no :a pioneer/.,

traditional dichotomy, although mOst o'...the'women cCMPared-,to,

,

aspiring professorsmere aspiring to traditional careersr: In

her' study of Univertity of Michigan senior women from the class

koccupations described t Il'mselves as more intellectUal on a-
.
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semantic diffeT'ential compared to women aspiring to traditional

careers. Studyin=- upperclasswomen from 38 campuses in 1968-69,

v:arman (1973) found that the women aspiring- to pioneer careers

described themselves as more analytical and critical-minded

thar did the women with traditional aspirations, as measured by

the Cmnibus Personality inventory (CPI), and theoretical in-

terest was the stroni-est predictor of pioner goals.

Sespite a var: ty of measures, incl,Iding persr ility and

interest inventories and self-r 'riptions, the results con-

sistently support the hypothesis that ww!len with pioLeer career

aspii-at;ons are nore intellectual than women with traditional

aspirations.

Feminism. In her study of the wives of Boston graduate

students, Lipman-Blumen (1972) found that 77/710 of the women

with feminist attitues valued intellectual curiosity most highly,

compared with 667', of the women with more traditional attitudes.

Althourh thr 73 of the women who expressed feminist attitudes

were hirher thie- neasure, the majority of the women in both

srours clearly consi_dered intellectual, curiosity very important.

because of the high proportion of women with feminist

attitudes in thin sampl;, and the equally high proportion of

womer respondinF; similarly on thc, :-.9.41cur,2 of intellectual curi-

osity, this study is not very useful in r:easuring the relation-

shir !-,tween feminism and intellectualit-.

Surimary. The oon!li:-.tent r f-.ults strongly demonstrate that

women aspirin to pionec,r careers perceive themselves as more

intelleeturd and express more int,,rest in intellectual pursuits

1.23
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Compared with women witpiraditional career aspirations. The

thrPe studies comPainc career-oriented and homemakingoriented

women suf-gect that career-oriented women are more intellectual,

but more research is needed in .this area, particularly with a

larfTe national sampIP. ':cre research is also necessary in the

arPa of c2rPP- .:ome,n and fe,minism before meaningful analyses are

rosc;tlo.

:7ndu,-ance and Perseverance

Sever'q studies indicate that career-oriented and Role

Innovat1ve women halre FrPater endurance cr perseverance.

reer Commitment. !.:asih (l-,(.7) found that Syracuse juniors

and :,eniors, who were career-oriet.ted tended to show greater need

:or E.rdurance as measured oy the EPP6, and Hoyt and Kennedy (1958)

found the same results for an earlier study of career-oriented

and hem(---0,,in:--oriented colleiTP freshwomen.

7n r'o-trt, Rand (17(fl fc,und no differences between career

oriPntPd and homemak'in:--orionted women in perseverance, when

cnreer-nrientatior wps mensired in terms of dcctorate aspirations

an' thP attitude, that th rurrcco rf ccilee is trainine: rather

thnn a place to find a spcuse;. study useil a national

sam..e, and a mcre conte-Por-,r,; ):lee population. However, her

se nf a different type of cnreer-nrientation measure makes it

to directly ora;are ''.netsc resuJtm with the other two

stur.
)

k...)RGle Innovation. 7n he. --.L'dy of women medical students and

women with bachelor's derree:::, ',arwri.ht (1972) found.that the

1" (
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medical students described themselves as more deli e,

de.termined, industrious, cerseverinp-, and thorough on an ACL.

In her study of ipperclasswomen from 35 campuses, Kaman (1973)

reported that 72 ". of the women with pionner aspirations des-

cribed themselves as "determined" compared with 62% of those

aspiring to tr-Iditional careers. This difference was marginally

significant at the .10 lc.vel. Lovett (1969) found that both

sciencp and social work Eraduate students described themselves

as high on endurance on an ACT.

these studies indicate that women who are career-oriented

may tend to describe themselves as determined or persevering

whether they are aspiring to pioneer or traditional careers.

Since women with bachelor's degrees are less likely to be career

oriented as well as less lik,A.y to choose pioneer careers, the

Cartwright study is not directly comparable to the other studies.

'owever, a study of aspiring pioneers and traditionals which con-

trolled for dc,gree of career commitment would help determine

whether -pecific cereer goals are associated with determination

or perseverance.

Feminism. In the one study of feminism. Fowler and Van de

Riet (19-2) found no differences between women attending a fem-

inist conference at the University of Florida and university

underrradultes or elderly wo'nen rm self-described enduranae on

ourb's ACL.

Sumnary. :"ro: small numbQr of studies makes it difficult to

analyze any trends. There if-, lome evidence that career-oriented

9 ')
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women have hirher need for endurance than homemaking-oriented

women,'and tfiat-women who become medical students describe them-

selves as more determined and persevering than women with under-

graduate derrees. The relationships between these variables and

role innovation or feminism cannot be determined from the few

studies available.

.

assivrty, Age=essiveness and Assertiveness

Personal style in dealing with other people on a passive-.

argressive or passive-assertive continuum is an important char-
\

acteristic which has been considered sex-linked in our culture.

There is strongevidence that activity and aggressiveness are

discouraged in females, and that passivity is encouraged, es-

pecially during preadolesCence and adolescence (Cohen, 1973).

Certhinly, pasSivity is condidered a female trait, and one that

seems especially antithetical to success in a career, especially

if competinr,-in a male-dominated field.

-Career Commitment,-There-is -general 'agreement-instudies

a variety of samples that career-criented women and career

women are less passive than homemaking-oriented women and full-time

homemakers. In her study of Fuirdue freshwomen in 1959, Zissis

(1964) found that the career-oriented women described themselves

as more arrressive and managerial while the homemaking7oriented

women described themselves as more docile and self-effacing (on

Leary's L;L). Counselman (1971) studied students at Emmanuel

College, and found that homemaking-oriented women described them-

selves as more docile than their stereotype of career-women. In

1 2
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his interpretation of their goals and other data, Katz (1969)

concluded that women froth Stanford and San Jose City-College

who aspired to be homemakers had a more passive orientation

toward life and were probably inhibittng aggressive drives.

In Rand's study of women from 28 campuses, she found that career

oriented'women had highereggression scores on the American College

Survey, and were also higher in leadership. Rand defined career

commitment in terms of' aspirations to a doctorate and the attitude

that the purpose of college is to prepare for a career, rather

thari to find a-spouse. Although Rand's'leadership" measure is

not exactly comparable to an assertiveness measure, it focuses

on similar types of interpersonal behaviors.

When career women were compared with full-time homemakers,

the results were similar. Jabury (1968) found no differences in

the self-described passivity-activity or the degree of passivity

considered-ideaL for a women when she compared married career

women, single career women, and full-time homemakers. The scores

which she compared were from the Inventory of Feminine Valueb

and a semantic differential. Korris (1974) found that married

career women expressed less nee-d for'deferehde-And-aba-sleent

and more need for agrression on the EPPS, and were more opinionated

and socially bold on the 16 FF compared to college-educated home-

makers. rHowever, Birnbaum reported that the University of Michican

women who had graduated with distinction between 1945-55 and-

were full-time homemakers when she stUdied them in the 1960's

had muted their assertive and agirressive drives, whereas she

described the married faculty women as self-assertive. Wrnbaum's

results were based on'her interpretation of their responses to
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projective tests, and they suggest that women.Who are homemaking
,

oriented-may be 'as-aggiTessive and assertive as career-oriented

women, but that.they struEgle to overcome these traits.
. .

These studies indicate that career-oriented.and-career women

tend to be more assertive and aggressive on most measure8.-31rn-
,

baum and Katz interpreted their findings similarly; both felt

that homemaking-Oriented-women inhibited their.assertive and,

,aggressi'Ve drives, and were lesS willing-to accept them. ,

The one excoption was the Jabury study, which found no

differencSs between career women (married'Or-eingle) and full-

time homemakers. However, Jabury's measure differed froem the

A.
others in that she used A paSs,ive-active continuum rather than

a passive7aggressive or passive7assertive continuum. Her study,

indicates that Women with different career goals may not differ

in terms of activity, although homemaking-oriented women are

apparently, more passive'when their needs or ideas conflict.with.

others. z

Role Innovatdon. Six studies were concerned with the re-
.

lationship between passivity and pioneer career goals. In her

study of high school girls enrolled id'a predominantly middle

class Catholic high school in the ridwest, Rezler (1967) found

no)differences in aggressiveness,(on Holland's VPI) between those'

aspiring to pioneer or traditional careers. Cowan and Moore (1971)'

found that Wayne State women aspiring to pioneer careers perceived.

themoelves as less pasSive than did women aspiring to traditional

field. O'Leary and,Braun (1972) found that women (ages'27-79)

yith doctorates in pioneer or androgynous fields were less .sub-
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mitsive than males with doctorates or women With undergraduate_- :
_

_

degrees op the 16 PF. McKenzie (1972). found that female mediceil

students and doctoral students in education were higher on domi-
.

nance on the CPI than full-time homemakers with'bachelor's degrees
.t

, -

or juniors.majoring in-elementary 'education.

TP contrast Muhlenkamp and-Parsons (1972) reported that

.nursing students TATS.show-Sd mare-themesof hu-stiIityand-aggressiomT

'although Stein (1969) had found that nursing students expressed

greater need for abasement and less need-for dominance accor-

ding to their EPPS scores, compared with other college women.

Stern'also found that the need for abasement decreased .from the

first to the fourth year df college. These results indicate

that women with more traditional goals may be'equallY or mgre-

hottile and aggressive than other women, but may repress' their

aggressive thoughts and needs. The TAT and other projective

tests may therefore measure different aspects of passivity and

aggression than the EPPS and similar tests. Unfortunately,

there are only.six studies iri,this area, none of which use large

or national sampledY More ieiearch is needed to,eXamine these

1-ssues-nore

Feminism. The comparisons of feminists and nonfSminists are

similar.-In a study of studentS'ind office Workes weYeshiva

7niversity; liymer and Atkins (1973) found that thoSe scoring high'

on a W17,7 scale.showed More verbal argressionon projective-test's

than the othet *omen, although the difference was only marginally

significant. There were no differences in physical aggression

on these projective measures. i;oldschmidt et al. (1974) found

129
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that women from four campuses who were most and least aggres-

sive on.the EFFS were more ideologically commited -to-feminism.

There were no differences forthasewomen who were or.wre'rupt.\\ .

members,of the campus', Womens:tiberation groups. Powlerand
._,

Van de Riet:,(1972) compared-Women attending a feminist-onfer-..

Once at the University of Fldrida age = 22.4) with.uAver-

. sity-undergraduates-Oi-age-=-24.51 and' older wciniin (in
7

and -found that the feminists ratbd themselves as more azgressive

on Gough's ACL than the other women. Similarly, Zherniss (1972)

reported that members of a Women's Liberation group were more

t assertive than o er women.

These studies indicate that, although there May be differ-

ences in terms of verbal aggression vs. physical.aggres<dor and

ideological feminism vs. activist feminism, in general feminists

are more assertive or aErressive or perceive themseivesa. such,

compared with other women. The Goldschmidt et al. studl' al.so

indicates that women who are least aggressive ,may also be ideo=

ldgically committed to lern.inism, perhaps because they,are unhappy.
1-

with the female role but are unable to challenge tnis role them-

Since-assertimeness and aggresSiveness-are often-com--
fused, this distinction is impossible to make when analyzing these

studies but should be considered in future,research.

Summary. The literature on passivity clearly demonstra:tes'

that women who are career-oriented; who aspire to pioneer careers,

or who are ideologically or actively committed to-feminism tend
,to perceive themselves as less passive. There is pome evidence

that they do not actually differ from other=women in their aggressiVe
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and assertive drives, hdt that theytare less-likely to repress

,or,more willing to express or admit their aggresSive needs. For

this reason, projective tests may be more accura e for measuring

these drives than other tests.

Passivity.may be.a trait that develops early, and would

therefore be 'predictive of later career goals or attitudes to-

wards 'he femald-Yolea In a Fels study, Kagan and Moss (1962)

found that young girls who were paSsive (rather than-active) grew

up to be passive women who were dependent on their families,

withdrew from social situations, and were involved with traditional

feminine pursuits. This study suggests that a passive-active

continuum may be an appropriate measure for young girls which

is predictive of later passive assertive-aggressive differences,

although it did nOt differentiate between career women and full-tithe

homemakers.

The studiesZed also suggest that passivity may be asso-

ciated with other traits such as dependence, and certainly other

personality characteristics may also be interrelated. For example.

Norfleet (1968) studied colleEe seniors' descriptions on Gough's

and fouhd-that low achievers described themselves as dreamy,

easy going, gentle, and lazy, whereas high achievers described

themselves as arrogant, bossy, loud and noisy. Although these

adjectives do not form an exact passive/aggressive dichotomy,

they are obviously.closely, related to this -dimension. Since

achievement :tends to be associated with career commitment and

pioneer aspirations, Norfleet's study points out that other traits

which are closely related to career, .roals and feminism may be

partially/responsible for the relationship between passivity and

1 3
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nontraditional goals and attitudes.

Self-Crientation and Cther-Crientation; Altruism

It is often assumed that women who reject the traditional

female role, partrcularly as it relates to their Career p1ans4

are rejecting the notipn that a woman should'1ive for and through

others, and-the accomPlishments of other's. Lipman-Blumen't

study of the wives of, 3oston graduate students (1972) demonstrated

that, despite rather feminist=attitudes, -most of the Women ex-

pected their husbands to be the achievers in the family. this -

certainly agrees with the traditional view of women as the help-
/

mates for husbandd, -parents, and children, and as the,"angels,

of mercy" for the poor and helpless. Although this other-orien-

tation is perceived as appropriate for *omen, and is generally
.

valued, there are strong'negative connotations as well. Women

are told thay they Should live through their ,husbands and 'sons,.

but they are also blamed for pushinE- their men too far in order

to satisfy their own needs.

Women have been well socialized_for this role. Eaementary.

' school girls are more altruistic than'boys (Chaney 1968;A:)'Hara,

1962; Logft, 1971) and females Usually express greater concern

than males about choosing an occupation which will enable them

to help'otherb, whether in elementary school -(O'Hara,1962),
I

high school (Grbbons & Lohnes, 1965; Powe11 & Bloom, 1962; Thomp-

son,.1966; Turner, 1.964) or college (Baird, 197,3). Even-when

they choose the saMe occupntion,as men, women may do so for differ-
..

ent reasons. For example, Car-pniright (1972) found that female

132
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-medical students at the University of California reported that

they decided to study medicine for reasons related to's f-
_

-.development and altruism, whereas men were more likelx,to report

that they were interested in money and prestige.

Career Commitment. The research does suggeSt that career-

-ori-ented --women-are----mare-s-e-If=ori-orred and homeM-aking-oriented

women are more other-oriented. Angrist (1970) found that self-

oriented college women.were more likely to be career-oriented

than homemaking-oriented. However, in aAstudy conducted in,

1958-59, Simpson and Simpson (1961) found that career-oriented
;

and homemaking-oriented college women were equally concerned with

helping others and contributing to socie-4r. In their study of

women students at the Ungrersity of Missouri from 1958-64 who

were retested in 1967, Gysbers et al. (1968) found that women

who were consitentij career=oriented reported that they were

less patient when their personal needs conflicted with the needs

of others, and they tended to regard personal achievement as

more important than regard from others. Similarly, Birnbaum

(1971) found that University of Michigan alumnae who had gradu-
,.

ated with distinction between 1945-55 and were homemakers in the

1960's tended-to have personalities based on self-sacrifice,

which was not the case for :the married faculty women at the
,

University. Lozoff (1970) studied Stanford, alumnae frcm the-
.

classes of 1939-62 and found that the women who comId::,,red a career

very important were less 'likely to participate in service organ-
,

izations. Howeverthey were more likely to express concern

with the problems of others,'and cited "service to others" as a
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reason for their career commitment.

The five studies used\different measures of career-orientation

and self-orientation, but the majorety showed that career-oriented

women and working womeri are more oriented toward their own'needs.

:fowever, thereds -some evidence that career'-oriented and homemaking

oriented women are similarly concerned with helping others., and

tht-d-espi-te-th-eIrTse-if-ori-entatic , career2ofriented-woxem-are

:more-interested in "service to.others" than mott.men. Research

which differentiates.between self-orientation isSues and social

issues, instead of 'treating, them as:Mutually exclusive, woUld

help clarify'the differences between career-O:.ien

oriented women.

-
d and homemaking

'Education. In the one study concerned with educational aspira-
,

tions, C;ump (1972) st4udied University of Rochetter senior women

in 1966. She found.that those whoWere self-oriented (according

to a revised Fan& Inventory) were more likely to plan to attend

graduate school,while those who were other-oriented planned to

find a spouse. There were no sifmificant.differences in their

_'grades or desire for academic
,distinction but-Other-4orientation-.

Was esdociated with ego ttrength.-

ROle Innovation. When women aspiring to pioneer and tradi--

tional caEeers-were compared, the aspiring Pioneers tended to be ,

more self-oriented. In her study of middle-class eleventh and

twelfth rraders in a Catholic high school, Rez1er.(1967) fOund

that girls w aspired to be nurses or elementary'school teachers

scored higher on social tervice.interest on:the Kuder Vocational

13
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Preference'Recordcthrin did girls who aspirecl to careers in

medicinemathematics or science. ;Tr4 her study of freshwomeh

and senior women from Okle.homa State UniversitY, Kalkal(1-967).

'found that women majoring in lloMie'ecOnomics, were more other,

oriented (as meatured by the Fand.Inven.tory) thanwerewomen

majoring in artt and sciences. The latter group was-not necessar,

ily.oriented toward pioneer careers, but they were certainly
-

mordlkkely to aspire to less traditional chreers than the home

economics majors. Sim-ilarly4 McKenzie (-1972) found that women-

medical students and doctoral candidates in education were more

self-oriented on the Fand Inventory than full-time homemakers

with bachelor s degrees or juniors majoring in elem ntary edu-

cation. The graduate students were matched with the other women

in terms of age and race. Among Stanford women from the class

of 1965, those planning to be college professors, artists, or

to enter imsiness cafeers were less inclined to help'others than

wcimen Plniiing to.jeach elementary scho,o1:or th.gh school (Katz,
/.-

/
, 1969), Once again, this is not d,clear tradi ional/Pioneer-..

dichotomy, since many career't in art and businett are traditional..

'ones. In cOntrattTtbthese retuittT-Khrman (1973) found that

.upperclasswomen aspiring to pioneer careertWere:more likely-

to participate in social service extracurricular activities than

those aspiring to traditional careers. Her sample consisted of
- .

over 1500'women from.38 campuses.

Tangri (1972) found that Univerpity of Michigan women with

pioneer appirations.chOSe their career goals for-different rdhsons

than woMen:With-traditionaI.goals. In her study of Women'from

1 3 5
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the class of 1967, women with pionner goals baseditheir choices

On their ',interests and their desire for 'personel saiis4aC..tion,1

rather than for-'altrui-Stic reasons or concern with finehael

Security. Similarly1 Almquist (1974) found that 54% of the

college women aSpiring-to traditional careers Xated "helping

others" as a."quite important" or. "very iMportant!! consideration

in-their chci-c.e of career, comparedto-38,1,0f the womenwith

pioneer aspiratione. In her study
i

of.black woMen.fran five

.A
Eastern colleges:in 1971, Nednick (1973)JfOund that sophomore-'

,

who aSpired totraditional car'eerS gave'MOre'other-oriented
. . .

reasons for their.career choice than did those with less tradi-,.

tional'goals. -This was not significant for seniors. 'Most women

in both'groups gave other-oriented reasons.
..

There'was some evidence .that women aspiring to piOneer,,pareets
.

... --..
; : ,., .,

were m9re likely,to oonsiden'their. Careers import-tent, and thus '

.,

. 0

.bele6s willing. to-sive .them UP if conflicts arose. Nagely
. . . . .

. . . .. . . ..
,, . ,

.
.-.

(1971) found that white working MOthers (M.ege=3).5whO'were 1

pio.neerOccupatiohs were more likelyl to report that they would
. _

,

refuse to,gime-up their-careers if,their'husbaneS asked-theth

bad jzeLzabc.,:tant:.: to. Inam.e...to-
.

husband's professional advancement,,and felt 'thattheir prcifes-

,\siona1,-act,1vities were a.O.mportant as their hqsbandsu. ioweyer.,

a large:proportion.of career-orientedand Working*momen report/'

that they would defer to.thetir husbands' wished,or careers..

Rossi (19654 studied 3,500 college worlen and reporte'd that

. .wrOmen planning both traditional-and pionier'careers perceivdd.::

their.own:Careers 'as less important' 'V'lan helping theirjhusbands!.



carecrs: and Tavris (1977) found that of married working

women would turn down a better :ob if their husbands were

clirhtly or rooderately unharry about it. Hawley (1972) found

that only 10,-: of her sample of mathematics and science majors

at Can Diero state reported that they would pTirsue their present

career choices if their husbands objected, compared to 18:IJ of

the education ma.lors and of the ecAnselinr students. These

results directly conflict with 7:a.:e7 's study, and seem to

indicate tnat women as;,irin,-, to ricno(r careers are less com-

mitted to areers, or 'hat there is more tolerance for a husband

who objects to a rioneer ( and therefore less acceptable and

more threatenin ) career roal. ''owever, in Hawley's study, the

counrelinc majors were -rimarily women who had worke as teachers

and had returned to st',,00l; therefore, they probably were more

career-oriented and r wer(! already married. Sin-e the are

and morital status of the ot1-.er two groups was not mentioned, it

is Hz'os.ible to nw w'iether there issues may have also teen

reiean the'comrarison 1-etween them.

These st.ldies shca that women ar irin: to or choosinr pio-

neer careers exPress lers concern w7th helpinr others co--,red

to ra vimr ter o:wn needs. '.!-ever, orxrs-dy rY.plores

whether women 1,:th pioneer r.cals, carticipate in soc.ial

service-crient..e activities, anl tat fdy'foi tl.at they were

inre likely to J so than were traditio

career: hc relationhip lietween expressed other-orientation

an. d actual beha-.,ier needs to t'e c>7mined in fcture research.

stl=dies also a ti17!,n of wompn, r

cordless of tra-!iti nril or ploner sTrations cr careers, rep.c:rt

I 3"i
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that they are more oriented towards their husbands' (or imagin-

ary future husbandd)needs than their ovn. In the one study of

working mothers, Pioneers did expresn more self-oriented atti-

tudes towards their career needs than did Traditionals, however.

Summary. There are few stulies concerned with the relation-

ship between career commitment or edueLional aspirations and

.self-orientation, and the studies which examine the relation-

ship between pioneer aspirations and careers and other-orientation

use a large variety of measures. However, the results are gen-

erally consistent, indicating that women who have less tradi-

tional 7areer choices tend to be more self-oriented than other

women. There is come question as to whether they actually behave

in a more self-oriented manner, and thin deserves further study.

There in no research evaluating the relationship between

feminism and other-orientation.

These results are not surprising, particularly since the

"housewife" scale of the SVIB-W (which is sometimes used to de-

termine homemaking-oriented women and also in negatively corre-

lated with pioneer aspirations) has been found to correlate

.with the eescale of the AVL, which meaaures the altruistic

and philenthro c aspects of loves kindnenn, sympathy, end un-

relfishness.

There in eome evidence that women become more other-oriented

in collere, Kalka (1968) found that college cenior women were

more other-oriented on the Fend Inventory than were sophomore

women, and also described their "ideal woman" and "avernge womaref

an more other-oriented. However, a vecentstudy indicates that
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college women and men may be becoming increasingly self-oriented.

(Astin and Bisconti (1972) comPared 1966 entering college stu-

dents with 1970 entering college students and found that for

both men and women there was less emphlmis on altruistic.and

materialistic goals and an increase in self-directedness in 1970.

The dramatic increase in unemployment since 1970 probably has

influenced college students' life goals, and as a result this

study many no longer reflect current attitudes.

Independence, Dependence, and Affiliation

A dimension which may be closely relted to self-or other

orientation is the degree of independence and dependence which

a woman expresses, which is sometimes measured bk nurturance,

(7or need for affiliaticn or succorance.

Career Commitment. There is remarkable consistency in these
__

results, despite different personality measures used and a

variety of popolations sampled. The one study of high school

girls, conducted with Los Angeles studenta, indicated that

career-oriented girls were more popular than their classmates

(Turner, 1964). In this study, the girls who were planning to

combine marriage and a career were most often liated as a good

friend bF their classmates, compared to girls who expected to

be sinala career WOnen or full-time homemakers. In the other

studies, however, career-oriented women were less affiliative.

In an early study ol college freshwomen, Hoyt and Kennedy (1958)

found that homemaking-oriented women scored higher on the succor-

ance scale of the EPPS than career-oriented women. Counselman

(1971) studied students at Emnanuel College and found that home-
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making-oriented women described themselves as more dependent

than their stereotype of career-oriented women. Cook (1968)

studied Purdue seniors in ,1966 and found that career-oriented

women scored higher on independence and lower on "need for

security" compared to homemaking-oriented women. Freedman

(1965),Istudied a small sample of students at an Eastern women's
;

college and found that career-oriented women were more inde-

pehdent according to their MMPI scores. Using Gough's ACL

tor affiliation, Oliver (1974) found that aMong University of

Maryland-psychology students that'she studied in 1971-2, those

whc were career-oriented were less affiliative than homemaking

oriented women. In Rand's national sample of college fresh-

women from 28 campuses, career-oriented Momell were More /nem-

pendent (1968). In thin study, career-orientation was defined

as aspirations to a doctorate and the attitude that the pur-

pose of colleee is to prepare for a career, rather than to find

a husband.

The results for care'er women were similar to those for

career-oriented college women. In her study of Stanford alum-

nae from the classes of 1939-62, Lozoff (1970) found that career

oriented women valued work because it offered themca feeling of

independence. rorrls (1974) found that college-educated career

women hid a greater need for nurturance (on the EPPS) compared

to college-educated homemakers Using projective tests, Birn-

baum (1971) found that University of Michigan alumnae from the

clasSes of 1945-55 who became hollemakers were more dependent and

nurturart than the Michigan married faculty women.
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These studies indlcate that career-oriented and career

women are more indroendem. and that they value this indepen-

dence, whereas homomaking-oriented women are more dependent and

possibly more affiliative, with greater needs for succorance.

The results on nurturance ease conflicting.

In the one-study of high school students, career-oriented

girls were more popular: however, their affiliativeness and in-

depeLlence were not evaluated. More research on the behavioral

Components involved ( such as friendships) would contribute

greatly to the literature in this area. Turner's study also

suggests the possible influence of age or this dimension. In

her study of college-educated women, Morris (1974) found that

for both homemakers and married career women, the women between

the seies of '36-45 expressed greater need.for affiliation and

nurturance on the EPPS than did the younger (ages 20-35) or older

tapas 4.5\''and_older4-groups.----;Zinoe-thie-midd1-e age-group-is- moat

likely to have children of high school age or older, these needs

are probably not being met by their family as much as they were-I.

in earlier years. An important question is how these women deal'

with these :needs, and what types of women turn to careers or other

activities in order to satisfy them.

Role Innovation. Several studiec indicate that women aspiring

to pioneer careers were more inilependent than other career-oriented
women. Cowan and Moore (1971) found that Wayne State women who

aspired to pioneer occupations described themselves'is more in-

dependent and'autonomous than did women aspiring to traditional

141



careers. Sundhein 41963) found that Temple University upper-

clanswomen who were majoring in elementary education scored

higher on need for affiliation than women majoring in mathe-

matics-science fields or languages. Stein (1969) found that

first year nursing students scored higher than other college

women on the need-for nurturance and succOrancerlon the EPPS,

and lower on the need for autonomy. The need for nurturance

decreased significantly by the senior yeare.however, and the

need for autonomy increased.

The four studies of graduate students show similar results.

In their etudy of women doctoral students in androgynous and

pioneer fields, O'Leary.and Braun (1972) found that,these

women were higher on self-sUfficiency (vs. group dependency)

on the.16 PF,- compared to male doctoral students and women.with

undergraduate degrees. Lopata (1968)'fOund women in medicine

were more likely to express a desire for independence than were

women in traditional fields. In contrast,-Lovett (1968) found

no differences between science and social work graduate students

on their self7described autonomy, on an ACL.

The Lovett results conflict:with all of the ther studies.

.However, social work graduate students may enter androgynous 0

cai7eers, which makes/these results less clear-cut-than other

studies. The other studies consistently show that women aspiring

to pioneer careers are more autonomous and independents unfor-

tunately, there are,no studies.of career'wOmen4 which would

determine whither or not these differences are laintainecie-
.

Stein's study indicates that, although women aspiring-to pioneer

ind traditional careers may differ when they are younger, it le

142
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possible that these differences dissipate as they'mature.

However, several studies show that in at least some cases

ythese differences are still significant among seniors and grad-

uate students.

Feminism. There were four studies concerned with feminiits.

.Cherniss (1972) found that members of a Women's Liberation group

were more autonomous than other women. Fowler and Van de Riot

(1972) found that wanen who participated,in a feminist confer-

nce at the University. of Florida described themsel:ves as *More

autonomoup on Gough's ACL than did University undergraduates

or a group of elderly woman. There were no significant differ-

ences-between the groups for self-described need for succerance.

In a.study using three different nleasures of autonomy, Deripewolff

(1974) found that University of Cincinnati women with feminist

attitudes were more autonomous than their classmates on the

Triandis Social Distance Scale, Kahl's Modernism II Scale. and

Barron'e Independence of Judgment Scale.

In an.earlier study, Sundheii (1963) foilnd no differences

on the need for affiliation among Temple University undergradu-

ates with traditional or nontraditional sex role concepts.

Summary,.....Tho.,studies cited censittently demonstrate that

career7oriented women, particularly those.aspiring iii pioneer.

careers, are more autonomous and independent than other 1;omen.

The results on need for affiliation, sUccOrance and nurturance

are less.clear, but they su est a similar pattern. Research
11
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is needed *hieh will.examlne whether differences on this di-

pension
A

merely predict career goalsv-er whether they are main-

tained when these women make their caretr choices. The four

studies of feminists show these women to be more autonomous,

but.more research is needed to eValuate both activist feminists

and ideological feminists.
A

In a recent study, Sedney and Turner (1975) repoited that

college men and women had similar scores on need for affiliation

on the OPS: nowever., need for affiliation was inversely corre-

lated with n Ach for the women, but not for the men. An inter.

esting,related issue is Iezoff's finding thsit gifted Stanford

women tested between 1961-5 who were more autonomous were also

more accepting of dependency and social needs:(1974). 'The liter-

ature clearly indicates that deSpite'their accepting attitude,

they do not shire these needs.

Thing:griented vs. Peoole-Olented.

Women have been perceived as oriented toward heiping others

and toward being with others, rather than working with things

and ideas. This characteristic is sometimes valued, whereas

at other times it is diecussed as a trait which precludes in-

tellectual accomplishment, particularly in male-dominated fields.

Career CommitMent. In their study of college women in

1958-59, Simpson and Simpson:(1961) found that career-oriented

woien were slightlysless oriented toward people (vs. things) com-'

pared to homemaking-oriented.women. -In their study of home

economics majors at Iowa State, Vetter and Lewis'. (1964) found

1 4 1 -
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that career-oriented senior women were less tolerant of people

than were homemaiing-oriented women. Schissel (1968) studied

400 women at Nebraska Teachers Coltege using the SIFIB, and

concluded_ that'career-oriented women were more,interested in

things and homemaking-oriented women were more interested in

people. Kriger -(1972) took a slightly different view, hypothe-

sizing that the kind of parental.treatment which facilitated

people-orientation (rather than thing-orientation) in men would

instead facilitate homemaking-orientation (rather than career

orientation) for women: Her study of middle-class women (ages

28-48) atipported her hypothesis. In contrast to these studies,

Rand's national sample of college freshwomen showed that career

oriented women\scored higher on "understanding.of others" than

homemaking-eriented women, and_there were no differences between

the two groups on "sensitivity to the needs of ethers's' (1968),

Rand defined career-orientation differently, however; her career

oriented women aspired to doctorates and felt'that the'purpose

of college was to prepare for.a career rather than to find

a-spouse.

There are few studies in this area, and several do not

actually compare people-orientation and thing-orientation. Only

Rand's Btu* used a large,-national sample, and her measures of
-

career commitment and people-orientation were not comparable

to-the other studies. Therefoke no conclusion caAbe readhed.

Role Innovation. In the one study comparing women aspiring

to traditional and pioneer careers, Lovett (1969) found that

1 4 5
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sCience gra4ate students were less'people-oriented than.social
..1

work graduate tudents, according to their scores on an inter-
,

est inventory. ince social work is a more peeple-oriented,

profession, this f nding is not necessarily generalizableto

all pioneer/traditioal comparisons.1/4

Summary. The few s . dies cited indicate that career-oriented

women may describe theise\lves as less peopletoriented and more

oriented-toward other activities. More research is needed te ,

- determine' whether this is the case, and,to discover whether

this difference is discernible in the way theie women interact

with ethers and approach noninterpersenal activities. The re-_.

lationships between role innovation or feminism and people-

rientation have not been studied.

These results are confUsing because-the question of people-
,

orientation is closely'related to other variables, such is affi-

liation, and ether-orientation'is sometimes measured in terms

of intellectual intereits, When these related variables were

evaluated separately, similar trends were apparent, however.

Nonconformity and unconventionality are traits which on
expects to be associated with independence, and with assumption-

questioning in general. The-results confirm these expectations.

Career Commitment. The six studies which evaluate the

relationship between career commitment and conformity, she;r simk-

1 4 6
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lar results. In an early study, Goldsen et al. (1960) found

that among the Cornell women whom he.studied in 1952, the career

!oriented womenvere less conventional and expressed more Irrever-

ance concernIng rules. In this study, career commitment was

measured in terms of the degree of expected satisfaction from

1 career compared to other activities. Studying a small sample

of students at an Eastern women's college, Freedman (1965) found

that career-oriented women were more unconventional on the Minne-

sota Multiphasic'Personality Inventory (MMPI). In her study of

women from 28 campuses, Rand (1968) also found that'the carer

oriented women were less conservative as measured by the Ameri-
.

can College survey. Rand defined career commitment as aspira-,

tions to a doctorate and the attitude that the purio, college

is to prepare for a career rather than to find a spouse. In

their study of University.,of Missour women who completed the

SVIB between 1958-64 and were retested in 1967, Gysbers et al.

(1968) found that the women who were consistently career-oriented

were less conventional than those who were consistently homemaking

-oriented. Similarly, Morris (1974) found that college-educated

career women were more free-thinking, according'to their scores

on the 16 PF, whereas collegg.-educated homemakers were more

mor listic and staid. Using projective tests, Birnbaum (1971)

found that University of Michigan gifted alumnae from the classes

of 1945-55 who were homemakers in the 1960's were more conven-
., --

tional.than the University of Michigan married faculty women.

The results are,not always comparable, since' Rand and Goldsen

defined career commitment in unusual ways and Birnbaum did not

,compare two well-matched groups, and compared women in one pio-
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neer field'with high ability_homemakers.- Although the results

are consistent, more,research is necessary before any conciu,.

I

sions can be drawn allt he relationship between these twO

variables.

%

Education. In the one study of educational attainment,

,Faunce (1967) studied college women in the eigh:ty percentile

rank. She found that those who dropped out of,college were
.

less conventional than those who graduated and they were more

likely to have majored in English,,linguistics, languages,

natutal science, mathematics and business administration.-

Their greater unconventionality appears to contradict the lit-

erature which shows that career-oriented women are morelincen-

ventional, since womenwith more education are more likely to

be career-oriented. Hewever, their majors suggest that they

-may have had pioneer aspirations, and for some reason become

too discouraged to pursue these goals. If the research on pis,-

neer aspirations demonstrates that this variable is associated

with unconventionality,i this would help to explain these puzzling
4

results.

Role Innovation. .The two studies of women with Moneer

aspirations support the relationship between pioneer goals and

nonconformity. Tangri (1972) studied Univeridty of Michigan

women from the class of 1967, and found that women with pioneer
-

_aspirations described themselves as less conventional on a

semantic di'fferential compared with women with'traditional

career aspirations. Similarly, O'Leary and Braun (1972) found
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that women dbctoral students in male-dominated and androgynous

fields scored hiiher than male doctoral'students or females

with undergraduate degrees-on radical temperment.(vs. conser-
.

'vative), rebelliousness and-nondonfokmity ciri the 16

FemihiMi.-7The14.,were two,studies concerned ith feminists.

Joosting (1971) tounci that white college women who were members
v.

of L.Women's Liber/ation.group shwed higher creativity risk-
.

taking, and origihality on the Torrance:Life Experience

tory. The control4oup consisted of women who were not ac

feminists wh were matched for their fathers' occupatiohs,-and

their feelings about illegal drugs and the number of.,.organiiatio

that they belonged to. In their study of Women's Liberation,
-

/-members at Florida State University, O'Neil et al.(1975) fouhd

that these women scored higher on the Pd scaleof the MMPI, in7

diciting. that they were more independent and less Constrained
,

by traditional social customs, compared to a.monmember'contria

group. Both studies were concerned with activist feminists, and .

feminist attitudes were not measured Or contr011ed.

Summary. Although there are few studies which evaluate con-

formity, and the ones that cited use a variety of measures, this

literature shows a strong agreement that career-oriented women,

career women, women-aspiring to pioneer-careers; ankactivist

feminists are more unconventional', or at least desciibe them- /

selves that way. This supports the hypotheSis milde in Chapter 1,

thatwomenwhoAmve a questioning attitude toward the female role

. 14,9
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will also be, more-likely io question-,assumptionsjnotherareai.

.0f curse, it is possible that these women perceive themselves

as nonconformists because of their.unconventinal attitude's

toward the female role, and"consider themselves conventional

in most other areas. This peisibility could be studied with
- ,

Scaled which are more specific in'terms of type of nonconformity..
,

The hypothesis that wothen,who'Ohoose.less-Itiditional-goils

and express less traditional attitude's' are,mere unconventional-
_

is also supportedTby4 study ofCellege wOmen i962 (Bott,,'.1968),:

In this study, womin-who'expressed "masculine" interests' (abierd-

ing to the SVIB.M-F scale) were less reliant on the approval and
,6

support of otheps and less likely to conform to socialdemands

according.to their CPI scores. Sinc"e women who expresi more

masculine" interests on the SVIB areusually mere'career-iiiented,

and more.likely to exPres0 interest in pioneer careers, this

study supporti the prevTeusik cited research. However, mre

research on careerWomen.ind women with feminist attitudes is

still necessary.

Faunbeiv,study of colligi AtOPouts;alsosuggests a possible

reason for,the research on SES which showed that mothers who had -,

not completed college were more likely to have daughter& with:=.'k-X,..-;

pioneer aspirations. Faunce's study indicates that women.who

quit 'college pky 'be dissatisfied with traditional female fields,

and yet feel unable to pursue their more nontraditional interests.
k:

If this is the case, it would logicallk follow that their daugh=

thers' Anterests would also be less tradi;ional. :Since FaUnce's

- study was

1

conducted in the late 1960's, it isk'possible thit her

6
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findings ari irrelevant te the college drop-outs of the 1940's

(who became the mothers of the college women studied in the 1960's).

However, this question certainly deserves further study.

Self Concept and Self-Esteem

Self-esteem is a major concern, since Western society omphs-

sizes the importance of a career as a criterion of status and

prestige. Holland (1959) theorized that occupational level is

primarily dependent on intelligence and self-evaluation. Many

studies have demonstrated that females tend to have lower self

esteem than males, and this phenomenon has not changed in recent

years. Putnam and Hansen S1972) studied Buffalo eleventh graders

and found that the girls had lower self-esteem.than the boys. In

a study of seniors from 94 colleges and universities in 1971,

Baird (197)) found that women f2ted themselves lower than men

did on a variety of measures of academic performance as well as

interpersonal skills. These differences were also maintained

for women planning to enter graduate or professional schools.

Connell and Johnson (1970) studied girls and boys in a

Catholic junior high school, and found that the high sex-role-

identified males had higher general self-esteem than the Low sex-

role-identified females. There was no significant diffarence

between high sex-role-identified females and low sex-role-identi-

fied females. However, the low sex-role-identified malos-kad

significantly lower self-esteem than either female group. These

results indicate that being a"masculine" male contributes to

high self-esteem, whereas being a less "masculine" male is the

most destructive to self-esteem. In contrast, "feminine" females
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do not have higher or lower self-esteem than less "feminine"

females, apparently because "femin* bhavior is-not valued,

even though it is viewed as more appropriate for junior high

school girls. One would expect similar results with adult

males and females, but there is no comparable data.

The reason for females' lower self-esteem is probably in-

herent in our cultural stereotype of women. Rosenkrantz et al.

(1968) found that women from several-New England colleges tended

to perceive themselves as having similar personality patterns

to their stereotype of a "feminine" personality. Since these

traits are measured on a masculine-feminine continuum, with the

"masculine" pole usually considered more desirable, the choice

of "feminine" traits is also the choice of the less valued traits.

Broverman et al. (1972) concluded that these college women incor-

porated the negative lspects of "femininity" into their self

concepts. Yoreover, women tend to devalue the work of other

women (Goldberg, 1968; Pheterson, Kiesler, & Goldberg, 1971),

and in so doing, devalue themselves.

Real vs. Ideal. One way to measure se2f-esteem is to

compare one's self-concept with one's ideal (Silber & Tippet,

1965); Carl Rogers suggests that this is also related to per-

sonal adjustment. Several studtes have evaluated self-esteem

in this manner.

Richardson (1975) found that female college seniors with

self and role concepts and role aspirations that were homemaking

oriented had medium or low self-esteem, as measured by moderately

or hirMy discrepant self-ideal images. MOreover, high self

3 2
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esteem strengthened the relationship between.self-career woman

congruence and career commLtment. Women with high self-hamemaker

--congruence and high self-esteem did not have lower career.commit-

ment. These results indicate that women with high self-esteem

are less likely to be homemaking-oriented, even if they-perceive

themselves as more similar to homemakers than to career women.

Cowan and Moore (1971) reported a nonsignificant tendency for

career-oriented college women to have less discrepancy between

their real and ideal self-concepts than women_ who were homemaking

oriented.

Counselman (1971) found that career-oriented and homemaking

oriented Wellesley students differed significantly on their des-

criptions of$their real and ideal self-concepts, using Leary's

ICL. The career-oriented woman's ideal was more 81 otical

and distrustful than the homemakingaoriented ideal and the

homemaking-oriented women reported feeling that they were more

competitive and exploitive than their ideal. It is clear from

this data that career-oriented women and homemaking-oriented

women have different ideal self-concepts, and these results

can be interpreted in terms of the career-oriented viewing them-

selves as somewhat more traditionally "feminine" than their ideal,

whereas the homemak ng-oriented women viewed themselves as some-

what less "feminine" than their ideal. As the stereotype of

appropriate behavior for, males and females begins to slowly

change, as Burhenne (1972) found in her recent study, this will

probably influence women's self-concepts and self-esteem as it

relates to their attitudes toward the female role.

:3:3
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Career Commitment. Greenhaus (1973) studied male and fe-

male college students and found that the relative priority

of a career and the general attitudes towards work were more

highly correlated with self-esteem for males than for females.

Students with higher self-esteem tended to enjoy planning a,

career and viewed working as positive way of expressing them-

-selves. Studies of women's career commitment show similar re -1lts.

Cook (1968) studied graduating seniors in the class of 1966, and

found that career-oriented women were more self-confident,than

homemaking-oriented women. Rand studied freshwomen from 28

campuses, defining career commitment in terms of aspirations to

a doctorate and the attitude that the purpose of college is for

career preparation rather than to find a spouse. She found that'

the career-oriented women had higher intellectual self-confidence

(as measured by the American College Survey) than the women who,

responsed differently for both criteria questions. Since Rand's

definition ot career commitment included higher education aspira--

tions, it is not surprising that she found this grO4 to be more

confident of their intellectual skills. In contrast to thse

results, Katz (1969) found that career-oriented San Jose Gity

College women had higher self-esteem on the Rosenberg scale than

homemaking-oriented San Jose women, whereas the opposite was true

for homemaking-oriented and career-oriented Stanford women.

Both groups were from the class of 1965. Vetter and Lewis (1964)

found that senior home economics majors at Iowa State who were

homemaking-oriented were more sure of themselves than their career

oriented classmates.
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The five studies of career women show- a-similar variety

of results. Tinsley (1972) studied University of Minnesota

alumnae Who.were freshwomen between 199-58 in a follow-up study

'in 1970-71. She found that the women who were employed had

higher intellectual self-confidence and rated themselves higner

on-academic ability than the women who were full-time homemakers.

The homemakers, however, were higher on confidence in social

skills. Similarly, lozokf (1970) found that Stanfórd: alumnae

from the clasees of 1939-62 who were homemaking-oriented in the
-

-.late 1960's were more confident of.their competence in.home tasks

and in their roles as wives and mothers. In her study of-Univer-

sity of Michigan alumnae who graduatid with distinction between

1945-55 and were homemakers in the late 1960's, Birnbaum (1971)

reported that the alumnae homemakers had lower self-esteem and

perceived themselves as less attractive-to men, and more incompe-

,tent than did the University facultY women. Several other studis

have evaluated women's perceptions of their own attractiveness.

Gysbers et al. (1968) studied alumnae who had attended the Uni-

verdity of Missouri between 195d-64 in a retest in 1967, and

found that those who were consistently career-oriented on the

SVIB described themselves'as at least moderately attractive, and

considered themeelves more attractive than the homemaking-oriented

women considered themselves. Katz (1970), however, found no differ-

ence between the self-described attractiveness of working women

and fall-time homemakers (ages 26-50) who were alumnae of Stan-

ford and Santa Rosa Junior College in a study conducted in 1968,

These studies indicate that, at least in some samples, career
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oriented womon-haveligher self-esteeil, particularly in terms

of their intellectual abilities and attractiveness. However,

homemaking-oriented women may be more self-confident in other

spheres, particularly 'in homemaking and social skills.: The-
. ,

1969 Katz study suggests that SES or intellectual ability may

,be very influential; apparently career commitment is .i sign

of-lowor self-confidence for some women, probably because thiw-

do not value this role ,as highly as more traditional pursuits.

This may have also been the case for the Iowa Staii home economics

majors. As a result, the relationship between,401f-estoem. and
-

career c:ommitment varies according to the attitudes of the

woMen involved. 'However, the Majority of the results agree that

career-oriented woman have higher self-esteem.

Eeucation. In th," one study concerned with'education, Faunco

(1967) found fAat the high ability, college women who dropped out

of the University of Winnesota wcre less self-confident than

their high abilitif Claesmates who graduated.

Role Inno?ation: 41heie aro three studies concerned.with

the relationship bntween self-esteem and pioneer goals. Almquiet

(1974) found tnat over'four-fifths Of the college woMen aispiring

be pioneers-thought that their teachers considered them out-

staneling students,.compared ono-half of thewomen aspiring

to traditional careers. In contrast, McKenzie (1972) found no

differences in terms of self-acceptance for women who were doctoral

students in education or'medical students, compared with home-

1 5 6
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makers with bachelor's degrees and juniors majering in elementary

education.- !Similarly, Resnick, Fauble: and Osipow (1970) follnd

no.relationship between scores On.the Tenneasee self-concept

scale and career preferences on the Kuder for male or female

, Introductory PsyChology students at ,the Ohio State Unive'rsity.
?

These studies stipport the,trends apparent in the career

commitment and education literature.' Women with nOntraditionill

career.choites.who are in-college or graduate school appear to

have higher self-confidence in terms of their ability, but not

necessarily An other areas.

Feminism. Fowler and Van de Riet (1972) found that women

(A age=.22.4) attending a femithist conference at the University

of Florida had higher self-esteem than university undergraduates

(i age= 24.5) or elderly women (i age= 67.5), according to-their

responses on Gough's An: In her study of doctoral students at

the University of Michigan, all,of whom exiSressed feminist at-

titudes, Stoloff (1973) found that the activists were more likely

to perceive themselves as attractive,to men. However, when Lipman-

BIumen (1972) studied the wives of Boston area,graduate students, 4

she:found that-the 73% who expressed moreifeminist.attitUdes did'.
.

not differ from the women 'with more traditional views in terms of

their self-confidence as a wife, Mother, siudent, emioloyee, or
F

their ability to succeed at difficult tasks

The differences in these three resillts may be caused by the

difTetent measures of feminism used; however, the Fowler and Van

de Riet study did not control SES, age, education, or other vari-.
ables which may have been relevant. Furthermore, Fowler and Van de

Riet's samples were small, with only 18 feminists and 16 r-

5 7
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-graduates...The Staloff samples were well matched,,but her

samples were also small: 22 activists, and 22 nonactivista.

"The Lipman-Blumen samples_ were both from the population of wives

of.graduateatudents, all had at least someocollege, and they

were similar in age and sEs.. Furthermore, her sample size of

1,012 represented a very large proportion of the population 00

was studying. The fact that.73% of the women had nontraditional
f

attitudes.indicates that the measUre used probably did not.differ-
s,

'Intiate between strong feminists ahd moderate feminists; however,-

the similarity between the Fowler and Van de Riet and Staloff
-

results may be caused by the fact that both studied feminists

activists; whereas Lipman-Blumen studied woteen with feminist.

attitudes.

Summary., Overall, the research results suggest that women
A ,

.
who are career-oriented, who are career women, or who aspire to

leas traditional-careers have mare self-Confidence in,terms of .

their intellectual abilities, and possibly in terms of feeling

attractive. Homemaking-oriented women may feel more cOnfident

of their homemaking and social skills. There is no evidence'

that women who choose less traditional career goals or have

more feminist attitudes feel more or less confident about tt,eir

overall abilities than other women; however, very little research

has been.done in this area. The majority of measures have evalu-

ated self-esteem in specific areas.

The 1969 Katz study is-important because he used a measure

of general self esteem and found that the homemaking-oriented

5 8
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and career-oriented comparisons were opposite for the two

gamples. Since the two samples differed in SES, ability, and

on other dimensions, it is impossible to determine exactly why

this phenomenon occured. However, these results strongly suggest

that the 'relationship between self-esteem and career goals is

dependent on other variables. Although a career is a source of

presitge in this culture, women who choose the more traditional

orientation toward the home will not necessarily, show lowe::." self-
.

confidence than women who decide to pursue a career. However,

there is eVidence that Self-esteem is integrally related to

career choice'for women. Korman (1967) found,_that females with:

low self-esteem chose occupations which required the skills in

which they were less qualified, rather than occupations which

required the skills kn which they were competent. This suegests

that women with highei self-esteem 'will make more appropriate

career choices and will therefore be more satisfied with their

careers, and more likely to become career-,women, More research

ie needed, particularly using measures of general self-esteem,

and tO evaluate the relationships between different tYpes 'of

self-esteem.

There is too little research on feminism-to analyze further.

Adjustment, General Mental Health and Anxiety

Tte persOnality traits thatrgre considered "feminine" are

considered mentally healthy for women, although they are con-

sidered a sign of 1,,,sr mental health for "males" or "adultd"

(Broverman et ai.. 1970). Rycklak and Legerski (1967) argued,

that the learning of appropriate sex role behavior is crucially
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-important for healthy adjustment, and that females who ar not

retiring and passive "will be more prone to personality malad-

justments."

SinCe career-oriented women and women with pioneer career

goals have been shown to have more "masauline" personality

charaateristics, these studies suggest that they-will be per-

ceived as less well adjusted, or will actually be less well

adjusted. However, very little research has been conducted

in this'area.

_Career Commitment. In their study of white married.mothers,

conducted in 1957, Sharp and Nye (1963) found no differences

in anxiety level or phychosomatic illness in their comparison
I

of employed women and full-time homemakers. In a study of

married and single career women and-full-time'homemakers, Ja-

bury, (1968) found no differences in terms of identity diffusion

or anxiety, as measured by a semantic differential.-, In' a study

.of University of MissOuri women Who were administered the SVIB
, .

between 1958-64 and-retested as alumnae in 1967, Gysbers et.al.

(1968) found that the women who were consistently aareer-oriented

were less content with their levels af personal adjustMent than

the wonien who were consistently homemaking-oriented. In her

study of Stanford aluinnae from the classes.of 1939-62, Lozoff

!1970) found that the women who reported moderate intirest.tn

careers tended to turn to a career after they found that marriage

did not meet_all their needs, and were more likely to indicate

a desire for professional help with their problems, compared to

160
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women with stronger ox, weaker career interests.

The results are not clear, but these studies suggest that

th ;re may be some validity in the assumption that career women

are less-well adjusted, and that thisfrelationship may reflect

the tendency for women who are dissatisfied with homemaking or

marriage to pursue careers in an attempt to cure their other

problems'. Since there are no studies of,the mental health of

career-oriented and homemakingoriented college women, it is

impossible to determine whether this trend would be maintained

for young women aspiring to be career women.

Role Innovation. In their study of freshwomen at Penn-

sylvania State University, Osipow and Gold (1968) found that

personal adjustment clients were more likely to express nontradi-

tional career interests on the SVIB ihan were other students,

although there were no differences in terms of career goals.

Kerman (1973) found no differences between college upperclass-

women with pioneer and traditional goals in terms of anxiety,

her study-of a national saMple of'college students. In the one

study of career Women, Standiey and Soule (1974) found that 56%
f

of the-white married women = 40 years Old) with careers.in.

architecture, law, medicine, and psychology,in their sample re-
\

\

ported that they were not well adjusted.

Feminism. Fowler and Van de Riet (1972) found that women

attending a feminist conference at the University of Florida.did

not differ from the University undergraduates or two groups of

el-derly women on their perceptions of their personal adjustment.

Similarly, Lipman-Blu.men (1972) found that women with feminist

6 1



and:traditional attitucies were equally happy in,her study of the

wives of Boston area graduate,students.. However,, the women With

feminist attitudes were more likely to report-that they had been

lonely adolescents. Cherniss (1972) also reported that members
,

of a Women's Liberation group were more likely to.reiort being

alienated as adolescents.

Summary. Although women who challenge the.traditional fe-
a

male rale are often perceived as maladjusted by others, there is

little data to support this assumption: Two of the stUdies
-

sdggest that, ln some cases, worlidn who choose careers may feel
, _

less well adjusted than full-time homemakers; however, this may

'be the result of a conflict between their two primary roles ra-
%.

ther than the cause of their career commitment. Lozoff s study

distinguished between thos v,,men who 4ere'strongly career-ori-
.

ented and those who were moderately career-orientedand folihd
1-

that the latter group tended to chooseka/career as,a second.choice,

after their first choice (marriage) proved disappointing. This
. .

study suggests:that women'who became.career7oriented,a'fter-several

years of being oriented 'toward homemaking activities may feel

less satisfied and less well adjusted, but that women with more

stable careen,commitment'may be as /fell adjusted as other women.

The Osipow and Gold study suggests that women with non-

traditional career interests who choose traditional career goals"

may be more likely to seek personal adjustment counseling; there

were no differences in the actual career goals of counseling cli-

ents and other freshwomen. In the Karman.study of college women,

and the two studies of feminists, there were no relationships

between traditional and nontraditional women in terms of ,adjust-

162
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ment or anxiety. 'This may be because all three Studies were con-

ducted in the 1970's, when these goals,and attitudes were more

widely accepted. The Standley and Soule study ghows-a high degree

of self-described poor,adjustment among Pioneersvhowever, there
A

were no Traditionals with which to compare these results. The,

Lipman7Blumen and Chernisi studies suggest that feminists may

have been less well adjusted as c*ldren, perhaps because of the

More rigid sex roles of the period or of the adOlescent cultUre.

More research is needed on this important issue for both young
,

women and adults.

Chapter Summary

'-There is very little data Oh the personality characteris'acs

associated with edUcational aspirations orrfeminism, but the'

relationshipi between cakeer commitment and,Tioneer asidrations

and several personality traits have.been strongly demonstrated.

Career Commitment. Three characterisUcs were consistently

associated with'career commitment. Careei-oriented women.and.
.

career women Were higher in achievement motivation,or.dompetitive-

nes6 in-all of the studies.cited. ,The measures of achievement
,

motiVation vakied, although the EPPS was used in four studiee.

Career-okiented women and-career women also tinded to be more

independent and less affiliative: the majority of these studies

were'conducted with career-oriented undergraduates. Career-ori-
_

ented and career women also perceived themselves as more aggres-

sive or asser-tive 'than homemaking-oriented women and homemakersi

however, when an active-passive continuum was uSed there were

no signficant differences.

The resultswere less clear for five other traits. Career.



,oriented College women tended,to-be,mOre intellectual than,hame-

making-oriented women in the three stUdies cited, but there were

no 'studies of 4raduate students dr working-women. Career-oriented
\

women and career women_tended to be more self-oriented, whereas

homemaking-oriented Women:were more,Other7oriented; however.s

both groups were interested in helping others. The six studiep

on conformity ag.reed thatIcareer-oriented and-oareer women-were-

less conventional than homemaking-oriented woden and homemakerS;..

however, the variety of criteria used tO measure career codmit-T
i ' ..

'merit weakens the imPact:Of these results. Three.studies:lndicated

that homemaking-oriented women.were more sociablewthan-career-ori=

ented'women4,- whereas Rand,found ihat career-ariented,women who

aspired ,to doctorates or professional degrees were more sociable

li -than-fi:omemaking-oriented co ege women. -Finally there was 'some
,

e .

evidence that careerrOriented and career womenfelt mOr attractive

and intelligent than homemaking-oriented-women and fUll time home-
.

makers-, and that the latter.felt more confident of their home.-

daking and social skills. The results concerning general self
,

esteem were nOt clear, and there were strong indications that
-other,yariables such as SES influenced this-relatidnihip, probably'.

_

because women s careers, are considered mdre desirable by.some

cultural groups than others.

The least conclusive results were,,for the literature on

orientation towardes things vs. people, endurance, and personal

adjustment: The:data suggests that career-oriented,and cLreer

women are more oriented:towards thingsAnkieas and less towards.

.

.people, that they are more persevering, tiad'i.ess content with their. A
adjustment. However, there are_feW studies and the results are-

less cons stent than for the othei treits discussed.
161



Education, There areonly three studies on educational

attainment or aspirations. Faunce's study found that women

who dropped out of collee were less conformiSt and less self-

confident. Gump's study demOnstrated that women aspiring to

graduate degrees .4ere more self-oriented than ottier women.

Korn found no differences between reLaie graduate students and

women with undergraduate degrees in terms of masculinity on the

SVIB M-F scale, which suggests that these womenrmay be very

similar on most of the traits discussed Li.n tnis chapter, since

these traits are included in the M-F scale. More research is

necessary to examine this hypothesis further.

Role Innovation. Four traits were strongly associated with

pioneer aspirations or pioneeer careers. Achievement motivation

was consistently .tronger for college womed with pioneer aspira-

tions; however, there was Little data on career women on grad-

uate students. Mednick's study indicated that this relationship

may not pertain to black women, a consieeration which deserves

further study. College women with pf.) er aspirations were more

intellectual, bat there were no studies of graduate students or

women with pioneer careers. Women with pioneer goals and pioneer

careers also expressed greater self-orientation and less orienta-

tion towar-: helping others. These trends were apparent in their

expressed reasons for their career choice and in their reluctance

to give up their careers to please their husbands. respite

these differences, women with pioneer goals tended to put their

husbands c-lreers first, and in one study college women with gio-

164
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neer aspirations ware more likely to participate in social

service extracurricular activities. This suggests that even

women with pioneer goals are very other-oriented, and that

their behavior may be more other-oriented than their expressed

attitudes. Other variables, such as political beliefs, may

confound the results; for example, if women with pioneer goals

are more liberal politically, they might be more likely to

participate in social service activities than other women, but

also be more willing to defend their personal needs in their

relationships with family members or close friends. Women

with pioneer goals were also mosre autonomous but there were no

studies of actual Pioneers.

The results for conformity, passivity, and endurance were

less convincing. The literature suggests that women with pioneer

aspirations 'are less conventional and less willing to conform,

and that they are lass willing to express aggression. However,

there is some evidence that women with traditional career aspir-
.

ations are repressing their aggressive and assertive drives,

so that they are not apparent with some personality tests, but

become obvious when projective techniques are used, The liter..

ature also indicates that there is probably no difference between

the endurance.or perseverance of women o'i pioneer aspirations

and those with traditional goals, alt:lough levomen in certain fields,

such as medicine. may be particularly t..gh on this dimension.

The least conclusive results were for people vs, thing-orien-

tation, sociability, self-esteem, st.d personal adjustment and

anxiety. The results suggest that women with pioneer goals are

more confident of their acade ability, but do noL differ
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from aspiring Tradition:els in terms of general self-esteem,

sociability, or anxiety. The major difficulty with the studies

in these areas is that there were too few to analyze.'

Feminism. The strongest trend for feminists was the positive

relationship between achievement mctivation and feminism. Most

of the studies were of high school and college women with less

traditional attitudes, who were not necessarily strongly feminist.

There was some evidence that feminists were more autonomous,

and that the most and least aggressive women were likely to be

feminists. !.4ore research is needed in these ares.

There were very few studies of intellectualitj, endurance,

sociability, self-esteem, and personal adjustment, find no studies

of people vs. thing orientation. The one study of endurance found

no differences between feminists and nonfeminists and two of the

three studies on self-esteem found that feminists were more self

confident. The two studies of perLonal adjustment found no differ-
.

ences for adults, although two studies found that feminists were

more likely to report a lonely or alienated adolescence. There

were too few studies of sociability to analyze.

There were very few studies concerned with the personality

traits ot- feminists compared to women with more traditional atti-

tudes towards the female role. More research is necessary before

meaningful analylis Is possible for most of these characteristics.

Coclusions. Overall, thf, stronFest predictors of career

commitftent, pioneer aspirations, and feminism are achievement

motivation (for aIl three), andinleperdence and autonomy '(for



career commitment and career women and women with pioneer

aspirations). Greater willingness to express,aggressive and

assertive needs .=.lso was fairly consistently associated with

career commitment, pioneer aspirations, and feminism. Intellec-

tuality and an orientation toward one's personal needs were also

strongly associated with pioneer aspirations and fairly con-

sistently associated with career commitment, and nonconformity

was consistently associated with career commitment, pioneer aspir-

ations, and feminist activism in the fewstadies conducted in

this area.

Yany of the traits were interrelated; for example, affilia-

tiventss is related to ieople-urientation and possibly with help-

ing others. .However, many of these overlapping measures can be

corrected, and need not necessnrily be controlled, as was neces-

sary for the related family background variables discussed in

chapter 4. The comparison of people-oriented women vs. thing

oriented women was probably the weakest, in that it was rarely

stulied IQ that context, but rather overlapped with other measures.

The reneral picture that emerges is that women who challenge

the traditional female role in their career choices (and, to a

lesser extent, their attitudes) are more sensitive to their own
;

needs, nore willing to pursue t:::eir goals, and more oriented to-
.

ward intellectual and competitive ta.5;ks. In contrast, the more

traditional women appear to be more self-sacrificing,.more likely

to express interest in helping and being with others, less likely

to express aggressive or assertive nieds, and less interested in

achievement or intellectual tasks. In the past, the women with

the less traditional personality characteristics were labeled

1 C 8
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"masculine" and were considered to be more like men than like

other wpmen. Most of the studies cit d here have not compared

these career-oriented and pioneer aspiring women to both men

and women to determine whether this assumption is accurate;

however, several studies do indicate that even though career

oriented and pioneer aspiring women differ from other women, they

still score moderately high on many of the characteristics con-

sidered "feminine". It appears that these womer may be more

"androgynous" than "masculine", that is, high in traits that

are traditionally associated with masculinity and femininity.

Recent studies have indicated that more intelligent men and

women are more likely to be androgynous, and the need for research

on the relationship between androgeny and dontraditional atti-

tudes towards the female role is strongly suggested by the

literature.

Since personality is developed 9ver a long period of time,

the relationship to family background must be extremely impor-
.

tent. Block (1973) found that parents encourage "masculine traits"

such as-achievement and competition in their sons, and encour-

age interpersonal skills in their interactions with their daugh-

tera. 'She also found that the greatest difference between

parent-daughter and parent-son encouraging behavior was from the

fathers. This strongly suggests that the father's attitudes

towards appropriate sex role behavf..s is of crucial importance

in the development of the daughter's personality; tmwever, this

relationship has not been studied as thoroughly as has the

relationship between the mother's and daughter's attitudes.

110
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CAPTE1 6
pEicSON L CHARACTERISTICS

Since housework and traditional female occupations are

less pregtigious and are devalued as requiring less ability than

male-dominated careers, one would hypothesize that women who

aspire to careers, particularly in pioneer fields1 would be

more intelligent than other women. Similarly, more intelli-

gent women would be expected to reject the notion that women

are inferior and incapable of doing a "man's job" or competing

in "a man's world." The literature indicates thgt, to some ex-
.

tent, these hypotheses have been supported.

Career Commitment. The results for high school atudents

were consistent. Ty]er (1964) studied high school girls from

Eugene, Oregon in the 1950's and found that career interest

was associated with higher LQ. In a study of eleventh and twelfth

grade girls in Missouri and Wyoming schools, Fortner (1970) found

that those with higher I.Q. scores chose higher level occupations.

which are generally associated yith career commitment. Similarly,
1

Turner (1964) found that twelfth grade girls who expected careers

were more likely to be regarded as very intelligent by their

peers. In several longitudinal studies of hiet school girls

from th4 national Project TALENT samples in the early 1960's,

Astin (1968a/ 1968b) fountithat brighter girls tended to change

frog their initial homemakingoriented choices as ninth graders

to career-oriented choices as twelfth graders or the year following

1 7i)
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high school.graduation, whereas the leas able girls who were

carper-oriented as ninth gradera shifted to hothemaking-oriented.

goals. Higher math ability as ninth graders predicted career

commitment as twelfth,graders, and higher mathematics and ver-

bal aptitUde as seniors predicted career commitment one-year

and fiye.yeareaater (Astin, 1968a; Astin and,Myent, 1971). In

another longitudinal study, Watley and Kaplan (1971) found that

National Merit Scholars who planned a career immediately after

they were to graduate from college had higher verbal and math

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores than those who planned

to delay their careers, or to, become full-time homemakers. Thus,

even among the most intelligent high school girls, thoae with

higher ability were more likely to be career-oriented.

The results. were less consitent for college women. Kos*

et al. (1962) found, that Catholic college freshwomen who were

career-oriented were nonsignificantly higher on scholastic apti-

tude as measured by the Ohio State University Aptitude Test.

In a study of freshwomen in the college of home economics at

Kansas State, Metzger at al. (1969) found that women in the

honore.program were.more likely to plan to work as mothers than

.were women in the'nonhonors control group. The.groups Were

matched for SES, size of hOme town, and size of their high

school. The percentage of women planning to work when raising

preschool children was small howeveri25.7% of the honors women

and 15.2% of the group. Women irkthe honor program were also more

likely to hope to raise their occupational level than were the

control group women. Rand (1968) studied a large hational sampie

of college freehwomen in 1964 and found that the career-oriented

17 1
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women had higher 'mathematics and science Ability. In this

study, career commitment was defined as the attitude that the

purpose of college is to prepare for a carder,rather than to

find a spouse, and aspirations for a doctorate .or professional

degree.

In contrast, Vetter and Lewis (19-64) found that Ia State. .

home economics majors who were career-oriented were less intelli-

gent according to their achievement test scores than their

homemaking-oriented classmates. Oliver (1974) found no SAT

Offerences among career-oriented and homemaking-oriented.Uni-

varsity of Maryland Psychology studentS-in 1971-72. In a study

conducted in 1973, she found no differences on a Quick Word Test

(1975). In this latter study, Oliver defined career commitment

differently, by using a standard type of career vs. family commit-

ment question'and also the achievement motivation and'affilittioni

scales of the Gough ACL. Only those women who were higher on

achievement motivation than affiliation were considered career-

oriented, and only those highor on affiliation than achievement

motivation were included in the homemaking-oriented comparison

group. Oliver's decision was based on her finding that carver

oriented women tend to be higher in achievement motivation and

homemaking-oriented women tend to be higher on affiliAtions how-

ever, this new definition is rot helpful in generalizing the re-

sults, although it does control these two important variables

related to career commitment.

When college grade Point averages (GPA) were compared,

Goldsen et al. (1960) found that 1952 Cornell freshwomen who_

were carcr--oriented had highee GPA's. In this study, career

1 2
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commitment was measured in terms of the degree of satisfaction

the women expected to derive from their careers compared to

their homemaking-related activities. In contrast, Parker (1966)

found no differences in GPA for career-oriented, homemaking-oriented

or "neutral" college women, end Zissis.(1964) found no differ-

ences between career-oriented and homemakingoriented Purdue

freshwomen that she studied in 1959.

Although the studies of high school students consistently

demonstrated that higher.ability was 'associated with career

commitment, the studies of college women showed a variety of

results. The differences do not appear to be caused by the

differences ie the college population, since state universi es

and more select colleges results were similarly inconsistent.

The Vetter and Le,,,is results, showing higher homemaking-oriented

aptitude, can be attributed to the sample of home economics

majors; since home economics is a low status, traditional fe-

male field, esiSecially popular among women who are interested,

in homemaking-oriented skills, women who are career-oriented

economics majors may be less able women who have chosen

this major because it is'considered less demanding that other

fields. Howcvar, thc Metzger et al. study of Kansas State

home economics majors showed that those who were in the honors

prograL were more career-oriented than the other women. This

appears to directly conflict with the Vetter and Lewis study

of Iowa State students which was probably also conducted in

the early 1960's. There is a potentially important difference,

however; honors students may be more intellectually motivated

or achievement oriented than other women, and not necessarily
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the most intelligent women in the group.

The two college studies which showed significantly higher

aptitude for career-oriented women both described career orien-
.

tation using unusual criteria. In the Cornell study, caree.r

orientation was measured as the amount of satisfaction which -he

student expected to derive from a career, and in the Rand national

study, career commitment included aspiring to a doctorate, which

"could be highly associated with pioneer aspirations. These cri-
.

teria are different than those used in the majority of studies,

and would be likely to produce a pioneer-homemaker comparison

rather than a homemaking-oriented/career-oriented bc.4arison.

In the Cornell study, the satisfa6tion question may tend to die-

criMinate between women who are planning prestigious careers and

those planning less valued, more traditional careers in addition

to those planning full-time homemaking. Moreover, the Cornell

admissions critPria for women was especially high in the 1950's

since few women were admitted; therefore, those who were tareer

oriented may have-been more likely to aspire to pioneer careers

since they were probably exceptionally intelligent and motivated.

These possible explanations were not discussed and cannot be proven;

however, they raise important questions about the validity of

these findings particularly in view Of the results of the other

studies.

Education. The results of studies pertaining-to educational

aspirations were else) inconsistent. In his study of students at
.

Berkeley and Stanford, Korn found no differences in aptitude be-

tNeen the women in graduate school and those with other plans

1 7
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(Katz, 1968). Gump (1972)-studied seniors at the_University

of Rochester in 1966 and found no differences in grades or de-
.

sire to achieve academic distinction when she compared those

planning to enter graduate school and those planning io attain

only a bachelor's degree. Baird (1973) found no differences in

academic achievement between women planning to attain a master's

degree and women with no graduate school plans, among a national

sample of graduating seniors in the clims of 1971. O'Leary

and Braun -(1972) compared 19 men with doctorates, 19 women with

doctorates in nontraditional fields, and 19 women with bachelor's

degrees, and found no differences for the three groups in intelli-

gence. The age range for the samples was 27-79 years oid. In

contrast, Astin (1969) found.that women who received doctorates

in 1957 or 1958 had higher high school intelligence scores, and

higher high school class-\ianks and OPA's in scince and math sub-

jects than men with Ooctorates. Metzger et al. (1969) found that

the Kansas State home economics honors students were more likely

to aspire to a graduate degree than their nonhbnors classmates.

The majority of the studies indicate that graduate school

aspirations do not discriminate between women with higher and

lower ability or grades. It is possible that the results or the

Aetin study are not generalizable to a more contemporary gradu-

ate school population; however, it is also possible that her

results were different because she evaluated women with doctorates
1

rather than graduate school plans. The O'Leary and Braun study

evaluated women with doctorates too, but their samples were small

and t.e age range was extremely wide. Other issues of potential

importance are the difference between women aspiring to doctorates

;)
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and those aspiring to graduate degrees (which would primarily

be master's degrees), and the differences between high school

grades and ability and college criteria. The Astin study is

particularly weak because there is no college-educated female

control group. The Metzger et al. study is not comparable to the

other studies because an honors program,does not necessarilY

attract the most intelligent women in the major, and home econo-

mics majors may differ substantially from' women ir otherareas.

Role Innovation. Since pioneer careers tend to be more

prestigious and more competitive, one would expect that women

with pioneer goals would be the most intelligent and able. How-

ever, even.among-the most able college-educated women, pioneer

0 aspirations are rare. In a study of 50 gifted college-educated

women, Mowsesian, Heath, and Rothney (Hoyt & Hebeler, 1974) found

that only four entered graduate or professional schools, three

were employed in pioneer occupations, and 13 were employed in

androgynous_caieers. However, other studies have demonstrated

that women with pioneer aspirations do tend to be more able than

other women. In her study of eleventh and twelfth graders at a

primarily middle-class Midwestern Catholic shcool, Rezler (1967)

found that the girls who aspired to careers in the pioneer fields

of medicine, mathematics, or natural science had higher grades and

Preliminary Scholastic Aptituie Test scores on both verbal and

mathematics sections than did the girls aspiring to careers in

nursing and elementary school teaching. Moore and Veres (1975)

studied two-year tollege women at F;everal schools in New York



State in 1974, and found that 42.1% of the women with pioneer
\

AspirationifhadAGPA of B+ or'higher, compared to 27.4% .of the

women With traditional career.goalS. In a hational Jiample of

college upperclaaswomen tested in i968-69, Kaman (1973) found

that thoSe with pioneer golas had higher high school and.college

grades. Among the women with pioneer aspirations, 79%.had a

GPA of B or higher in hit:. school compared to 62% ofthose who

later aspired to tradit onal careers; 75% of those who aiipired

,to pioneer-careers ha a B+ or higher in college Compared with

50% of those who asp red to traditional careers. The women with

pioneer goals alsO-scored higher on a verbal aptitude'test of

20 vocabulary wor s. In her study of black women L le South-
!

east and MidAtlantic campuses in 1971 Mednick (1973) found that

..the..women with pioneer aspirations tended.tO have .higher GPA's-

,than their more traditional classmates, although the difference

was onlY marginally significant at the .10 level. Mednick had

.foUnd no,differences between Howard University.women with pioneer

goals and those with traditional goals in a study conducted in

ilednices study suggests that the relationship between in-

telligendeor grades and pioneer goals may be weaker or nonsig-

nificant-for'blaCii7Crollege women,.particularly those attending

a selective black university. The other studies did not differ-
.

entiate between black and white women, so that comparisons are

not possible between the studies.

Feminism. There is some evidence that women with less tradi-

tional attitudes towards the female role may also be more intelli-

177



gent or have higher grades. Houts Entwisie (1968) studied

405\tenth grade -girls in four 'high schools, and found that
4-

. those,with a more feminist view of t*female role had higheit

grades than those with a more tradttifonal view. In a study

conducted in 1971, Joesting (1971) matched white North Carolina-
_

I
,

._tate students who were Women's Liberatton members with :Z5 non-

members on the basis of the father's occupation, nd the woman's

attitudes towards illegal drugs andthe numb r 4f organizations
.

i

. she belonged to. She found that.6% of Women'sLiberation

members'had.a ii+ or higher CEA mpared.to'36% o. _their non-

meMber claSsmates. This d erentle was not statically tig7
1--nificant, howeveridtichmidt et al.(1974) comped several,

,.-- , , .

z.,

hundred undergriduate_women from 'cpur/CamPuses On 6e basis of
. - ;

1 .

1

.
.

i .
.scores:4:mA Women's Liberation Movement ideology stale and mem=

berahip in the campus Vomen's LiperatLn group% She fotind that

-.
!

f

the Women's Liberation mtml?ers Were M re likely toll'ave A'aver-:
/

r
ages or to be in an honors programt_however, there was-no re-

lationship between.feminist at;fitudea Eind CPA.' In an early atuay:

Sundheim (1963) foundl no dif.Terences in_GPA'When she'compared
. ..,.

Temple University upperclasswomen with:traditionaland nontradi-.
,

tional attitudes towards the female role.

These few studies sgges/t that college womerThio\.are active

in the Women's Liberation.Mo emen't tend to have higher CPA's; as

do high'school girls.with mo e femini.st attitudes. There is aome_

indication that feminist atliltudes among college women are not

Inecessarily associated with higher grades,'but more researah-is'

necessary;

1
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Summary. In an ear)j study, Terman and Odn (1947) found

that although there was a relationship between the level of

occupational achievement and school years I.Q. for men, there

was no such relationship forwomsn. Apparently, this* discrepancy

still exists to some extent.Although the relationship between

intelligence or grades and career commitment was consistent

for high !School students, it was r11';: consistent for college.

women. It is possible that when the range of intelligence be-
.

comes somewhat foreshortened, as it is in a college pOpulation,

other characteristics exert nitre influence on a woman's decision

to break away from the traditional female role of homemaker.

However, for those college women who choose to pursue .a career,

intelligence or grades again become an important discriminator

between those choosino pioneer and traditional -fields. Similarly,

women who join a Women's Liberation group also tend to have the

highest college grades, although the relationship between in-

telligence and feminist attitudee is not clear from these studies.

The differences between college or high school grades and

intelligence cannot be determined from these results, because

most of the studies used one,measure or the other. Since achieve-

ment motivation Was found to be stronsly associated with career

commitment, pioseer aspirations, and feminism, this trait may be

confounding the resu7_ts, as n Ach is also associated with higher

grades and participation in an honors program. GPA'a are probably

the most easily accessible measure related to intelligence, but

other measures, such as 1:Q. or aptitude ocores, would be more

valid measures of intelligence.
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Education

Educational aspirations and attainment have alreaay been
discussed as predir of eareer commitment, pioneer aspira-
tions, and femini wever, several other aspects of educa-
tion are also. important. Astin and Myent (1971) studied a na-
tional sample of Project TALENT women, and found that women with
-ms than a college degree tended to become full-time homemakers,

oiTice workers, or plannrd business careers, whereas a college
degree predicted career choices in natural scieeice, social ser-
vice, social science, teaching,or the professions. Graduate
school degrees were associated with natural science careers
?ernes and Nestel (1975) found that for white women with at least
a college degree, women with liberal arts degrees were less likel;
to pursue careers than those with education degrees, whereas other
professional programs were most strongl./ associated with careers.
Watley and Kaplan (1971) found tha-t intelligence was a potentially
confounding variable; in their study of National Merit Scholarship
women from 1956 -60, 51% of the homemaking-oriented

women planned
to attain a graduate degree. However, career-oriented women were
even more likely to aspire to graduate degrees; 91% of the few
women who planned to become single career women had graduate
school as"Aratiens. Thia study sur ests that when high ability
women are studied, the career-oriented women have higher educa-
tionel aspirations. bJt that even the homemaking-oriented high
ability women have higher educational goale than most women.

They types of collsges attended were also predictive of later
career peals. Leland (1967) found that women at a private uni-
ver.eity were more career-orlented than those attending a state
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university. KatTIL: (1973) found that women with pioneer aspir-

ations represented 155; of the upperclasswomen at selective liberal

arts oolleges and 15.7% of the upoerclasswomen at engineering

schools, compared to 2.2% at teacher's colleges and 1.7% at

state universities. Tidball (1973) found that women from women's

colleges were more likely to be listed InWhgLISDasLcijjkarigaD

Women than other college-educated women, and the higher propor-

tion of women faculty memb,ars appeared to be at least partially

responsible. Alumnae of women's colleges are also more likely

to attend graduate school and receive doctorates (Carnegie Com-

mission. 193). In contrast, Moore and Veres (1975) fourd that

students f7om a private women's ,junior college were less likely

to plan to be employed in 15 years, and more likely to plan to

become full-time homemakers than women attending other 2-year

colleFes. 'iowaver, a pr'vate 2-year women's college probably

uffers a different kind of education than a W-year women's college,

and attracts a different type of student.

Summary. Although there are few studies which evaluate issues

closely related to college education, the majority inoicate that

many factors may Influence students' career goals. The wonan's

ability, the type of college attenJed, and the major chosen are

related to cy:le another and o career goals.

Physical Arsparancel iz9 and Attractiveness

Physical appearance is an area that-has been virtually ignored,

despite its relevance to a woman's self-concept and atLitudes, and

the popuar mytIology concerning the assoLiation hJtween.laieness
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or unattractiveness and nontraditional female goals.

Size. Women's size has been ignored completely, Although

research has demonstrated that height is related to achievement

and leadership for men (Jones & Gerard, 1967) this issue has

not been studied for women. On the average, women are shorter

than men, and in our culture it is considered appropriate for

females to be shorter or appear shorter than the males they are

with, whether they are husbands, fyiends, or colleaguols. Most

females fit into this role easily, eLcept durrg adoles-

cence. iowever, females who were taller their

male friends and companions during ''.0.3d1-.:)od and adul'...hooj w,uld
!

be expected perceive themsel.ves dif'ferently and ,e treated

differently by others, Since helf:jat lc associated wi.t.fi strengtn

and power to some degref , one wohid e;Llec talle17 f*fiales tu con-

sider themselves less helpless ar,1! mnpre capabLe1 and to he takn

more seriously 1,1:f others, 'In so:le caf ,s, hej rAgLt also take

pn a more domirant role with their s:lorter female fripnd.

Whether or not tall womer feel 6r1,7Yortpble
;, '11 thrJ,' r:eight,

it seems rrisonable ,ypothesize that theywo7d be mov..c; -ikaly

to ,ha1ler7e Vt.! traditior,a1 female rolei because of their tragro;

they nlready do nct fit this role as eaF:ily othc.r ac,me. To

some extent, their posi'ion ould be rfriilar to L.lat,of rt1l -

Fent females, who realize early in lir, that th,.fy arc -ra capable

than most of the male they know. rowever, an intelli,ren:, female

can hide ;ler intel irence arl thAs accerted as "feminine"; this

is not posiLi for tzill women.
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Another possibility is that extremely short women, wl,o'

would be treated as e ally helpless and expected to bc ave

in a very "feminine" oanner, riti; find themselves uncomfortable

with the role of perpetual chi10- This role would be particu-
.

larly dissatisfying for very intelligen,, short women or those

who were brought up in a less traditional manner. These women

might be more likely to aspire to careers which they think would

facilitate their being treated r competent adults. Their

choices might be presigious occupations or positions with less

interpersonal contartt.

There are other aspects of size which would be expected

la exert a similar influenceJr/ women's attitude3. Women who

are moderately overweignt by "feminine" sta_dards, might also

be trea'A as more competent than more "delicate" women, and

perceive themselves aA more Able of success in "masculine"

tasks. Strong or athletic women would be exixoted to have si-

milar attitudes and be perceived by others as more "masculine"-
and therefore more capable. However, the fact that a woman is

strong or ath14,:tic suggests that she Aas a more nontraditional

view of the female -ole, at least for herself.

Attractiveness. Physical ettracti:eness is a more difficult

attribute to measure objectively, but it is important because

there are strong cultural expectations associated with attractive-

ness in women. Traditiorilly, women who are attraLtive are ex-
.

pecte,' to be less 'ntelligent, less capable, less career-oriented,

and generally more "feminino". Lince women who art_ less attractive
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probably feel lsa able to compete in traditional female spheres

related to attracting men, one would expect that they would tend

to compete in more "masculine" spheres such as scholastic achieve-

ment or careers, and would express more feminist attitudes. In

the one st..lay conducted in this area, Goldberg, Gottesdiener, aild

Abramson (1975 found that male and female college students; even

those who considered themselves feminists, expected Women's Liber-

ation supporters ta be less a:tractive than other women. This

was deternined by showing students ,photographs of college women,

and .sking them which women were the Women's Liberatlion Supporters.

The womerOs attractiveness had previously been judged by students

using the same photographs, and in fact, there were no differences

in the judged attractivess of the real feminists and nonfeminiats.

Self-perceptions of attractiveness were discussed in Chapter

5 as a measure of self-esteem, and several studies inr!'cated that

career-oriented women and women with pioneer asplrati...., ;.,rreive

-.themselves as more attractive. This is an unexpect e

but it is impossible to determine the relationship/between self

perce:ved attractiveness and others' perceptions oi a woman's

attiveness,, although one would expect them to be stroney

.7elated. This is an interestiLg area, but one that is more dif-

ficult to study than the other dimensions discussed.

Summary. Physical appearance has rarely been considered by

social scientists as a dimension relevant to women's goals end

attitudes, alth.v-,h there are cultural ex1-9cta6ions which asso-

ciate larger and less attrac.O.ve women with more "masculine" goals

and behavior. Mere is some evidence that, contrary to popular

1 i-3.1
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mYthology, career-oriented women and women with pioneer goals

perceiVe themselves as more attractive than other women. Vari-

ables related to size are easily measured, and deserve further

study; physical attractiveness is more difficult to measure

objectively.

Age

At dAfferent stages of their lives, women are more likely

to exrress career-oriented or homemakii_g-oriented interests,

and
\
r ated personalitT.tiaits also fluctuate in response to

different needs and interests. For.example, Baruch (1967). found

that for Radcliffe alumnae, n Ach decreased 5-10 years after .

college and increased 15"years after college. Among 15-58 year

old women in a vocational school, the younger women were more

interested in careers, whereas the,older women were more inter-

ested in earning money kWillmarth, 1969). Similarly, Blai (1970:

and Sobol:(190) found that women in different age groups expreb..,ed

i.fferent reasons foi- working and different work values. Unfor-

tunately, these studies did not c,)ritrol for the possible influence

of historical factors. Women of differing ages have been social-

ized in a Slightly different way, and wcAen's values are influ--

enced by changing cultural expectations, so that the cultural

mores of the time may have bean the crucial issue, and not the

the women's ages. However, marital statUs and the number and

age of the children are probably more important than fluctuations

in cultural ex ectatiens, and may even be more important than age

itseif. Lyon (1967) found 1-J",at women with undergraduate degrees

1
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usually planned to re-enter the labor force around the pge of

forty, after theil children were old enough to be fairly inde-

pendent. Since the majority of career-oriented women marry and*
have children, it is impossible to determine the influence of

age independent of marital,status and childrearing responsibilities.

Marital Statua

\
Career Commitment.Since careers and marriage are often viewed

as conflicting activities, it is not surprising that Richardson,

(1975) foun that career-or3ented college women value marriage

less than 7memaking-oriented women, or that married teachers

tare less'about their jobs than single teachers (Kuhlen .(6c

Johnson, 1952)4 Women who are career-oriented tend to mar.ry at

\later ages, are less likely to marry, and are more likely to be

divorced; these findings were cOnsistent when the womentudied
,

were college students (Angrist & Almquist, 1970; Cook, 1968,,

Richardson, 19751 Watley 4..Kaplan, 1971), alumnae (Gysbers et al.,

19681 Katz, 1965', Lozoff, 1970) or career women and full-time

homemakers 'Hnrmon, 1970; Kuhlen & Johnson, 1952; Parnes & Nestel,

1975). Fames/and Nestel also found that for black women, the

number of years between finishing school and marriage was post-
/

tively related to the probability of steady employment., kare-

over, career-oriented college women had a higher ideal marriage

age (Klemma,:-. & arde, 1973).

. Four studies show conflting results, In his study of

!i.eier+Etry school teachcre between the ages of 21-24, White

(1967) found that married women were more career-oriented than

the single women. Farmer and Bohn (1970) fourid no differences
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in marital status of career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

working women, when the latter were measured by scores on the

home and career scales of the SVIB-W. Edwards (1969) studied

student teachers and student nurses and found no relationship

between marital status or elationships with men and career

commitment, and in her study of students a Macalaster College

and several other campuses, Dodge (1974) found that le6s than

10%.ated marriage as a possible deterent to a full-time career.

Whether or not single women are more committed to careers,

they are more likely to pursue them. Single, divorced and

,separated women are more likely to de employed (Siegel et al.

1963) although the number of marrijd workinr women is increasing

dramatically (Osipow, 1975: Waldman, 196?). Married women con-

sider the homemal-,ing role as more important than do divorced and

single women (Blai, 1970) and they have different attitudes about

the kinds of advantages a job should provide (Blli, 1970; Wolfe,

1969). Furthermore, married women who work make less money than'

single women, although the opposite is true for men (Havens, 1973).

The majority of the studies indicate that married women are

less career-oriented, are less likely to be employed outside the

home, and tend to have different reasons f'or wanting to work. The

different results in White's and Edward's studies are probably

the resIlt of the wcmon's status as young,, new teachers and nurses.

The single women inVolved in these studies may/have preferred to

be 71arried which w9uld have resulted in less career commitment;

this hyPothesis seems reasonable because women in traditional

fie_ds are usually 1 es career-oriented. In contrast, women who

i
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continued,to work after marriage may have been less likely to

i.dealize-homemaking responsibilltiesand more likely to be

working out.of'choace, rather. than:necessity. Since Farmer

and Bohn did not discuss the,specific attributes of thAr small

sample of 50 working women, it is impossible to ascertain why

their results conflicted with the majority or the research; how-

ever, it may be that the SVIB scales did not measure the degree--

of career commitment in a comparable way to the other studies.

Similsrly, the Dodge study results were not comparable, because

she mtlasured college women's attitudes towards combining tharriage

and e career, ralTher than evaluating career women.

A related issue is whether career-oriented women are= less

invo-lved with men in terms of dating in high school or college.

In an early study, Hoyt and Kennrdy (1958) found that the small

mincri',.y of freshwomen who were career-oriented were lower on

the heterosexuality scale of the EPPS. However, in a more

recent study of Syracuse juniors and srniors, Masih (1967) found

no difl...rences between career-oriented and homemaking-oriented

women in termsofaheterosexualiv scale, and Almquist and

Angrist (1970) found Lo differences.(between career-oriented and

homemaking-oriented women in terms or frequency of dating.in

high school or college. The women in this samp:e were enrolled

in a woman's college of a private coeducational university be-

tween 1964-68. In their study of seniors at a large stat uni-

versity. Sedney and Turner (1975) found no differences in the

frequency of high school dating for women who were cveer-oriented

de homemnAing-oriented in college. Career-or,ented women dated

.1-ht1y less often in college, but they were still dating moder-
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ately frequently. These studies suggest that career-oriented

women are involved in--relationships with men, but that they some-

times choose to date less or to marry later. It does not appear

that these women became involved with careers because they were

unsuccessful with men.

Education. Five studies demonstrated that married women tend

to be less educated than other women: Astin (1969) found that wo-

men who obtained doctorates in 1957 or 1958 were more likely to

be single than other college-educated women, and Simon, Clark and

Gilway (1967) found that 50% of their sample of womAn who obtained

doctorates between 1958-63 were married compc,red to 95% of their

male colleagues. Katz (1969) reported that Stanford women from

the class of 1965 who were married were less likely to enter gradu-

ate school than their single classmates. The Carnegie Commission

(1973) reported that there were no differences in the marital sta-

tus of college-educated women and women with less education, but

18% of the women with at least five years of college are single,

comparAd to 8% of other women. In their study of a national sam-

ple of women between the ages of 35-49. Parnes and Nestel (1975)

founf! 'that ,,he single women had an average of 1.3 years more edu-

cation than married women with children. However, a recent study

found that marital status is no lorner as strong a predictor of

graduate school plans as it was in the pagt (Luria, 1974).

''ole Innovation, The four studies of women with pioneer

goals or careers all akreed that they were less likely to be

rried than women with more traditional career choices. In

ri study of University of Michigan women from the class of

c 9



1967, Tangri (1972) reported that the women .wilo aspired to

pioneer careers were more likely to expect to delay marriage.

Klemmack and Edwards (1973) studied women at an Eastern univer-

sity And foundthat thOse.with pioneer aspirations reDorted an

older ideal.marriage age. Rossi (1965c) reported that women

scientista'were more lik6ly to be single tLan malm scientiF..;s

or women'er.ployed in- other fields; only 40%. of. the employed
/".

women scientists were married. Bachtold (1975) evaluated per-
,

sons listed in Who's Who in 1972-3, and found that 62% of the

women were married compared to 94% of the men, and 47% of thOse

in pioneer or androgynous fields were married compared to 75%

in traditional fields.

In the one study concerned with dating, Almquist (1974)

found no differences in dating frequenCy in high school Or

college for college women aspiring to pioneer or traditional

careers. This is the same sample she evaluated in terms of

career-oriented/homemaking-oriented comparisons, and the majority

of the homemaking-oriented women were -_sping to traditional

careers. Therefore, these results are someeinat misleading, and

the Women involved in the compariscr were grouped similarly to

the Almquist anu Angrist (1970) study cited earlier.

These studies indicated t4t women with pioneer careers are

less likely to marry and that women aspiring to pioneer careers

tend to want,to marry-at of older agedthan their classmRtes..

Feminism. Despite the popular stereotype of feminists\as

single or divorced women who either hate men or are unable to

9 0



-attract theM, there are few studies which evalUate the re-

lationship between attitudes towards men and marriage and fend-

nism._ The sreaSon for the lack of research on marital status
,

is probably related to the fact that.most studies of feminists

have been conduTted on college caMpuses,-where the majority

of the students\are single. HoweVer, in a study of doctoral

students'at the-University of Michigan, Stoloff (1973). found

that approximateiy half of the women who were active in the

,Wcmen's Liberatio\n Mn'rement were married,-as were half of the

ndnactivists.who were enrolled in the same programs and were

similar in age. Women in-both the aCtivist and nonactivist

groups expressed feminist attitudes. The activist women had

more gexual experience than the nonactivist wohlen; however,

this difference:was\apparenVy primarily due to..the fact the

activists were from More urban-suburban backgrounds than the
\

monactivists.. Gold6 hmidt et al. (1974) founethat among

college women on-four campuses, those who reported that they

were "unsure" whether they would marvy or responded that

"definitelY" Would ma ry were the least likely to.express feminist

attitudes or be member of caMpus Women's Liberationgroups.'

Most of.the feminists

in a nontraditional ma

lanned to marry, but expredsed ihterest

wOmen who reported that they

"definitely" woUld neve4- marry were also likeli to be feminists.

The activist feminists 4d not differ significantly froM the

other women-in terms ofexperience with intimate'hetertsexual-

relationships. Fuethermore, the women who were ideologically

or aciively commited to feminism did not differ frotmother-college

women in terms of their satisfaction with male reaationshipe.



In her-study of PSYchoiogy Today readers, Tavris (1972) found

. I : . ..that' the women who supported_4.he:WomenIELJAberatianildo_vemen,t4.-L,

'-.
. _

.. r.
1 -

r.
. r

were mbre,likelY tO eXpress,anger towards men on a quaidihnaire
/

,

but:they-did not dif±fer .from the other women in terms of reported

seual experience or _relationships with men.
1

.These studies 'ndicate that feminists do hot differ siinifi

cantly from other women in tents of relationships with men al-_

though their attituaee/towards marriage may differ from women1
_

--th mbre traditio 1 views.

Summary:Although there are not many studies in this area,

the literature asla whole indicates that married women tend to,

be less_ca&er-oriented, less likely to have careers, less likely

to aspirito' or choose pioneer ca:eers, and'are- less well educated
,/

than_other women.' Since married women tend to have children,-it

$is not clear wheiher children are,a malor factors however, several

.studies suggest ithatwomen who,are career-oriented in college are,

'less interested,in marriage, and expect to eir want tormarry latei

'than their clasimates. The differences in marital status also
4

seem Ao be associated with different interests and job Values,-
. t

; but it is not clear whether'these differences are caused by marl-
,

tal status or are a primary source of influence determining marl-
__

tal status.,

In contrast to,the other.stUdies, the:studies-on feminism

suggest that feminism and marital status are not necesbarily

related, although there are too few stvdies to aEalyze.. However,

the Studies indicate that-femInists do not 'differ 'significantly'.

7/1
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from other women in terms of relationships with men, although
r

they may prefer less traditional marriages. Since the studies

of feminists are more recent than the majority of the other

studies, it is possible that they lend.further support to the

trend reported by Luria, which showed that marriage is less of

a deterent to career-related acfivities than it used to be. It

may be too early to study this question for career women in their

thirties, but the trend may be apparen for younger'women.

Husbands

The.kind of person a woman marries will influence her goals,

attitudes and needs, so one would_expect that his occupation,

income, and attitudes will effect her independently of-other

marriage-related variables such as children.

Husband's SES and'Wife's Career Commitment. In her study of

alumnae who, entered:the University of Minnesota'between,1953-551_

who were retested in 1965, Harmon (1970) found no differences

between career-oriented and homemaking-oriented women in terms

of their husbands' educational attainment or occupational rlevel.
d

However, this WAS not a random sample, in that all af theAromen

studied had high scOres on the social worker scale of the SVIB

when it was administered in their first year in college. In this
r,

study, a woman was considered career-oriented if she listed a

career under "usual occupation", whether or not she was Currentry

*mployed. Similarly, in their study of the parents of college

students, Vogel et al. (1970) found no relationship between the

employment status of the mothers and the educational and occu-

193
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pational levels of the fathers. The mothers Were labeled

as either cur ently employed, or full-time homemakers who .

had never been employed during their\child's lifetime. In

their study of the parents-of kindergaiten children in Califor-

nia in 1957-58, Siegel et a/. (1963) found no relationship be-

tween the mother's employment status And"the bother's employ-

ment statue and the father's SES. In contrast, in 4 study of

the parents of high school students in Washington, Nye (1963)

found that the husbands of working women had iovier level occu-

pations than the other husbands. Levitt (1971) studied employed'

librarians in seven metropolitan areas, and found that the women's

career patterns were influenced by their husbands' salaries.

Men with higher salaries-weie more likely to have wives who had

delayed their own careers.

The specific careers that the husbands pursue may also be

relevent. Rossi (1965) reported that less than a quarter oe

the wives of doctors, scientists, engineers and lawyers were

employed outside the home, compared to 44-47% of the wives of

social workers, librarians, and school teachers. There are

several possible reasons for these differences. One explanation

is that the doctors, scientists, engineers and lawyers earn

higher incomes than the social workers, librarians and school

teachers. Another possibility is that the men in the first

group of occupations are themselves more nontraditional, since

they work in occupations which are considered traditionally

female or androgynohs. Similarly, the fact that these husbands

work with women may influence their attitudes about their own

wives', employment. There is not enough research to determine
1 9 1
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whether this study merely supports previously rAted results

__________conc erning __th e - i-nversv-re-lationship- between-husbands salaries
-

and wives' employment, or whether it indicates that husbands in

specific occupations;-particularly in androgynous or female-

dominaied field are more likely to encoUrage or tolerate their

wives employment. It will be difficult to distinguish between

these two explanains, because male-dominated fields tend tc,

offer higher salaries than androgynous and female-dominated occu-

pations.

In ttieir study of National Merit ScholarS between 1956-60

viho were interviewed in 1965, Watley and Kaplan (1971) found no

relationship between the husbands' education and the wives'

career commitment. However, in their national study of women

between 35-49, Parnes and Nestel (1975) found that 81 % of the

white women whose husbands were not high school graduates were

career womcf, compared to 5.0% of the women whose husbands had

at least one year of college. These differences were not sig-

nificant for black women. Particularly at this educational level,

one would expect that the less educated men would earn lower in-

(-omes, which again supports the hypothesis that women are more

likely to work if their husbands earn lower salaries. Further-

more, SES is related to the reasons why women choose to work

(Wolfe, 1969). Women with lower SES (as measured by their hus-

bands' occupations) have different job values. Surprisingly,

they are less likely to stress the importance of the income in-
\
volved, but they do care more about The feeftng of independence

which employment offers. They are also less concerned about

dominance in the job or in-hnding an interesting position,- com-

at 9 5
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pared to women with higher SES. However, Haller and Rosenmayer

--itotmd tha-t--15-1Tre---;collar workers were morelikely to list

money as a reason for working especially older mothers. ,

The results are not consistent, but they do indicate that

in some samples the husbands' occupational level or education

f.s inversely iiated to the probability of his wife being em-

ployed, whereas in other samples there seems to be no relation-

ship between these variables. It appears that the income in-

volved is the crucial issue, although it is possible' that men

with higher level occupations ane more conservative'in their

attitudes towards working wives. ,This issue may be related to

race, since black men tend to have Power occupationg and are

also more accepting of the role of working wife and mother; how-

wter, Parnes: and Nestel found no relationship between the hus-

band's educational attainment and the wife's employment status

for blacks, suggesting that black men's attitudes are not related

to SES.

Husband'.8 SES and Wife's Education. In the_early 1960's,

Ginzberg-(1966)--studied women-who had-completed-at lrast-o-ne

year of graduate school,at Columbia between 1945-51. He found

that the husbands tended to be highly educate'd and-60% were at

the highest occupation level. Although 25% of the men did' not

have graduate degrees, :impared to 2% of the women, 40% of the

men had received a doctorate or professional. degree 'compared to

33% of the women, Astin (1969) found a similar relationship be-

tween husband s and.wife's educational attainment in a study of.

19'i
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women viho had received doc tc rates in 1957 or 1958'.

Husband's SES and Wife's Role Innovation. In the one study

concerned with the relationship between husband's SES and wife's

role innovation, Nagely (1971) foUnd that white working mothers

with pioneer careers.tended to'have husbands with higher level

occupations than were mothers working in traditionil careers.

Husband's Attitudes and Wife's Career Commitment. There is

some evidence that the husband's attitudes are also influential.

In his study of Stanford and Santa Rosa Junior-College alumnae
.

from several classes between _1939-63 who were interviewed in 1968,

Katz (1970) found t1cihe women who were employed were more likely

to report tfte`t.-their husbands supported their outside interests,

which included their occupations as well as other activities.

Weil (1966) studied 200 married women with children at home,. and

found that the husband's positive attitude wab associated with

the wife's employment. In contrast, Lovett (1969) found'no re-

lationship between employed librarians past employment patterns

and their -reports of their husbands' attitudes towards the wife's

employment. However, the fact that these_women were all employed

may indicate that even those husbands with, negative atiitudeS were

not extremely negative. For this reason, this study is not directly

comparable to studies of full-time homemakers and cetreer women.

Several studies have also demonstrated that the husbands of

working women are more likely to help with houeehold chores (Blood,

1963: Hoffman, 1963: Parnes and_Nestel, 19751 Weil, 1966).

This does not necessarily indicate that women will only work if

19 7
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their husbands' are willing to help with household chores, or

that career-oriented women choose husbands that they think will

be willing to share homemaking responsibilities. However, Farley

(1970) studied graduate students in 1969, and found that career

oriented women were more-likely to state that they thought hus-

bands should have equal responsibility for childrearing and house-

work.
_

Whether career-oriented women choose men, who.they think will

be supportive of their goals and willing to share the housework,

or whether only those women who marry supportive men are able-to

pursue career goals cannot be determined from these studies. Re-

search on the career-oriented woman's specific,marital expects.-

tiond would help resolve this issue.

Husband's Attitudes and Role'Innovation. In the one study of

women with pioneer aspirations, Tangri (1972) fodnd that Univer-

sity of. Michigan alumnae from the class of 1967 who aspired to

pioneer careers were interested in finding a husband who would

support their career involvement, whe.reas women with traditional

goals emphasized the importance of a"man who would be a good hus-

band and father.

Husband's Attitudes and Feminism. In 1970-71, Arnott (1972)

studied women from various organizati.ons including NOW and other

Women's Liberaiion groupi, Fascing,:.ng Womanhood.(an antifeminist

group), the American Associaiion of University Women, and the Busi-

ness and Professional Woman's Club. She found that the women who

198



eXpressed less traditional attitudes on the Autonomy for Women

Attitude Inventory_eipected their husbands to adjust to their

career goals, and their husbands were generally supportive of

their-wives independence. However, these women tended to per-
.

. .

ceive more disagreement between their attitudes and their hub7:

bands' attitudes than appeared to b'e the case when the husbands

reported their own attitudes. Arnott also reported that mahy of

the moderate and conservative women misperceived their husbands.'

preferences for their roles', which enabled the women to do what

they wished while they assumed that their husbands agreed.

Summary. The literature indicates that career commitment

is inversely related to the husband's.occupation and education.

- It appears that this is either caused by the greater financial

need.of lower SES families, or by the . nservative attitudes of

men with higher SES. There is some evidence that the latter may

be the case. In a 1950 study of college men,from several Ivy

League and large universities Goldsen et al. (1960) found that
\

22% approired of women working only if theg were not married, and

an addltional_19%-approved only_if_there-were no children. Ent-

wisle and Greenberger (1970) found that for ninth graders, middle

class bOys.with high I.Q.'s held the most conservative attitudes

towards women's roles, and middle-class girls with high I.Q.'s

wsre the most liberal. These two -S.tudies suggest that the kind

of men who have higher level occupations tend to.be very conserva-

tive in their attitudei towards working wives. Hoywever, it is also

true that husbands and wives tend to have similar educational

109
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levels, and since women with more education are more likely to

or employ_edr_on-e:-would expect th-itt women with

highlTeducated hUsbands would be more career-oriented and more

likely to work. There would therefore be a conflict between the

husband's attitudes and the wife's expectations, which might

possibly.be resolved by the husband's income; a woman with young

children might decide not if work if her husband's salary-is ide-

-quate, although she may choose to rejoin the labor, force when:

her children are grown.
:

Several studies sugFest that women with graduate education

or,pioneer careers_tend to have husbands with similarly hig

occupational and educational levels1

The research demonstrates that woinen

I

who work tend to h ve

husbands who have positive attitudes towards their wives' em-

ployment and who help with household chores. Since most of_l

these studies were evaluating working women, rather then college

women contemplating marriage, it is not possible to determine,

whether these women work because thiiirhusbands are supportive,or.whether they chose husbands who they-knew would support-their

career commitment. The latter appeared to be the case in Farley's

study of career-oriented graduate students and Tangri's study of

college women with pioneer goals.-

Arnott'sstudy is not necessarily generalizable to feminists,

but it does suggest that women's perceptions of their husbands'
.11-

attitudes ate not always accurate, and that women,may blame their

husbands or use their husbands alleged attitudes as an exCune to
/. _

justify their own decisions.

200
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Other variables are also related to this dimension.. For

who were- conservative Republicans were les...likely to work and

more likely to report tnat their husbands would not want them

to work. The influence of husbands and other persons and the

importance of political, religious, and other beliefs will be

discussed later in this chapter. /

Influential Others

There are manY people who are potential sources.of influ- -

ence for a woman's goals and attitudes. -Mathews and Tiedeman

(1964) found that el'en ninth grade girls were concerned with

potential problemE resulting from male attitudes. Slimilarly,

Leland (1966) found that college graduates who were closely

associated with a male were more likely to be influered in

their career goals than their classmates. Parent4-ind professors

_ 6ited as influential.

Career Commitment. Males, whether boy\friends, husbands or /

men-in-general, were\the most important source of inflUence for /
\

most of the women stu&ed. Farmer and Bohn (1970) instructed 50

working women to "pretend that men like intellig.snt women" and

would not discriminate against them, and found that ,both single /

and married women gave more career-oriented responses on the SVIV.411,
,

than'they had without the special instructions. Cook (1968) studied
1

senior women and reported that the homemaking-oriented women were

more infiuenced by men in their decision-making. In a study of

black and white college freshwoimen,°Turner and McCaffrey (1974)

201
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found thaf black women with high career expeciation (not prefer---

r FT) f ing- ives; thas reiatTihip
.wis not present 'for the white students: Eldward3 (1969) reported\

. .

that student teachers and student nurses Who Went homemaking-

oriented expressed values that were-more like their boyfriends'

than did their career-oriented classmates, desPite the fact

that only half of the homemaking-oriented women had regular bow-

friends, The women whO were moderately career-oriented had values

most similar to their best girlfriends, whereas strongly career,

oriented nursing students expressed values most like their mothers'.

This relationship was not present for the strongly career=oriented

student te chers.

In a 969 study of married alumnae from the Norbmestern

School of ducation who graduated between 1949-5%_Okun-(1972)------

found-that' 18%*Crted friends as the major influence in their

occupational choice. Professional persons were cited by 16%,

parents by' 12%, and husbands by only,7.3%; 46% stated that there.-,

were no major influential persons-. This lack of influence, par-

ticularly from husbands, may be, due; to tht fact that education is

a widely accepted and popular fields for women; these women prob-

ably made' their careerchoice relatively earfY and easily.

In general, the research indicates that women are influenced

by others, particularly males and that women who perceive men

as disapproving of career women tend to be hoMemakingk)riented.

However,.many different Measures were used,.so that conclusions-

are not pOssible.
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Educatior4 In the ohe study concerned, with eduCation, Kalka

(19681' evaluated Oklifloma State University'freshwomen and zeniors/
, and found that theseniors had differentyiews of "man's ideal .'

:-
I. .

.
. .

i .
.

woman." .She concluded that the'More traditional-women had
,

dropped out of school before iheir senior_ year,"resulting in a

more'horpogeneoUs population.

Role Innovation. Women with pioneer goals appear,to be

.influenced by differentHpeople than women-with more traditional

goals. In her longitudinal_study,of college womehehrolled'be-

teen 1 64-68, AlmqUist (1974) found that.the'women Withpioneer

-.career oals were more'likeiy- o reporithat their decisions were
i,\\\

influence by people in the occupation or by college, proi.essors,

--thz-Triwere women with traditio 1 aspirations. Their classmates

with tradi\ional goals were mo e likely to report-do outdide

influence, \or to have been influenced by family members or peers.

\ In her*study of white college-educated working mothers, Nagely
\

(1971) found\that i3ioneers were more likely to report that their

fathers approved.'of career wo er t'an were the Traditionals.

Horner (1972) 'found that Radcliffe women who expresse'd anxietv

about success and social rejetion and had shifted to more tradi=
\

tional career-choices either were not,dating or were dating men

who did not of career women. The importance of male atti-

tudes was further lemonstrated in a study by Little and Roach

(1974) where c011ege women who saw a film of a male guidance
e-

, counselor encouragi g female Students to pursue nontraditional

goals wereemore intees;ted in pioneer careen:: than women who saw

the same film with,a emale counselor, or a group which did not
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see alfilm.
I

condüëted studies which evaluitia,wemen's,

beliefs concerning male attitudes. First, she studied women

who were full-time homemakers, and career women in traditional
1

and nontraditional fields, and,faund that'the_women working

in nontraditional fields thought that merf die-not believe that
-0 A 4 4

sex was ,a basic determinant of behavior (1971). In the'secand#

A study of San Dego\State women, .1-fawley(1972) faun& that
`,

-4omen majoring_in7theMatics-sciende fields reparted-thitmen.

,- in-their lives belieVed-WOmen cauld successfully coMbineharde!..
.

\making and prnfespsionaLtasks, and stronglydi agreed that..men'
\

0.ared1Mare about WoMeW&',,beauty and aPproved f feminine
,

/
_

and helplessness. /Vie counseling,graduate students disagreed

less strongly with these statements, and the education majors

were the least likely to disagree.
1

. 4 ,

In; general, men seem.to be mentioned less often,a9 a sOurde
. ,. )

of4nfluence for %stamen with pioneer.career.gbils, but their atti
\

tudes are still titken into consideration. It is unclear'froM

these_studies whether the women with pio:neer
. goals or majors

have differant ,viewsof male' -titudes,- orwhether the'men the
,

know havedifferent aititudes than.the men 'that the_mare tradi.

tional women know. AnO\ther issue is whether, the women in one of'
-

the groups have a more adcurate understancling of male attitUdes..

-In .an early study, McKee andSherriffs (1959) found that mengs

"ideal woman was less' restricted than women expected, And in a,

more recent study-, Peterson and'Peterson'(10'5) found'that mare
,

and female college stUdents responded similarly to hypotheticlr

.problems related 'to hUsbandWife jol:(conflidts. It .May'be that

fa
la
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women with pioneer goals are more knowledgeable about male

aititudes.than the women with traditional goals; however, it'

is aiso possible that males nxpress more liberal attitudes in

hypothetical sittoMons than in real situations.

Summary. Specific males and men-in-general are appirent,ly

important influences on women's career choices. Women who per-

ceive men as supportive of their own nontraditional views tend

to pursue nontradltional goals, whereas other women shift to-

wards more traditional aspirations.

There is some evidence that w.Imen with pioneer goals were

more likely to cite the people who influenced their choices, and

that these were often professors and people in their chosen fields.

This may be because women with traditional goals are exposed to

many role models and are generally encouraged to pursue their

career choice, whereas women with pioneer goals are more likelir

to be encouraged by fewer people. Female role models ran be

influential (Plost & Rosen, 1974) but they are rare in pioneer

fields. It is interestrng to note that women with pioneer aspir-

ations rarely report that they are influenced by their parents,

boyfriends or husbands.

The literature also suggests that women who choose pioneer

goals have significantly different perceptions of male attitudes

towards the female role than women who aspire to traditional careers.

Whether these perceptions are accurate, or more accurate than the

perceptions of: aspirineTraditionals, has not-been explored.
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Children

\
. The presence of children in a family usually increases the

mother's responsibilities, making a career more difficult. One

expects that women who challenge the traditional *female role

will be less'interested in having children, or prefer emaller

families, compared to other women.

Career Commitment. In an early study, working wives.were

reported to be the most effective contraceptive users, resulting

in fewer children arid more completely planned families (Freedman,

Whelpton, & Campbell, 1959). However, in two studies conducted

in Washington in the 1950's, Nye (Nye & Hoffman, 1963) found

conflicting results. In one study working motilers had fewer

children than nonworking mothers, whereas in the-other study

there was no difference in family size associated with the mother's

employment status, although working women Were more.likely to

report that they wanted mote children than they had. In her

study of married Stanford alumnae who graduated between 1939-62

and were interviewed in 1967, Lozoff (1970) found that the wmen
who were more homemaking-oriented had more children 60% of the .

homemaking-oriented women Lad at least three children. In his

study of wo_in who-had attended Columbia graduate school for

at least one year between 1945-51 and were interviewed in 1960,

Ginzberg (1966) found that the more children a woman had, the less

likely that she was currently employed. similarly, The Carnegie

Commission (1973) reported that family size was inversely related

to the likelihood of woman's employment.
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In a national sample of women between the ages of 35-49, Parnes

and'Nestel (1975) found that black' and white women who did not

have children were most likely to be employed, and that white

women with only one,child were twice as likely t,) be career

wOmen as thosewith two or more children. Among white women

with two or more children, the probability of a career inal.eased

as the number of years between children increased. When the

children were at least six years apart, the mothers' career

rates were more than twice as high as those women-whose children

were leas than two' years apart. Parnes and Nestel also found

that, for white women, the sooner after marriage the first child

was born, the more children there 4ere. They were unable to

make these comparisons for black women, because there were too

rew Wack women to evaluate in detail.

Of course the ages of the children are also inportant

, factors. Siegel et al. (1963) studied mothers of Xindergarteners

enrolled in several suburban California schools in,1957-58, and

found that the working mothers tended to have fewer children,

and fewer pre-school children. Astin (1969) found that preschool

children were the greatest deterent to full-time employment for

her national sample of women who bad received their doctorates

in1957 or 1958. Forty-nine per cent of the women in her sample

had preschool children, an unusually high proportion for women in

the age group represented; this indiCates that these women started

their families later than most women. In a study of women listed

in Who's Who in 1972-73. Bechtold (1975) found that 59% of the

women were childless, compared to &of the men, and the women

who had children had fewer than the men-who were fathers.
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It is unclear whether ot not the presence of children in-

fluences the career commitment of women who are employed. Haller

and Rosenmayer (1971) found that white-collar mothers were more

career-oriented than women without children; this relationship

was not apparent for women with blue7,collar jobs, however.

There are only three studies of expected or actual family

s.lze of college women and new alumnae and the results are con-

flicting. Klemmack and Edwards (1973) studied women at an Eastern

university and found no relationship between anticipated family

size and career commitment. Similarly. Wately and Kaplan (1971)

found no relationship between number of children and gareer cou-

mitmerA for women who were National Merit Scholars between 1956-60

who were interviewed in In contrast, Farley (1970) reported /---/
/I

that 64% of the cetreer-oriented graduate students she studied
/

1969 wanted two children or less,.compared to 33% of the homemaking

oriented graduate students. In this study,-73% if the women were

in their first or second year of graduate school, and 65%' were

single.

The literature indicates that although children, particularly

preschool-age children, tend to deter women from working, career

oriented women do not necessarily plan to have fewer children or.

have fewer children. The few studies,o4 career-oriented co1144e
N:

women suggest that these women may have unreal.istic goals in terms

of the responsibilities inherent in childrearing and pursuing:a

career; in fact, the years that they'plan to work sometimes di-

rectly conflict with the years that they intend to spend at hOme

(Verés4 Moore. 1975). Other factors such as

the spacing of children may be important, presumably because women
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seek employment between children who are born several years
\

apart, or because older children can serve as babysitters and'

help with homemaking tasks.

Education. In one study concerned with the relationship

between educational aspirations and children, Astin (1969) found

that 28% of her national sample of women who received doctorates

in 1957 or 1958 were childless when she studied them in the 1960's.

This is twice as large as the proportion of childless women in

the general population. In addition, the mean number of children

was 2.0, compared to 2.6 for the general population. Women with

medical degrees, however, had more children than women with doc-

torates. .

In their study'of a national.sample of b/Rck and white women

'between the ages of.35-49, parnee. and Nestel (1975) found no

differences between the educational levels of marrie&women with

children and married women without children. This does not neces-.

sarily conflict with the Astin study, since the Parnesand'Nestel

sample is representative of the range of women in the general

population, rather than focusing on highly educated women.

The Astin study does not examine Whether women who are unable

to have children are more likely to pursUS graduate education, a

situation that is possible since the graduate students studied

represented a very heterogeneous age range. It may be that

women who were unable to have children returned to school, and

not that they chose not to have children because of their other

interests. However, it is apparent that women who can have

children choos tO have fewer children if they are more educated.

2 9
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Research in the area of attitudes towards childrearing would

help clarify these issues.

Role Innovation. In the one study of pioneer aspirations

Klemmack and Edwards (1973) found that traditional aspirations

were associated with larger anticipated family size for women

at an Eastern university. The correlation between the two

variables was significant, but below .20,

Summary. The available statistics and the studies cited

demonstrate that career women and women with higher educational

attainment tend to have fewer children than other women. Pre-

school children .appear to be a particularly strong deterent

to employment. The one study of women with pioneer aspirations

suggests that they anticipate a smaller Zamily than their more
P

traditional clasbm$tes. kore research is needed tO determine

whether college vomen who.are Caieer-oriented or Who aspire to

advanCed degrees or pioneer careers consistently anticipate

smaller families, or whether these decisions are made after

these women marry, Or after they choose their careeill.

Or would.expect,that feminists would also anticipate fewer

children-and have smaller families, since 'Platy to emphasize

the importanee of nonhoMemaking activities. However, There

have.been no studies in this area.

Religious Attitudes

Religious bt;ckground was discussed in Chapter 4: however, as

women mature they sometimes change their religious affiliation

2 10
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and may modify their beliefs in many different ways. In

Chapter 1, f hypothesized that questioning assumptions.in one

sphere, such as religion, is associated with assumption-quastion-

ing in other spheres, such as traditional sex roles. The liter-

Rture supports this hypothesis. "%

Career Commftment. Several studies have demenstrated that

religiousness is inverselT related to career commitment for

women: Wagman (1966) studied Universityof Illinois psychology

students in 1962, and found that women who\scored higher on

homemaking-orientationexpressed stronger religious interest

on the AVL. Among women at a Catholic college, Kosa et al.(1962)

found Ahat for lower SES women, those who were more religious-

(as measured,by the LeMoyne Religion Teat) tended to telve-lower

aptitude, lower educational aspirations, and were more homeMaking

Oriented. In this study', career commitment was measured:by ex-

pressed desires, and the women were told to disregard their

'abiiities,, financial situation, or'jeb opportunities. Cook (1968)

found that among Purdue'seniors in 1966, those who *lore more.career

oriented reported that they were lesd religiously conforming than

their-more-homemakingoriented classmates. Carper commitment and
,

homemaking commitment \were measurid- on a continuum according to

the students' expressed preferences.

There'were two studies of working Women. -Gydbers et il.

. (1968) administered the SVIB-W to University of Missouri students

ttetween 1958-64, and in a follciw-up study inL1907.__The7 round___
that women who were'career-oriented'ih college and inthe tollow.

2 11
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up were more skeptical regarding religion than were theincon-
,

sistently homemaking-oriented classmates. In her study of Stan-

ford alumnae from classes between-1939-62 who she interviewed in

the late 1960's, Lozoff (1970) found that those who were-career-

orienk.ed were less likely to belong to reltgious e..ubsi however,

there was no relationship between employment status and membel..--

ship in religious clubs for these Women, or for Santl Rosa Jur.lor,
-

College alumnae from the same classes (Katz, 1970).

These studies indicate that women who are career-oriented,

whichin this culture reflects a challenge to the traditional

female role, are also more likely to have a questioning'attitude'

toward traditional religious beliefs. Since the most recent

studies ware conducted eight years ago, this Telationship may
;

have changed, especially since career commitment and the ques-
.,

tioning of traditional religious values have both become increas

ingly popularjn the last decade,

Role Innovation. In the one study of the relationship be-
,

tween religibus convictions and pioneer aspirations, McKenzie

(1972) found.that medical students and graduate students-in,a-

doctoral program in education held less traditional attitudes -

towards church attendance than did-college-edudated 'homemakers or9

juniors majorint in elementary education. The women in the less

traditional group were matched 'with the women in the traditiorial

group on the-basis of age and race, which resulted in an unudually
.__.__

old unyrgraduate sample.

2 2
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Feminism. Religious beliefs have been found to be related to

radical protest with nonreligious males and females usually very

active.(Flacks 1967). Although feminist protest on university

campuses was usually related to other political protest in the

late 1960's and early 1970's, the relationship between feminism

and religiousness Wks not evaluated in the studies of campus pro-
.

-
test. Several recent studies show that the results are similar.

In her study of the wives of Boston area graduate students,

Lipman-Blumen (1972) found that feminists were more likely to

have changed religious affiliations, and 78% of these "converts"

considered themselves atheists o: agnostics. Ttyris (1973) mea-

sured support for the Women's Liberation Movement ideology among

Psychology Today readers in .1971; This sample was a primarily

liberal, college-educated Eastern group, and the most Women's Liber-

ation,support was from atheists, both male and female. In their

study of college students, Ellis and Bentler (1973) found that

feminist j:deology end ,nonreligiousness was correlated -.38 for

males and .29 for females; both were significant. At the Univek?

sity of Cincinnati in 1972. Dempewolff (1973) found that women and

men with feminist attitudes tended to be atheists or agnostics,

whereas 75%.of the opposers were moderately or strongly religious.

A Goldschmidt et al. (1974) study of-undergraduate women on four

campuses also supported this relationship. In their study; nonre-
,.

ligious womenovere the most likely to be active in campus Women's

Liberation groups, and".were also most likely to be ideologically

eonvattectia----the-Women-1-13-4,- lovemert- treh--siudyf---wo-m-ett a

Florida State University, O'Neil et al. (1975) found that the 19

Women's Liberation members that they studied were. less religious

'on the MMPI than a control group of women.

2
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Summary. The literature clearly supports the hypothesis"

made in Chapter 1, that qtlestioning assumptions about the tradi-

tional female role tends to be associated with questioning

assumptions about religion. WOMen who are career-oriented or

who have feminist attitudes or belong to feminist groups are

more likely, to consider themselves atheists or agnostics, or

to be less traditionally religious. The one study of religious---

ness :.1-1d role innovation showed similar results. In-SOme Cases,

however, this questioning attitude may be'learned from the parenta,

as was the case with the-Demewolff (1974) and Stoloff (1973)

studies citedAn Chapter 4,

Political Attitudes

Parents' political belief& were discussed in'Chapter'4, and

althclgh there were only-three studies, all suggested that women

with less traditional attitudes towards theTfemale role tended

to have parents who were more liberal. As one would expect,

these women also appear to express more 1iberal and radical

political beliefs.

'Career Commitment. In his'1968 study of Stanford andfSanta

Rosa Junior-College alumnae who.had graduated between,1939-62,

Katz (1970) found that those who considered'ihemselves conser-

vative Republicans were most homemaking-oriented, and most likely

to think that a working mother was detrimentalto the family, even

verereenagers-.--7-so---tende-dtoreport

21 1
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that their husbands were opposed to working mothers. The alum7
a

nae who mere employed tended to be liberal DeMocrats. Using

the same sample of Stanford alumnae, Losoff (1970) found-that

'those who reported that their careers were very important to

them were also more politically liberal than other women. In

her \study of University of Minnesota alumnae who were freshwomen

betweeh 1950-53 and were interviewed in.1970-71, Tinsley (1972;

found that those who were employed Were less conservitive on,cur-

rent-educational and social issues.

Feminism. There were three studies concerned with the re/a-.

tiOnship between remin19m ana political beliefs. Ryckman et al.

(1972) studied male and female Introductory Psychology.
, students

a

at the University of Maine and found no relationship between

willingness to support the Women's Liberation Movement and

political activism on the Gold-FyckmanStudent Activism Bottle.

For this samPle, the Women's'Liberation MOvement was very unpop

ular, particularly among the males. Pawlicki and Almquist (1973)

compared NOW members with psychology students at the State-Uni-

versity of New York at Oswego:, They found that the NOW membera

were.more politically-liberalv however, they were also older and
1

bettef educated. Because of the inadequacy of ithe students as

a comparison.group, these-research results are not meaningful.

In her comparison. of University of Michigan doctoral students

who'were actively involved with the Women'S-Liberation Movement

_And those-who,were,not-aCtivev,Stoloff-C-14973-'oun ha-- he-ac=

tivist feminists'were more politically radical than their parents,
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who were more libeiil than the,parents of the nonactivist

women. The activists had been More active in political organ-

izations in high school and college,'and were more likely to

have participated in the Civil Rights and Peace Movements.

They alsO considered political action more important to them

than did the nonactivist women. .The women in the two grpups

were similar in age and marital status, and were matched for

the'year and field of.graduate study. However, the study

did not differentiate between feminist and.honfeminist attitudesi

women in both groups expreesed similarly feminist attitudes.

Therefore, the study differentiated between, activist feminists-

and women"who were ideologically but not activeay.commited to

feminism.

Summary.. Although there are,few studies-exploring the re-

latio.Aship between political beliefs and attitudes towards.the

female role, the research supports the hypothesis that a mOre

questioning, liberal attitude towards politics is associated

with a more questioning, liberal attitude toward the female

role. It is not clear, however, to.what extent these political

attitudes were earned from the parents, and to what extent

they developed/independently of the parents' beliefs. '

Theietg/no research on the relationship between political

beliefs and educational attainment or Pioneer careers, and the

feminism studies foc4ed on active rather than ideological
/

coimitment. The literature in thie area would he strengthened'

by research with national saMples, and with comp'ailsons of

parent-daughter political differences.
1.
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Career Attitudes

The relationship betweefl cereer.commitment and other goals'

and attitudes.towards the female role has already been dicussedi

however, there are other:career values which alao differentiata.
1.

between women with traditional and n(atraditional goals and atti-

tudes.
0

-Career Commitment. Career-oriented women conaistently

express different career valuesthan homemaking7oriented women.'

Goldsen et al, (1960) found that Cbinell women Who,:yere stuaied

in 1952 were not particularly concerned,with the money,/statUs,

and security that a job could offer; however, the career-oriented

women were even less interested in these factors than the.hotte
.

-making-oriented women. The career-oriented womerC:tendedto
,

stress the importance Of an occupation offering Vie oppOrtunity

to be creative and to exploit one's talents. Simpson,and Simpson
_

(1961) studied dndergraduate women enrolled in sociblOgy classes,

in 1958-59, and found that:the, homemaking-oriented. Women were.
.

iMore interested in extrinsic. 4obvalueeincluding-salary,:pres-.

A _tige, AdVanCementa comfortable relationship with co-Workera,
.

parents' pride, and helping otheia. The career-oiented women

Ivere more Concl:Irned With self-expresaiOn and the nature ot the

occupation itself, and both groups were equally:concerned with-

hiving 'adequate time for family responsibilities. Angrist:(1972).

studied women who were'enrolled tn the women's college of A.pri-'

. vete coeducationarudiversity boftween .1964-68, and found that_ ,

_

those who were'career-oriented were more concerned with,freedom
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from supervision in their.workthan were homeinaking-oriented
.

women: In her study of almost 2,000 New York women with .above

average ability, Wolfe (1969) found that the women with the

most stable dareepatterns'were more interested in the An e-

pendence a job provides and less.concerned Withsocial ser ice,

the.opportunity to meet people, or- interesting activitie

All the moMn tended-to care most about a'job proViding .he.

-opportunity to use their skills..

Role-InnOvation.-ThecomparisonbetWeen'WOMoOdtlOMe,er'.

gdalsand those with.iraditional goals:differeclfrom-tbed'areer

orlehted/honieMaiingoriented Osomparleopean ri-(101)-4

196970'ollow-up studi:of University of Michigan4pMen Who
,

had graduatedjni.967, and -found that..theWOMen who wereAn'tra"-:-
,

ditional Occupationa derived less satisfaction ,frOm.thelt. do-workers

than those in_pioneer,occupatiOni- TWTraditionals derived more'-:-
,

satisfaction'fromthe",thalary and,the convenient hdurs and

cation. Similarly, in her comparisOn of career- womer((ages" 28-48)

Nagely (1971) found'that the Pidneers considered their careers

more satisfying, nedessary, permanent, and liberating; In her

study of women who-attended a women's college Of a private co-

educational university from 1964-68, Almquist.(1974) found that .

the women with pioeer goals were more 'interested in finding a

job where they 'could use their abfiities, and were also in'ter-
,

eated in high income, whereas "the wbmen with traditional goals-
_

were-rnorntirestid pre-a-Errn-g-thear :45asents.\

In- the one study\ dealing exclusively with black women,
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Mednick i1973) studied black women enrolled in five Southeastern

and MidAtlantic colleges in 1971, and found that those with

pioneer aspirations were more likely to consider their career

choice ideal than were those with traditional career goals. Women

with pioneer goals were also more concerned with self-fulfill-

ment in a job, and wanted a career that would offer an oppor-

tumity for idependence, assertion, and challenging tasks.

There were too few studies to analyze collebtively, but

there is Some evidence that women aspiring to pioneer and tra-

ditional careers express different career values, and that women

who work in traditional fields tend to stress the importance of

different advantages than those thoy were initially concerned with,

such as income and convenience. The research also suggests that

women with pioneer goals or careers are more satisfied with their

career choices.

Summary. The rersearch in this area suggests that career-ori-
,

ihted women and stable career women are more interested in careers

which offer them the opportunity for self-expression and to make

use of their talents, whereas women with less career commitment

are more interested in values related to financial and social con-

siderations. The research on pioneer and traditional aspirations

suggests that women with pioneer golas or careers are more satis-

fied with their career choices and are also more interested in

self-fulfillment. The importance of income is not clear, ál-

though the two studies concerned with this issue suggest that

women.with pioneer aspirations are interested in higher income,
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although those with pioneer Careers are less likely to cite

income as an important advantage than are women in traditional

careers. There were no studies comparing the career values of

feminists and nonfeminists.

Chapter Summary

As was the case in,the previous_chapters, there is less in-

formatioh available on feminism and education; however, several

strong relationships emerged in the analysis of the career com-

mitment studies, and several trends were apparent for education,

role innovation, and fominism.

Career Commitment. The most consistent relationships be-

tween career commitment and personal characteristics were for

intelligence of high school students, marital status, husbands'

attitudes, children, and religiousness. More intelligent high

school girls, were more likely to be career-oriented or to shift

their goals toward stronger career commitment, although this're-

lationship was not consistent for college women or career women.

Career-oriented women and employed women tended to marry later and

were less likely to be married than homemaking-oriented college

women or full-time homemakers. Women who were employed and were

career-oriented also reported more positive attitudes and supPort

fr, 1 their husbands than did women who did not work; however, it

was not clear whether career-oriented women had chosen more sup-

portive husbands or whether only those women with supportive hus-

bands were able to work. Working women also tended to have fewer

children, and apparently career-oriented women planned to
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have fewer children tha homemaking-oriented women. Career

.oriented college women and women with careers were less religious

and less interested in traditional religious activities than

other women.

Several trends were moderately consistent and persuasive.

The research suggested that there is probably no relationship

between career commitment and.intelligence or grades for college

women, or between career commitment and dating behavior in high

school. There was some evidence that career-oriented women

dated slightly less often than homemaking-oriented women; how-

ever, these differences were very small. In some samples, the

Yusband's occupational or eduational level was inversely related

to the wife's probability of employmelt, but this was not always

the case, and the reasons for the inconsistency in the results

were not apparent. The "influential othefs" who were cited as

important in the women's career decisions varied in the different

studies, but males were clearly important for both career-oriented

and homemaking-oriented women. There was some evidence that

women with younger children afe less likely to be employed. In

terms of attitudes, career-oriented-women tended to be more poli-

tically liberal, and more concerned with nonfinancial career ad-

vantages, such as self-expression.

The relationships between career commitment and age or ex

pected family size could not be 'determined from the research

available. There were two studies which suggested that career

oriented women were more -J.ikely to attend private colleges than

other types of schools.
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Education. The relationship between education and marital

status was strongly demonstrated in the literature. Married

women tended to be less educq.ted than othe: women; however,

there is some evidence that marriage may no longer be as strong

a deterent to graduate education as it was in the past.

The research on the relationship between intelligence and

educational aspirations and attainment strongly suggested that

women who plan to study for master's degrees are not more in-

telligent than women who are content wit. an undergraduate

degree. However, the relationship between d ctoral aspirations

or attainment and intelligence or grades,is pot clear. There

is also evidence that women with graduate d ees tend to have

husbands with graduate degrees or with higher level occupations.

There are too few studiestconcerned_with the relationship

,between educational goals and woMen's colleges, influential

others, and the number and age of children to analyze. There

are no studies concerned with age, religiousness, political

attitudes, or career values.

___Role_innovation. None of-the-variables-in-this-section-wers-:

shown to be strongly and consistently related to role innovation..

However, several trends were apparent. Women with pioneer goals

or careers 'tended to be more intelligent than other women and

were less likely to be married. They also tended to report/that.

'their career 'decisions had been influenced by professors and

people in their chosen profession, rather than by-parents or

male friends. Women with pioneer careers also tended to perceive
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male attitudes differently than women with more traditional

goals; they were more likely to state that males preferred

more liberal sex-role expectations. There was some evidence
-

that women who attended liberal arts colleges, particularly

women's colleges, Were more likely to become Pioneers than

women attending state universities or .teacher's colleges. Women

with pioneer goals and careers were also more satisfied With

their career choices than women with more traditional goals,

and were-Lore likely to stress the importance of career values

related to Self-fulfillment.

There was tote little research-in the areas of husbands'

SES and attitudes, family size, or religiousness to analyze

meaningfully. There were no studies on the relationehip between

pioneer goals and-age or political beliefs.

Feminism. There was less research on feminism than on the

other dimensions, and none of the variables in this section

were strongly related to feminism. However, there were several

trends pertaining to intelligence, relatiohships with men, and

attitudes. Women who expressed feminist attitudes-in higq school

or were activist feminists in college tended to be more intelli-
,

gent than their classmates. There were no significant differ-

ences between feminists and nohfeminists in their relationships

with men. There was also evidence that feminists were less re-

ligious and-more politically liberal, thus supporting the hypothe-

sis made in Chapter 1 that assumption-questioning in one sphere

tends to be associated with assumption-questioning in other spheres.

223
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-

There were very 'few studies concerned with the relationship

between feminism and marital status orhusbands' attitudes,

and no studies .of age, husbands SES or the woman!.s own career

vaiues.

' Conclusions.. There were fewer studies related to personal

dharacteristics than there were in other areas, thus making it

more difficult to assess the relationship between variables.

The strongest predictors were marital status and religiousness.

-Married women were less likely to be career-oriented or to

be currently employed and they tended to be less well educated

tfian other women. -The inverse relationship between religious

convictions and career commitment was also strongly demonstrated,

and the trend ft:it' feminists to be less religious was moderately

persuasive.

Variables related --(5-15rysical appearance, such as size and

attractiveness are potentially important personal characteristics

which have been virtually ignored by social scientists studying

,attitudes towards the traditional female role.
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CHAPTER 7

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY STUDY

This investigator conducted a study of women students at the

Ohio State University(O.S.U) in September 1975. 'Ale study focused

on the major dimehsions- which were discussed in the review of the

literature: career -commitment, educational aspirations, nontradi-

tional career goals, and feminism. A questionnaire was designed

to provide data on the relationships between these major dimen-.

sions and parents' SES, religious affiliation, birth order, family

size, race, age, marital status, and GPA. Most of tnese relation-

ships have been evaluated in previous studies, but the results have

not been conclu;ive. The questionnaire also inéluded a question

regarding-the mother's employment status, a variable whiCh has

been strongly associated with the daughter's career cemmitment

in the past, in' order to determine whether this association has

been maintained now that woiting mothers and women s career-orien-

tation are More common. In addition, the questionnaire included

questions.about height and weight, two variables vitich-have not

been stldied in previous research on women's career goals and

attitudes towards :the female role.

The questionnaire also included several measures of self-es-

teem, a trait which is of partiCular interest since women tend to

have lower self-esteem than men (Baird, 1973; Crandall, 1969)..

Careers are a major source of status in ttis cultureand since

"women's careers" and the traditional "feminine" characteristics

are devalued, one would predict that a nontraditional attitude
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towara the female role would.be associated with higher self-
'

, esteem for women 1 The relationships between general self.
-

esteem\and.the major dimensions were evaluated, and in addition,

the questionnaire incauded,several new measures of self-concept

and self-esteem which were facpr-analyzed and correlated with

the general self-esteem scores and the major dimensions.

The_study also- provided-the-opportunity to closely-examine
,

the interrelationships between all of the major dimensions and

religidus assumption-questioning and general nonconformity;

-these comparisons have never,been available for a single sample

population. -Two different groups 'of, college:women-Were-evaluated:

4 a relatively traditional sample and a relatively. feMinist sampler_

in order to examine whether -61: relationships between the variables

would lpq maintained for both groups of women, or whether they

were significant for only certain types of women.

'Method

Sub'ects

The subjects were 85 Ohio State University women who were

enrolled in six Women's Studies classes 'and 37 white students

from two Educational Psychology classes. All of the students

were at the sophomore level or above; the majority of the Women's

Studies (WS) women were seniors, and the majority of the Educa-

tional Psychology (PSYCH) students were sophomores. Only stu-

dents between the ages of 18-25 were included in this study.

1

Feminist attitudes ale correlated with self-esteem on the
Rosenberg scale for male college students (Miller, 1973).
However, this is interpreted in terms of men with higher
self-esteem being less threatened by the WoMen's Liberation
Movement.

2 2 6
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Questionnaire

Therquestionnaires, which-took approximately 15 minutes

tc fill out, were Oistributed by the "professors before class

during the second week of the quarter; they were comPleted by

over 95% of the students present. Students were told that the

questionnaire was unrelated to the class,.and anonymity was

assured-7since-the-ir-names were-no-t-requ-h-ed..

The_questionnaire was designed to elicit information on

demographic and family background;,height and weight; educational)

goalsi career goalS; preferred and expected*degree of-career

commitment as Measured by Turner and McCaffrey's multiple-choice

questions (1974); self-concept in terms of height, strength,

attractiveness, conformity, and intelligence (using a five-point

Likert-typeescale for each item); satisfaction with traditional

female role (also using a fiye-point scale);.and membership in

a feminist group. The ten-item Rosenberg self-esteem scale and

25-item Spence and Helmreich Attitudes Towards Women Scale (AWSr

were also included. The questionnaire and instruction sheet-
.

ampear in Appendix A.

_The_ five.:I.s-elf-comept_items__were-factor-.analyzed--separately-____-. .....

for the two groups. In both cases two factors emerged; 1) Physical

self-concept, which included self-perceived height and strength,

ancl 2) Attractive-Intelligent self-concept.2 The scores for the

two iridividual items were therefore added together to form a.fac-

tor.score (from 2-10) for each respondent. The other self-concept

2
The Vaiimax factor loadings were above .55 for each item
in each sample.
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item, unconventionality, was treated separately.

A correlational.matrix was developed for each group, corre-
,

lating each item with every other item. However, only the 77

white WS students were included in the WS analyses, except _For
-

the racial,comparisons. This wan necessary because there is

evidence that black and white college women differ in terms of

their attitudes towards the female role, and there were too few

black womenAN=8). to analyze separately.

Results

The Samples

As expected, the WS students were significantly less tradi-

tional than the PSYCH students on all Of the major dimensions.,

However, the PSYCH wren were more traditional than was expected;

27 (73%) were planning to pursue careers as teachers in traditional

fields, only 7 (191) reported nontraditional career choices, and

only one (3%) aspired to a doct6ral degree. This homogeneity made

it difficult to study differences related to traditional/pioneer

career goals or educational aspirationsvand as a result, there

Were few.significant-corFolations between these dimensions.and

other variables for the PSYCH sample. The comparisons between

the two samples are presented in Table 2.

The mean age of the WS women was 21.8 years, which was.2:0

years older than the mean age of the Psych womem-this was con-

sistent with the fact that the .WS women were more likely to be

upperclasswomen. The samples were also different in terms of re-

ligious affiliation. Since 895 of the PSYCH women were Protes-

tant,,religious comparisons were not possible for that group.

2 28



Table 2

Comparison of Women Students in

Educational Psychology and Women's Studies COursps,

Var5 ab le

h-

1

Women's Studiev
N=77

1

X S.D.

Age 21.82

Grade'Point
Average

Self-EsteeM''

3.12

1.56

.57

Rosenbei.g:Scale 18.16 1.86
(Scored 1.0-20)

Attractive-
Intelligent 7.08 1.00,
Self-Concept
(Scor4d 2=10)

Strong-Tall
Self-Concept
(Scored 2-10)

Unconventional
Self-Concept 3.59 .81
(Scored 1-5)

5.89 1.07

Preferred Career
Commitment 6.08 1.24
(Scored 1-8)

-77Eitliebt-ed-Gdf-ebY,
, Commitment 5.56 1;56

(Scored 1-8)

Edudational
_Aspirations 18.07 1.36
(in years)

Traditional/
Pioneer Goalsa 2:03 . 8

Attitudes
Towards Women 93.32
Scale (25-100)

SatiSfaction
With Female Role 2.01
(Scored 1-5)

8.32-

.92

Psychology
N=37 '

t value

X S.D.

19.81

.3..15

18.38

1.-.17

.43

1.26*

6.93

6.27 .33 3.52

5.59 1.28 1.30

3.03 . 2 3.73

4.56 1.65 5.43

3.92 1.67 5.13

17.19 1.10 3,38

1.31 .67 4.24

80.35 11.13 6.90

3.43 .87 7.89

aTraditional career=1, Androgynous=2, Pioneer=3

Significance
Level /

N.S.

N.S.

.01

N.S.

.01'

.001

401

.01

-.001

.001
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Inierrelationehips -Between the Major Dimensions
A

For_both groups there were.eignificant.correlations be=

--tweem the major dimensions of career:commitment, educational

aSpirations, pioneer goals, dissatisfaction with the traditional

female role, and feminist attitudes as me sured by the AWS.

These statistics are presented inTable,3.- Only 12,women,be7

aonged-,to-a7femInistgrouP, and MembershiP'Was not significantly .

related7.Ato any other variableet thereforefeminist actiyity will'
.',... ,

* - .

.,not be discussed.-

Preferred career commitment.(Question4l8) was..sti-ongly -

correlaed with expected career comilitmet (QUestion #1,11 38%

of the women studied expressed higher commi.tment thanthey

preferred,c,None of the WS woMen preferred to be ai;u1.1_ timei
-

never employed homemaker or tote etpleYed only before m6ther-
r" . r I.

hood and only one woman (1.50) expected to be: employed-only b

fQre motherhObd. 'Eleven (12.2%) of the WSllomen exi:ected to

becoMe single career women ahd nine (l0:8%) Preferred to be=

ccime single career women. In cci-ntrast, three (8.1%) of the

PSYCH women preferred to be employecLonly ?before motherhood and

ho'io-el- none- O-f-trePSYCH Vieffe-n--151--e="71. -

f erred to become single career women, and only one (2.7%) ex-,

pected to make this choice. On the open-ended questA
career choice (Question #17) none of the women in either sample

,cited "homentaker" or'"housewife".
0

Greater preferred career commitment was also significantly
I ,

correlated with nontraditional,career choicee (for the ys samplel

only), dissatisfaction .th the,female role (Question #25and
feminism as measured o3r the AWS (Question 36-60 ) .

230 _--
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Ta:6-le 3

Interrelationships Fietween the Major DimenSions.

C9-7Women4-s-Goals ana AtLitudes-Toward Th-07F-etiare7Ro1e.
. .

Dimension Dimension Sample r

Preferred
-CAneer Commitment

:-
Expected ,.
Career Commitm-int

EducatiOnal

WS
.PSYCH

.WS/ .

,

.63

.60

0.
Asniratians PSYCH,.. ,L.42.0

.,

,
Traditional
Pioneer*Goa.ls

WS
PSYCH

.28

.20

Attitudes Towards WS .64
Women Scale (AWS) PSYCH .55

DisSatisfaction
with Traditional
Temale Role PSYCH

.49

Expected
,

"Educational WS. .i1e-
Career Commitment Aspirations : PSYCH ,31

Traditional- - WS .39
Pioneer Goals PSYCH .31

AWS WS .52
P/SYCH .34,

, Dissatisfaction WS .50
With :Pemale Role PSYCH .19

:Educationa,l Traditioal-n WS .38
i33Aspiwtions Pioneer Goals PSYCH .

Y
, .AWS , WS ..31.

PSYCH 351..........,..:41.r".*....................a.....-4.-,..or/.....
Dissatisfaction ",

With ?emale Role
WS
PSYCH

.-'30

Traditi'onal- AWS WS , .42
Pioneer Goals PSYCH .05

DissatisfactiOn WS .45
With Female Role PSYCH .12

AWS Dissatisfaction WS .49
With ''emale Role. PSYCH .30

Significance
Level

...001'

N.S.
N-S-,

.10,-
. N.S.

.001

.001

.001

.001

.00'

.10

.001
1T.S

-- .05'
.001

..01-
04"

:01
N.S.

.001
'N.S.,

.001
N.S.

.001

.10
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The correlations between nontraditional choices and preferted

career commitment was in 'the samei direction far_the_PSYCH_sample,

tut was not signficant. Preferred'career coMmitment was not

correlated With educational'aspirations for either sample.

Greater expected dareer commitment was marginally correlated
,

with higher educational aSpirations and significantly,correlated

with nontraditional career goals, dissatisfaction with the female
-

role (WS only), and-feminism on the.AWS p/S only). Higher edu-.
,

..
, . .

1

cational'asPirations were positivelycorrelated. with .pioneer
I

, goals, dissatisfaction with the traditiohal female role, and femi-'
\

nism on the AWS. Dissatisfaction with th female role was also

strongly correlated'with feminism on the AWS'.'

Family Background

Family background variables which were measured fncluded
.

'parents' educational attainment, Mother's emPloyment status,'
,

mother's:occupation (traditional,.androgynous, or ,pioneer),
, ,

. .

birth order and*family size, race, and religiout uibbringing.

of both groups of women tenPled
...-

to be 'highly educater.4- With -the

mothere mean educational level,at43 yearsiand.the'fathers."-fMean
_

. ..,
.at 14 years. The'father's educational attainment was unrelated to-

career commitment, -role

the feminism measures.

Isignificantly COrrelate

innovation, educational aspiratiOns, or
0

The mother's educationi. attainment'was

with onlyone, s_on, the7TdaughtW

educational aspirations (r=.36,p-.05), and this-waa true onlY

for":the'_WS.sampie. However, the mother's' end father's educational

levels were signficantly correlated with' eachilher

232 (
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PSYCii; -.45, pc .01). The mother's eMployment status was

measured on a three-point scale from full-time homemaker to

full-time employment. Working women tended to have daughters

who preferred greater careercommitment (r=.27, P 4.05) and

expected greater career commitment (r=.33, p <.01) however,

these relationships were significant for the WS group only.

there were no significant relationships between mother's em-

ployment status and the daughter's pioneer goal:, educational

aspirations, or the AWS for either sample. However, satisfac-

tion with the female role and mother's employment were inversely

related for the WS sample (r= -.27, 134.05) and politively re-

lated for the PSYCH sample (r=.44. p

BittOrdeittail-Si. There were no significant re-

lationships between birth order, family size, or sex of sib-

lings and career commitment, educational aspirations, pioneer

-goals; or feminism for nither eample. Only child statis could

_not be compared, since thore were only two on1S1 children in the

WS sample, and none in the PSYCH sample. There were significant

relationships between family stze and relirious upbringing for

the WS sample, however; Cathol;cism was correlated with more sib-

lings (r=.21, p 4.10) and Jewish affiliation was correlated with

fewer sibLings (r=.231

Religious Background. Religious di ferences could not be

determined for the PSYCH women, because 33 (39:1) were Protestant.

However, the WS.group.was more diverse; 34 (46) were Protestant,

23.3
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19 (265) were Jewish, and 15 (205; were Catholic. For the

WS sample, ProtestantS were the Most7 conservative group; they

preferred less career commitment (r=.34, p .01), reported

more traditional career choices (r=. 64 p <.01), Were more

satisfied with the traditional 41e ,ole (r=.44,p < .01) and
A

were less feminist on the AWS (r=.61, pl.001. Jewish women

were most likely to report pioneer or Adrogynous career goals

(r=.33, p-c-.01). There were no other nignificant relationships

9ssociated with religious upbringing. There was only one Uni-

torian, and she was not included in the Protestant croup.

Race. When the black and white WS students were compared,

the black women were more satisfied with the female role (r=.29.

p < .01)And less feminist on the AWS (r=.30, p< .01). There

were no other significant differences between the black and

white women; however, there we-e only eight black women in the

sample.

PersonllitL,Gharanteristics

General self-esteem, conformity, and self-confldence in

terms of perceived intelligence and attractiveness were evalu-

ated for both groups.

Self-esteem. General self-esteem, as measured by the Rosen-

berg scale (Cue tions #26-35), was not sirnifcantly correlated

with the individual Attractiveness or Intellrence self-concept

items, or with the two, item.a combined to fori, P frzctor. Tt was

231
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also unrelated to career commitment, educational aspirations,

pioneer goals, or feminism. However, the WS women who scored

hirher on the Attractive-Intellirent factor expressed higher

educational aspirations (r=.41, p .002.), less traditional

career roals (r=.28,p <.05) nnd were more feminist on the AWS

(r=.25, p < .05). There was a marginally significant tendency

for WS women with higher Attractive-Intelligent self concept

scores to be more dissatisfied with the female role (r=.20,p<.10).

There were no significant relationships in the PSYCH sample, and

twain, the women were quite homogeneous; the majority rated

themse/ves as average on the Attractiveness and Intelligence

scales. The PSYCH women scored sirnificantly lower than the

WS women on the Attractive-Intellirent factor (r=3.52, p .01).

Nonconformity. Women who considered themselves less con-

ventional than most other Ohio State University students tended

to oxF:c3ct hift4r career com:ni-tment--(r=--.';'4, .45, -WS-only) -and

were less satisfied with the tradilional female role (rz--.48,p <.01,

PSYCH only). There were no other r rnifiennt correlations w.isth

the major dimensions.

Persona/ Character-sties

Personal trnits that were.evaluated included ability as

measured by the college GPA, heirht, weirht, "he Physical factor

(self-perceived height and st-enrth), nrP, narit status, rind

relirious convictions.
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Ability.. The only significant differences related to-the

GPA were for the WS stucents. Women with higher GPA's tended

to have less traditional career aspira ons (r=.25.1) z.05) and

higher educational aspirations (r=.26,p 4,O5. .

Pliysical Appearance. There were no significant differences

related to height, either measured by correlations or by a chi-

square comparison of average, very short, and very tall women.

However, when WS women weighing less than 110 Pounds were coni-

pared to all other WS wemen, 'they were .significantly less satis-

fied with the traditional female rol; (x2 = 7.36,p .01).. The

Physical factor was also unrelated to the major dimensions; how-
,

ever, W$ women who were less conventional tended to score higher

on.this factor (r=.41, p <.001), and PSYCH women.who were re-

ligious converts or who were higher in general self-esteem tended

to score higher on this factor (Converts: r=:39, P<,05; Self

esteem; r=.31,

A. Atfe was not significantly related to any of the major

dimensions for the WS students. However, among the PSYCH stu-

dents, older wofren expressed higher preferred ,career commitment

(r=.16. -c.}..0.5) and expected cneeer cOmmitment (r=.52,p.001.).

Yaritql Status. Differencer related to marital sta us could

not be determined.for the PSYCH snmple, since 962 Vsng1e.
There were no gnificant relationships between marital statils

and the major dimensions for the froup, 83;;.of whom were sangle.

236 -
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Religious Convictions. J? *ous convictions were measured

in terms of the number Of vA,m(7:;1 who considered themselves atheists,

agnostics, or unaffiliated N..:th erv organizad religion (called

"nonreligious") and the number of women who had conrerted or

ledt their original rrligious group. A change from the initial

religious affiliation was strongly correlated with labeling one-

self in the nonreligious categories in both groups (WS: r=.89,p4.0011

PSYCH: r=.69, p.00l). Since only two (65) of the PSYCH students

were nonreligious', this gtoup was excluded from these analyses.

Nonreligious women tended to prefer-higher career commit-

ment (r..32;p.01); to expect higher career comm tment (r=..2h,

p .05): to be less satisfied 5v/th the traditional female role

(r=.23,p .05) and to.be more feminist on the AWS (t==.44, p .001).

Women who had converted tended to have higher expectations of

career comM\ttment (WS: r=.27, 1).05; PSYCH: r=.29, p .10); were

less satisfied with the female role (WS: r=.26,p4.05;PSYCH: r=

3.0Tri-t--.--le,fr-and----werry- ft are fe-mi-nir-t- 0 /I -The AoS TWS -Tn.--; 3 5,p OTC

PSY(;H: r=.30, p 4.10). There were no significant relationships

betwmen religious convictions and pioneer or educational aspira-

tions.

Discussion

The Famples

As expected, the WS sample was less tradittonal than the iSYCH

samrle In terms of preferred.(,,areer co(mitnent., expected career

commitment, educational aspiratic,ns, np,cific career Mils, and

feminism as measured by their dissa-:ilf- cn wi4h tc, fen-OF

9
4

7
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and the AWS. The WS women were more career-commited and more

likely to aspire to nontraditional careers compred to women in

previous,studies, whereas the PSYCH women were fairly similar

to previous samples on these dimensions.

The PSYCH sample was difficult to study, in that the sample

was exceptionally homogeneous on several meatures, Including edu-

cational aspirations, traditional-pioneer career goals, and the

self-concept measures.

Interrelationshios Botween the Major Dimensions

For both srmples, most of the interrelationships between

the major dimenaiOns were significant: women who were less tra-

,ditional on one dimension-tended to be less traditional on the

others as well. The exception was the correlation between
4

career commitment and educational aspirations, which was not

significant. This may reflect two trends: 1) in the WS Jample,

---- a majority of the women aspired to a graduate degree, and since

most were !majoring in_liberal arts fields, a graduate degree

was a pre-requisite for most jobs. and 2) in the PSYCH sample,

most of the women were planning'to teach, and would not need a

graduate degree to pursue their expected career.

Expected career commitment, a measure that has rarely been

used, was also related to preferred career commitment, pioneer

goals, and feminism for the WS sample, but wrm not related to

either of the feminism scales for the PSYCH sample, As expected,

there were more women in both samples who pren,rred rreater

career commitment than they expected than viee-vo, ro, ns was the
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case for white college students in the Turner and McCaffrey

(1974) study.

Family Background

Socio-Economic Status. SES was not related tc:, either

measure of career commitment; this supports the tentative con-

clusion of the literature review, which could demonstrate no re-

lationship between these variables. However, the father's edu-

cational attainment had influenced the daughter's educational

aspilrations in several studiee, and this was not the case,for

either the WS or PSYCH samples. The mother's educational attain-

ment had a positive effect on the daughter's educational aspira-

tions, unlike the results of the Parnes and Nestel (1975) study,

-where the mothers with less than a college degree had more

highly educated daughters. However, the Ohio State University-

and Parnes and NesteL samples.differed in that the Ohio State

University women were 10-25 years younger, were more educated,

and were measured in terms of educational aspirations rather

than completed educational attainment; any of these differences

could have been responsible for the different results. SES was

"unrelated to pioneer goals in this study, alplough these vari-

ables were related in the majority of studies cited: this sug-

gests that as nontraditional aspirations have become more ac-

ceptable,,variables such as SES may become less important. SES

was also not related to feminism, which lends further,support

to-the lack of association between these variables in the four

studied cited, end conflicts with the stereotype of feminists
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as,middle-class,women. As expected, the mcther's and father's

educational aspirations were strongly correlated.

Mother's Employment Status. The mother's employment status

was significantly related to the daughter's career comm tment

as was consistently demonstrated in the literatures howeve

this relationship was not maintained for the PSYCH sample. This

is surprising since 'the PSYCH sample, as a fairly traditional

sample of college women, is more similar to the samples used in

previous studies than the WS sample. Pioneer aspirations were

unrelated.to the mother's employment, as was the case in the

majority of the studies reviewed; it is possible that the'lack

of Pioneers among the mothers may have been responsible. The

women's educational aspirations were also unrelated to their

mothers' employment status in three previous studies, conducted

with graduate students in the 1940's, 1950's and early 1960's.

This finding suggests that this relationship may be weakening

as a larger proportion of women aspire to graduate degrees.

Feminism, as measured by the AWS, was unrelated to the mother's

employment status for both samples; however, daughters of working

mothers in.the WS.sample were less satisfied with the female role,

whereas diughters of working mothers in the PSYCH samile were

more satisfied with the female role. Since there were no differ-

ences related to the AWS, this difference suggests that the'

PSYCH women perceive. the "traditional female role" differently

than'the WS women; they 4lay be less sensitive to discriminatiOn'

against women'than the WS women, and may perceive Ahe role as less
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'limited, than their PSYCH classmates with homemaker motherti.

Birth Order and FamilE Size. There were no significant
(

differences related to birth order, family size, or sex et

siblings. This is consistent with,the previous research re-
,

.eults'on career commitment_and-feminism, but Conflicts with

.the trends apparent in the literature showing that women with

higher educational attSinment tended to be from.smaller fami-

lies and to be-the first born or only children. There were

tab few only children in the samples to evaluate,',and the other

apparent conflict of results may be-daused. by the differences

bertweeneducational aspirations and educational attainment.

Race. Racial differences were difficult to.evaluate, since

there were only eight black women in the WS sample. Howeier,

it is interesting to note that the few black women in the WS

course were significantly less feminist than their white class-

mates on both measures. This supports the popular view that

black women are less concerned with the Women's Liberation Move-
,-

ment than white women: howeer, these results lmust be interpreted

with caution because of the smali number of black'women inVolved.

Religious Affiliation. Religious affiliation was only eval-

uated for the WS sample. Protestants were the most conservative

women for all the dimensions measured, except for educational

aspikations wiiire there were no signifialnt differences related

to religion. Jewish women wer6the most likely to aspire to non-
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These results differ somewhat from the

research literatur , which tended to show that Protestants

and Catholics were s milarly conservative, and sometimes sug- '

gested that Catholics ere even more conservative than Protes-

'tants. Clearly, in this sample of WS students, Catholics and

Jews were similarly nontritiàna1, and Protestants were most
-

traditional. Thera were t few Unitarians to evaluate. 'There

were no other relationships.a sociated with religion which help

to explain these'religious differences, and it is interesting

to note that the more traditional grouVof women, the PSYCH

sample, were also'overwhelmingly Protestant.

'Personalitv'Characteristics

Self-Esteem. There were no significant relationships between

'general self-esteem as measured by the Rosenberg scale and ahy

of the major dimensions. This conflicts with the Katz (1969)

study, whi3re career-oriented Stanford women scored lower on the

Rosenberg ocabthan their homemaking-oriented clasemates, and

the career-oriented San Jose City College women scored higher

than their homemaking-oriented classmates. Since the Katz study

was conducted with Women who graduated from college in 1965, it

may be that the different results reflect the changing attitudes

towards women's careers of the last decade. There was too.little

research on the relationship between general self-esteem and

educational aspirations, pioneer goals, or feminism to compare

to the results for these two samples.
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The nonsignificant correlations between the Attractive-

Intelligent factor and preferred and.expected career commit-

ment fails to supPort the previous research which indicated

such a relationship when self-perceived intelligenae or attractive-
,

nese were evaluated separately. However, for the, WS sample,

this factor was related to educational aspirations, pioneer

goals, and feminism as measured by th AWS, and marginally re-

lated to dissatisfaction with the traditional female"role..

This supports the previous research, which indicated that women.

who consider themselves More intelligent or competent tend to

aspire to higiier degrees and to nontraditional careers. The

fact that the relationships were not significant for the PSYC

sample is probably due to the fact that there wes very little

range_for self-perceived attractivenesi, or inteliilgence, die-

satisfaction with the female role, or educational or pioneer goals

for that sample.

The fact that self-perceived attractiveness and intelli-

gence consistently formed a factor in both samples is in itself

surprising, especially for the more traditional sample, since

the cultural stereotype predicts that women who feel successful,

in one of\ these spheres will not feel successful in the other,

It is-especially interesting that this factor was related to

feminism, which is'perceived as a set of attitudes expressed by

women who are less concerned with or less secure about their

physical attractiveness.

Conformity was significantly related to preferred and ex-
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pected career commitment for the WS women, and to dissatis-

faction with the female role for the PSYCH sample. The
,

relationship between noncenAnilly and career commitment sup-

ports the similar trends apparent in the few studies conducted

in this area. However, the relationship with the PSYCH sample

is surprising, in that 76% of the PSYCH women listed themselve's

as average in terms of conformity, making it very difficult

to determine any significant differences related to this vari-

able. However, it is undertitandt-ble that women in a traditional

field would tend t6 perceive themselves'as uncOnventiOnal if

they were liberal enough to consider themselves dissatisfied

'with the traditional female role. This relationship between

feminism and nonconformity supports the three studies in theS.
literature.

Personal Characteristics

Ability. The lackofasignificant relationshiP between GPA

and career commitment supports the results'of the studies by

Parker (1966) and Zissis (l964), biAconflicts with an earlier

study of 1952 Cornell students which used an unusual measure

of career commitment (Goldsen et al., 1960). 'In.the liter-

ature, there was some indication that intelligence was associ-
-.

ated with obtaining a doctorate, but was not associated with

aspiring to a master's degree. In tnis study, the relationship

--between GPA and'educational aspirations was significant but not

strong, accounting for only 6% of the variance. The significant
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the trends apparent in the research. GPA and feminism were

not significantly correlated in this study,,and'there were

no previous studies in this area With which to compare these

results.

GPA isran easily accessible measure for college s udents,
A

which is why it was used in this study. However, self-r orted

GPA may not be accurate, and GPA itself is not the best measure

of academic ability.

Physical Applaarance. There wereno previous studies of

physical appearance, but in Chapter 6 it was hypothesized

traditional.that the tallest and shortest women woUld be less

\ghis hypothesis was not supported; there were no

dyferences.attributable to height for ank of the

significant

dimensions.

kowever, the one significant difference related to weight in-

dicated that women, who weighed. 110 lbs or lesswere less satis-

fied with the traditional female role than women in the moder-
\

ate or heavy-weight groups. Since heighi and weight were:Strongly,.

correlated (WS: r=.52, 1)4.001; PSYCH: r=.49, p < .01) it is

sgrprising that this relationship was not significant for shorter

women as well. There is no obvious explanation for this differ-

ence.

'Contrary-to :the hypothesis, there were no significant re-

, lationships,between perceiving oneself to be tall and strong

(on the Physical .factor) and any,of. the major dimension al-'

though it was related to nonconformity for the WS women.
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Age. The only significant correlations-related to age were

This relationship was unrelated to marital status; since 96% of

di- '

tional.major will become more career-oriented-as they groW' older.

expeced career commitment far the PSYCH-sam-

ple. Apparently, more traditional women who choose a tra,
r

w th preferred and t

the women were single. There were no comparable studies in the.

research literature, although several longitudinaltudies con-,

ducted in the 1960's had indicated that women became-less career

oriented during their college years.

"

Marital Status. Despite weaker career-commitment, lower
-

educational aspirations, and more traditional career choices

'of married women in the studies reviewed in Chapter .6, there

were no differences related'tO marital.status in this study..

However, there were very few darried.or divorced women in either

.sample.

Religious Convictions. Women who had changed their reli-

gious beliefs'and those who_did not consider themselves . members

of an organized religion, were Mere career-oriented than other' .

. ,

women:Y this lends further support :to-,the'relationship beiween

nontraditional religious beliefs and career commitment Which was

demonstrated in tfie'literature.

Conclusions
r:

-The 0.S.U.stUdy strongly supports the 'literature reviiw evi-
_

----

dence ofinterrelationships between:the majordimensions *hick

were useA to theaddre the-challenging-of-the traditional female'

roles career commitment, educational aspirations,'nontraditional
..- .

.
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career choices and feminism. It also offers further evidence

that questiohing assumptions about the female role is associ-

ated with assumption-questioning in other fields, such as re-

ligion and general nonconformity.

The results of the C.S.U.study also support the tentative

conclusions of the literature review regarding the relationship

between Jewish affiliation and pioneer aspirations, between-CPA

,and pioneer aspirations, and between intellectual self-confi-

dence'and educational and piorleer aspirations. It did not

support the relationship between Catholocism anetraditional

career .goals and attitudes, or tne relationship between career

commitment and an attractive or intelligent self-concept, both

of these relationships were suggested by tfie reearch litera-

ture. The lack of relationships between SES and career commit-

ment, and between birth order and family size and career commit-

ment or feminism which were indictited by the literature review

were also supported by the 0.-U.study. However, several trends

that were suggested by the literature were not supportedy in

contrast to the majority of the studies, the study found no re-

lationship between SES and nontraditional career goals or be-

tween the father's educational attainment and the daughter's

education, and it found a positive relationship between the

mother's educational level and the daughter's educational

tions. In terms of the mother's e21ployment status, the correla-

tion between the mother workirlg outside the home and the daughter's

career commitment was significant only for the WS sample, the

lack of a relationship between the mother's employment statue
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and the daughter's pioneer aspirations was supported, and the

relationships between the mother's emploYdent and the daughter'

educational aspirations or feminism which were imdicatod by the

research literature were not supported. The differences.in

the results for the two samples for the relationship between

dissatisfaction with the traditional female role.and the mother's

employment status sliggests that in additionLto measuring femi-

nism,.this-question is influenced by the woman's perception of

what the traditional female role is. This question was corre-

lated with the AWS, but this correlation accounted for only 25%

of t17,9 variance for the WS sample, and only 9% of the PSYCH

sample, In order to make this question more useful, it would

bs neeemeary t- either find cut wtat the Respondent's perception

off '.,he female role is, or to clearly define the traditional female

role im the questionnaire itself.

1: study also did not support the relationship between

educational level and birth order which was indicated in the

literature; however, in this study educational aspirations were

measured. There were also no significant relationships between

height and career commitment, educational aspirations, nontradi-

tional career goals, or feminism; between weight and career

commitment, educational aspirations, nontraditional career goals,

or the AWS; between ace and educational aspirations, nontradi-

tional career goals, or feminism; or between GPA and feminism.

These comparisons had not been considered in the previous re-

search. For the Educational faychology group, increased career
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commitment was positively correlated with age, although it was

not-correlated with the number of quarters of f.:hool enrollment.

This appears to conflict with the trend for college women to

become increasingly trLditional during their college years;

however, it is not clear since the_correlation was bignificant

with age, and not with year in school.

Unfortunately, there were.too few black women and married

women to make meaningful comparisons, although the WS group,

which was more diverse than the PSYCH group, suggested that

there was no relationship between marital status and the major

dimensions, and indicated that black women were less feminist

on the AWS and less dissatisfied with the traditional female

role.

The questionnaire itself was satisfactory, although several

issues were raised. The'career commitment questions, which

were used in the Turner and McCaffrey study (1974), were not

totally clear because they were open to individual interpretation

to some degree. For example, it was not clear at what point a

woman would deäide that her children were "grown" and she would

return to work. A more specifically worded question would make

the choices clearer. Another source of confusion were the self-

concept questions, which required the Respondent to compare her-

self to other college students; in some cases, the Respondents

compared themselves to other college women instead.

In general, the O.S.U. study suppoil;ed come of the provious

findings, but tended to suggest that some of the relationships

which were significant in previous studies are no longer relevant.
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This seems to indicate that, now that attitudes towards the

female role are changing, factors such as SES, marital status,

and the mother's employment status may become less influential.

, The study also reflects certain changes in the college student

population: more women are aspiring to master's degrees, and fewer

women want or expect to work only before children are born.

However, conclusions cannot be, drawn because the WS sample

is not general a le to all college women, and the PSYCH sample

was too sm and homogeneous to provide an adequate comparison

for Bev al'of the variables. Another consideration is that the

Midwestern state university sample is not necessarily generaliz-

able,to United States college women in general. Although the

two extreme groups were helpful in determining the interrelation-

ships between variables for different types of college women,

a third comparison group consisting of a random sample of college

women would have been helpfca, and a larger sample of traditional

women, consisting of women from several traditional .ields would

also have improved the generalizability of the results. Com-

parisons of similar samples from other types of colleges or

universities would also have improved the sturly.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The literature strongly demonstrates that various dimensions

related to challenging the traditional female role, including ca-

reei commitment, higher educational aspirations, pioneer career

goals and choices, and feminist attitudes are interrelated. The

results of a study of Ohio State University women enrolled in

six Women's Studies courses and two Educational,Psychology.classes

also support this hypothesis, although the EduCational,Psychology

women tended to be a conservative and homogeneous group, and per-

haps because of that several of the significant relationships were

not maintained.

The hypothesis that challenging the traditional female role

is related.to assumption-questioning in other spheres was also

strongly supported by the research literature and the O.S.U.

Women.who were career-oriented or who aspired to or chose

nontraditional careers, or expressed feminist attitudes also tended

to adhere lese strongly to traditional religious beliefs, and be-
_

-

hayed and thought fn a more conventional manner. The few studies

concerned with political beliefs indicated that these nontradi--

tional women are also more politically liberal or radical. More-
.

over, they are less conventional in terms of their leas stereo-

typed view of themselves; they have incorporated personality traits

and interests that are usually considered "masculine" into their

self-concept and self-descriptions.

Family Background

aL/
There is strong evidence that several family and demographic_,)
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background factors influence and contribute to women's deve-

lopment as either,traditional or nontraditional women. The
%

literature demonstrates that black women tend to be more career

oriented and have higher educational aspirations, and are more

likely to become lawyers or physicians. The majority of the

Studies also indicated that the daughters of working_ mothers

are more career-oriented end express lesa traditional Attitudes

about woman's- role in societyf in the Women's Studies/sample--

of.theaS.U. study, these women had higher prefereed career

commitment and expected career commitment, but*did not differ

from the.daughtera of homemakers in terms of feminism en the

AWS. In that-study, the mother's employment status was,also

correlated with satisfaction with the traditional female role,

although the (irection of the correlation differed in the two

samples,, suggesting-tiat the mother' employment status also

influenced the daughter's pel.ception of the traditional female

role. SES vtas strorgly -related to pIoneer aspirations in the
1

researcY literature,,but only modexately related to educational

asp3rations, and appa.-entlyurwe'lated te career commitment or

feminism; in the O.S.U. stIldy it was unrelated to all these. .

dimensions with the exception of the daughter's educational

aspiratns, which were positively correlated with the mother's

educational attainmert. There were f,,A studies of parents* re-

ligious er political beliefs, but there was some evidence that

parents who were .Unitarian. Jewish or nonreligious and those

who were politically liberal had less traditional daughters in

terms of the dimensions measured. The O.S.U. study supported the
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relationship between Jewish upbringing and nontraditional

career goals but found that Catholic women were similarly

nontraditional. There were too few Unitarians-to compare to

the other groups.

The literatUre also suggested-that women with less tradi7
1

tional goals and attitudes, especially in terms of career cOm-,_

'mitment, are pore autonomous or less close to one.or both parents,

and that women who identify with their_fathers rather than their

mothers are more likely to aspire to or choose pioneer careers.

There ie also some evidence that women who are first born or

pray chiidren attain higher degrees and are more likely to

pursue pioneer careers; this could not be evaluated in the

pilot study becauselthere were few only children, and educational

aspirations were measured rather than attainment.

Future research needs to focus on evaluating the folloWing

1) What is the influence-of the parents'.educational attain-

ment or SES? There is strong evidence-that there is no signifi-'

cant relationship between SES and career commitments, but the

relationshipmbetween SES and educational aspiiations, pioneer

goals, or feminism have not been established. It is not clear.

whether SES is important because higher.income facilitates higher

educational goals, or whether higher SES is associated with more

liberal attitudes. These issues deserve fUrther study.

2) Are working mothers still as ihportant an influence as

they were in the past? The 0.S.U. study suggests that the mother's

employment status is still an important influence on the daughter's
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preferred and expected career commitment. However, the rela-

tionship between the mother's enployment and the daughter's

nontraditional career goals may depend on the proportion of

mothers with nontraditional careers. Furthermore, the Otudy

did not support the conclusion of the review of the literature,

which indicated that working mothers have more feminist daughters,

but did suggest that working motheis may .have daughters with

different perceptions of the traditional female role.

3) How are attitudes towards the,female role related to

the parent-daughter relationship? Are the less traditional

women less happy, less close to their parents, or-merely more

independent? If the relationship with the parents does differ,

entiate between more and less traditienal women, are these

differences the cause of the women's attitudes, or do the atti-

tudes inflUence the parent-daughter relationship?

4) What is the impact of birth-order and family size? The

research literature and the 0.S.U. study do not support Kammeyer's

hypothesis that first born women are more traditional but.it

'is not clear whether birth order has any influence on these di=

mensions, in either direction.

5) Are the differences,attributed to race and religion

influenced by other factors, such as the mother's employment

status? The literature does not consider whether black and other

nonwhite women, or particular ethnic groups, have different

attitudes towards the traditional female role in general, or

whether they merely have different attitudes towards women's em-
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ployment or.achievement. The O.S.U. study suggests that black
\

womenlmay be more conservative about the traditional female role

on noncareer issues.

6) More research is needed on feminism, particularly com-, ,

paring ideological and activist'feministsc and controlling for

other relevant variables:\ National samples would be more gen-

eralizable than womdn from one college.

Personality

The research indicates that'women who dhallenge the'tradi-

'tional female role differ from other women in terms of several'

personality characteristics, including achievement motivation

(for career-oriented, role innovative or feminist women); auton-
4

othy (for career-oriented women, women aspiring to pioneer,careers,
-

and possibly for feminists)i aggressiveness and assertivenes's

(for career-oriented women and possibly.feminists); self=orienta-

tion (for women aspiring to_or choosing pioneer careers) and

intellectuality (for college women with pioneer goals). In

general, the'nontraditional women appeared to have more "mascu-

line personlity traits than other women, and described, them-,

. selves using these more "masculine" attributes. However, it was

not clear from the literature whether these women were less "femi-

nine.'" in terms of the culturally valued traits'associated with

women, such as an orientation toward helping others in need,

people-orientation, and sociability. The concept of androgyny

may be-relevant to' this issue. Rand's study (1968) suggested that
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career-oriented women may sdore highly on both "masculine" and

"feminine" traits and would therefore be labeled androgynous.

This is consistent with Bem's study-(1975) which demonstrated

that the most intelligent men and women are more androgynous;

'especially since Rand's de'tinition of career commitment included

aspirations to a doctorate or a-professional degree. However,

the fact that Rand's definition does include this additional

criterion means that her study is not comparOle to the other

studies of career commitment,-and probably is more suitable as

a measure of pioneer aspirations.

Since "masculine" characteristics are more valued in our

cultureand are considered a'sign of mental health for addlts

(Broverman et al., 1970) bOth self-esteem and mental health are

crucial areas of study in the context of women's attitudes toward

the female role. Neither of these areas has been adequately

studied, however.. General self-esteem has rarely been evaluated;
1

and there is .some indication that nontraditional women scord

higher on specifi3O measures related to their,self-perceived attrac-:
_

tiveness and intelligence, but lower on self-perceived 'confi-

dence in homemaking-oriented and _ocial 'skills., In the 0.S.U:

study-, self-perceived attractiveness and inteiligence-were strongly

related to one another but were only weakly related to education-

al and nontraditional career goals and feminism, and were unre-

lated to.carser commitment. General self-esteem was unrelated to

the major dimensions or the Attractive-Intelligent self-concept.

Mental health would be expected to be affected by both self-con-

ept and attitudes towards the female role in a variety of ways.
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On the one hand itomen who perct:ived.theMselves in traditionally ;

"feminine" terms and'pursue "feminine" goals would be expected

toconsider themselves better adjusted because they would be

perceived as "normal" and therefore well-idjustedby others.

However, the majority of married women do not score higher

on the SVIB ftor the caree-rs they pursue than for other ca'reers

(Harmon, 1967), and this suggestt that women in. traditional

careerslmve. not based their careelchoices on their inter-
.

ests dr abilities, and would therefore find these careers.un-

satisfying and feel unhappy andless well adjusted, Moreoi4r,
.

since the traditional female role is a relatively 'helpless

and .weak role, -which is not perCeived as tentallihealthy

for an.ridult" and not valued in Our culture, it would follo!ff

that.women who perceive themselves in terms of traditional

female traits would feel weak, helpless, incompetent, and de-
.

pendent, which seems antithetical to healthy adjustment. In

the few studies in this area, it appears that the traditional

stereotype of women is the strorger influence; therefore, wo-
,

men who did not fit into the tradiiional female mold felt

less well adjusted thin other women. However, there are many
,\

wa37 to measure adjustment, and self-preceived adjustment may

not be a particularly useful one. These are importantissues

which deserve further study.

'Future research should also focus on the following;
,

1) Are nontraditional women less interested in social

service and helping others than traditional women, or are they
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merely more.self-oriented qand equally other-oriented)?-

2) What is the relationship between intellectuality and-
,

career commitment? This is not clear frOm the research results

and deserves fvrther_study.

3) The definitions of a'ggressivdnes and assertiveness

need to be clarified, and the use of-projective testa, per-

sonality inventories, and adjective Checklists for these,mea-

sures needs to be compared.. The literature'suggests tha.t

.greater aggreisive.and-,assertive needg.extressed bynontradi-
4

'tional women on personality inventories and ad-jective check ,
el

lists are.not apparent on projective tests. Thie suggests

that more tradbeional women may have the same aggressive needs

and drives ad nontraditional women, but that these are not

apparent when'self-reporting techniques Are used.

4) People-orientation vs:Things-orientation is a potentially

inteiesting trait; however, a variety of measures have been

used, and there has been substantial'overlap with other-related

variables. Studies of the r'elationship between pioneer goals

and Peopleorientation-have been-further plagued by a lack of

controlvof the degree of people-orientation-inherent in the

,career.qtself. For example, comparisons of phiiSicians With,

sodial workers Or nurges are more Appropriate than-comiarigons

of engineers:or-economists and sobial workers.

5) The relationship between nontraditional goals and atti-

tudes and unconventionality has been demonstrated but it is ,

not clear whether these nontraditional women describe them-

tg

gelves as unconventional because.of their unconventional atti-
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-udes '1:;wardS the fem;le role, or" whether they are also un-

cohventiohal in. other.respect6. 'Although it appears that
l

assumption-questioning in ohe sphere is related to assumption

questioning in other Spheres, this.trait :can be studied-more

carefully by specifying what areas of Conventionality are
. . . .

being considered.

6) More research on educational aspirations and feminism

is'needed in all of:the areas of study.

7) The relationship between family background and person-

ality has not been,studied adequately; although several rela..-

tionships are obviously relevant.. For example, working mothers

differ from homemaker mothers in similar ways to the differences

'between.career,..oriented and career women and.homemakersrthey

are not exactly,congruent because of age and historical differ-

encec. As a result; workingpothers,probably model different

personality types for their daughteri than do fdll-time homemakers.

One would expect this to influence the.daughter's personality;

however, this relationship-has not been studied. Another im-

portant iSsue isthe.influenbe of the-father. Black (1973)
,

found that fathers differentiate between appropriate sex role

behavior for ttleir children'thore than mothers; .this indicates

that the-father's attitudes toward'sex role behavior may be of

crucial importance in the upbranging of children. HoweVer, in.
;

most of the'studies it Was the mother's attitudes, wli5ch were:

measured, not the father's. The parents' attitudes,-personali-

'ties, and behavior all MaY be related to'othervariables such

as SES, religion, and ethnic membership, which.also should be

considered.
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Personal Characteristics

Other traits such as intelligence and ability, educational

level and type of education received, age, marital status,

husband's SES and attitudes, number and age-of children, and

' attitudes towards religion, politics, and careers have been

considered, although only intelligence and marital stalis have

been studied fairly extensively. The literaturWreview suggests

that career commitment is strongly associated with intelligence

(for high pdhool student0 and.wi.th' nonmarried status, husband's

:supportive attitudes, fewer children,or -older children, and

nonreligious 'attitudes; and that eduOational aspirations and

..attainment are strongly correlated With unmarried status. There

was 'too little research on role innoliation or feminism,to draw
,

;

' any conclusions for that data. In the O.S.U. study, the relation-
,

ship between career commitment and nonreligious attitudes, igher

GPA and higher educational aspirations was supported, but t ere

were no differences related to marital'status. Age was inve sely

correlated with satisfaction with the traditidnal female role

for Educational Psydhology women.

.7 Relat.ionships between the major dimensions andagei

attractiveness, marital attitudes of colle

family size, and political beliefs W

height, lweight,'and strength were never

study found no relationship between the

womenand expeäted

areiy studied, and

studied. The 6.S.U.

majOr dimensions and

height and weight except that the,women in the lightest weight

group (110 lbs and under) were more dissatisfied with the trasitiOnal
i,

female role. /
The focus/Of future research should be in the following areas:

. .

_

1) What is the relationship between intelligence arid

2-60
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ability and challenging te traditional female role? There ie

some evidence that although higher intelligence predicts career

commitment in high school, this is not necessarily the Case for

college women. The literature and theO.S.. study bO7th-Suggest

that the;most intelligent women are not more likely to pusue male

duminated careers. Since these professions are the most presiti-

gious and the most inte...lectually demanding, this suggeuts that

many highly able woolen pursue careers for which they are intellec-

tually overqualified.

2) Do women who choose different types of colleges differ in

their initial interests, abilities, and attitudes, or do they dif-

fer more after they graduate? The type.of college chosen is ap-
.14

parently important, but it is not clear whether the college it-

self is the crucial influence, or whether the self-selection pro-

cess of choosing a college is more important. If, however, such

issues as'the propotion of women on the faculty is found to be

influential, as Tidball (1973) concluded, then '-ese i sues are

crucially important, and nedd to be evaluated t! woughly.

3) Although marital status has beeneonsidered, the attitudes

of college women toward marriare and the expectations that they

have regarding their future husbands haverarely been studied. As

a result, it is no.. possible to determine to what degree marriage

or the type of husband influences career comnitment and career de-

tieions, compared to the derree to which the choice of whether

and who to marry iv influenced by the woman's initial goals and

Attitudes.

4) The age end number of children have been studied, Wt.. it

is not clear whather smaller familim.: aTe the cause or remIt of
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career commitment and other nontraditicwal attitudes.

5) Physical factors such ae height'and weight do not seem to

be Important eceording to the O.S.U. stildy, although there was

some evidence that women in the lightest weight group were more

dissatisfied with the traditional female role. Since these vari-

ables are so easy to measure, further research would be worth-

while. Moreover, it would be beneficial to study career women

in addi,eon to college students, since these factors might be

more important in terms of how others perceive a woman rather

taan how sae perceives herself. Attractiveness is another fac-

tor which has not been studied, but it ,a a variable which is

very difficult to study objectively.

6) Attitudes and beliefs concerning religion, politics,

and careers deserve further study, although the relationship

between career commitment and nonreligiousness has been firmly

esteblished. and the relationship between liberal or radical

political beliefs and career commitment, nontraditional ,uarecr

(eoals, end feminism have been strongly suggested by the litcl'a-

ture.

Ceneral Tnntles

Despite a wide range of measurements used trN evaluate

career commitrent, pioneer career goals, and feninist or similarly

nontraditicnal attitudes towards sex-roles, the research results

have genera/1y been comparable inAliterms of the najo.t- issuo3

under consideration, Strut (1972) faeor-analyzei c.reer
t-e

oriented and homemaking-oriented meeeeee?.e and founl two raljr
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factors: self-reports and SVIB profiles. However, it is unfor-

tunate that several studies have used measures that were so

different or so limitea that their results could not be iseaning-

fully compared to the majority of the studies. This was the

case for the Rand (1968) natinnal study, which included aspira-

tions for a doctorate or professional degree as part of its

career-oriented criteria, and for the studies which compared

full-time homemakers With Pioneers, or women in one traditional

field with women in one pienetr field.

The infrequent used of national samples has also limited

the generalisability of the research results. Only eight large

nritional samples were cited in this literature: Astin4s two Btu-
.,

dies of Project TALENT high school students (1968a: 1968b), Wat-

ley and Kaplan's study of National Merit Scholars (1971), Rand's

freshwomen from 28 campuses (1968); Karmants upperclasswomen

from 38 campuses 0.973), Baird's graduates from 94 colleges in

1971 (1973), Astin's study (1969) of women who received doctorates

in 1957 and 1958, the Simon et al. study of men and women receiving

their doctorates between 1958-63 (1967). and Parnes and Nestel's

national samplo of women betwee:1 the ages of 35-49 (1975). Sev-

eral othsr studies sampled women from several colleges or uni-

versites, but the majority studied women from one college, often

from one course. The studies of high school students and caieer

women tended to focms on one town or city.

A third major issue is the lack of studies which control for

or evaluate racial differences. If Mack and white women differ

in terms of the dimensions being studied, then combining them

into one group might cause some of the relationships between

2(33
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variables to disappear. Therefore, it is imperative that black

and white women first be compared and analyzed together only if

there are no significat differences between them.

Another shortcoming of the research literature 3o the ten-

dencyto focus on college-educated women and whi/o-collar jobs.

The increase in the number of women in male-dominated fields

which do not require a bachelor's degree will make research pos-

sible in pro-fessions which were previously-Unified to men.

A related issue is the-irtance of time.as a variable.

It is often unclear whether results from studies condtuctod ten

or even five years ago would be supporte0 by studies conducted

today. Longitudinal studies and trend analysis are two methods

which would be useful in helping determine changing goals and

attitudes which are attributable to changing cultural mores, and

to maturation.

Chapter Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to restructure, review, and

clarify the research that has been conducted in the areas of

women's career commitment, educational aspirations, nontradi-

tional career goals and chioces, and feminism. The review

indicates that, despite a large number of' sotdies, particularly

in the area of women's career commitment afid goals, very few

conclusions can be reached. The research literature has been

plaTaed by the lack of control of potentially influential vari-

ahlen, and a lack of studies usirg large national eciples. Fur-

thermore, coftparicons between the studies strongly indicate

that career commitment and nontraditional career goals have be-

come increasingly popular, so that replicativo studies aro now

26 I
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necessary in some areas. Unfortunately, some of the origihal

measures of career commitment are.now outdated, because they'are

too vague about the amount of time to be spent at a career, or

because they treat careers and homemaking as mutually exclusive.

Aa career commitment has become increasingly wide-spread

among college women, there is some evidence that women's goals

have become increasingly unrealistic. Roee (1951) noted that

college women planned to attempt an impossible combination of

career, homemaking, and community activites, and Moore and Veresr

racent study (1975) demonstrates that this is still true; in

their stddy, women who planned to be fu2i1-time homemakers and

mothers when their children were pre-school age also planned to

be full-time career women for the next fifteem years. To come

extent, college women are still ambivalent about homemaking and

careers, and as a result their goals are nat well thought-out.

Future research needs to focus on the activites women ae.ually

pursue in their twenties and thirties, rather than focusing pri-

marily, on their plans as collrge or high school Students. Lon-

gitudinal studies would be especially valuable, in order to de-

termine the relationship between goals and actual choices.
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STUDENT WESTIONNAIR'::

1. Data of birth:

2. Sex. Female Male

3. Race:

4. Height

5. Weight

6. Religion: Agnostic P Atheist

Unitarian Other
Catholic Jewish Protestant

6a. Religious upbringing, if different from that listed above.

7. Marital status:

8. Number of quarters left before graduation (include this one)

9. Major:.

10. College grade point average:

11. SAT scores: Verbal Math

12. Which state did you live in before entering college?

13. Parents' Occupations: Mother
Father

14. Parents' Educational Attainment:

15. Eumber of older brothers

Full or Parttime
Full or parttime

Mother

Number of younger brothers

16. !That is the highest deg.rele you plan
A.A. B.A./B.S. ?"-Isters

17. What career do you plan to pursue?

older sisters

Father

younger sisters

to attain?
ThD EdD M.D. DDS LLD

13. Which of the following best describes your preference?
a. Pulltimellomemaker
b. Employed only before children are born, than a homemaker
c. Employed b,.!fore children are born, and after they've grown up
d. OCcasiOnally employed throughout narriape and childrearing
c. Combine carriage dad childrearinp with steady parttime work
f. Combine"matriape and childrearing with fulltime career
g. Combine carriac44 and career, but have no children
h. Remain single. pursue career only

19. Which of the above situations do you reistically expect?

2G6
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CIRCLE THE NUMBER !MICH BEST DESCRIBES YOU.

20. How tall are you compared with other OSU students?

1 2 3

shorter shorter
than almost than
all (90%) 752

average

21. How strong are you compared with other OSU students?

4 5

taller taller
than than almost
75% all (902)

1 2 3 4 5
weaker weaker average stronger stronger
than 907 than.7.52 than 75% than 902

.7:.n. :,.. ...::
22, How attractive are you compared with other OSU students?.

1 2 3 4 5
less than less than average more more
90Z 75% than 752 than 902

23. How unconventional av.n you compared with (Dber OSN students?

I 2 3 4 5.__
less than less than average more mare
902 752 than 752 than 90%

24. How intelligent arc you compared with other OSU students?

1 2 3 4 5
less than less than average more more
90% 752 than 752 than 902

25. Hou satisfied are you with the traditional female role?

1 2

Not at all Dissatisfied
satisfied with most

3 4 5
Satisfied Very
with nost Satisfied

FOR-ENCH'OF THE EOLLOWINCESTATEMENTS, CHOOSE BETUEEN TPESE FOUR CHOICES:

1

Agree
Strongly

7 . 3

sAgree Disagree'
Mildly

4

Disagree
nrongly

26. I feel that I'm a ncrson of tvrth, at least on,an equal basis with others.

1. A.S. 2. A.. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

27. / feel that I have a number of good qualities.

."

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M./ 4. D.S.

2C. All in all, inn inclined to feel that 1 an a failure.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.N. 4. D.S.

6 7
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29. I am able to do thinps as well as nost other people.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

30. I feel that I do not have cuch to be proud of.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 2. D.N. 4. D.S.

31. I take a positive attitude toward myself.

1. A.S. 9. A.r. . D.N. 4. D.S.

32. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.. 4. D.S.

33. I wish could have moro respect for myself.

1. A.S. 2.

34. I certainly feel useless at times.

1. A.S. 2. A.M.

3. D.M. 4. D.S.

3. p.n. 4. D.S.

35. At tines I think I am no good at all.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

36, Swearing and obscenity is more repulsive in the speech of a woman
than a man.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

37. Women should take increasing responsibility for leadership in solving
the intellectual and social problems of the day.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.S.

38. Both husband and 7,ife should be allmred the same prounds for divorce.

1. A.S. 2. A.r. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

39. Telling dirty jokes should be nostly a masculine prerogativn.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

40. Intoxication among women is worse rhrn intoxication anong men.

I. A.S. 2. A.1.1. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

41. Under modern economic conditions witll women being active outside the
home, men should share in house:aold tasks such as washingAishes and
doing the laundry.

1. A.S. 2. A.M.

268
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.42- It is insulting to women to have thei'obey" clause remain.in the marriage

service.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

43. There should be a strict metit system in job appointment and Promotion
without regard to sex.

1. A.S. 2. A.N. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.
, .

44. A woman shoUld be as free as a man to propose marriage.

1. A.S. 2. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

45. Women should worrY less about their, rights and more about becominc good
wives and mothers.

1.. A.S. 2. A.11. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

46. Women earning as much as their dates should bear equally the expense
when they go out together.

1. A.S. z. 3. D.N. '4. D.S.

47. Women should assume their rightful place in business and all the profess ons
along with men.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.!.q.. 4. D.S.

48. A woman jhould not expect to go to exactly the same places or to have
quite the same freedom of action as a man.

1. A.S. 2. A.. 3. 4. D.S.

49. Sons in lie'family should be given more encouragement to go to college
than

1. A.S. . A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

50. It is ridiculous for a woman to run n :ocomotive and for a man to darn
Pocks.

1. A.S. -. A.M. 3. D.13. 4. D.S.

51. In pcncral, the father should have greater authority than the mother
in the bringinct un of children.

1. A.S. 2. A.1% 3. p.n. A. D.S.,

52.\ Uomen should be encouraged not to become sexually intimate with anyone
\befe.;:c marriage even their fiances.

I. A.S./ 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. .S.

53. The hUsband should not be favored by law over the-wife in-the 4isposal
offamily property or income.

2. A.1. 3. p.n.

9_69

4. D.S.
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.54. Women ..hould be concerned with their duties of childrearing and house-

tending, rather than with.desires for professional and business careers.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

55. The intellectual leadership of a community should be largely in the hands
of men.

1. A.S. 2. A.n. 3. D.. 4. D.S.

56. Economic and social freedom is worth far more to women than acceptance
of the ideal of femininity which has been set by men.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

57. On the average, women should be regarded as less capable of' contribution
to economic production than are nen.

1. A.S. 2. A.n. 3.-- 4. D:S.

53.. There are many jobs inwhich men should,be given preference over women
being.hired or promoted.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M.:\ 4. D.S.

59. Women should be given equal opportunity with men for apprenticeship in
the various trades.

2. A.N.. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

60. The modern girl is entitled to the same freedon from regulation and
control that is given to the modern boy.

1. A.S. 2. A.M. 3. D.M. 4. D.S.

61. Please list the (men's or) women's organizations to which you belong.

62. Please list the men's or women's magazines or newspapers which you read
regularly.

63. TIcarie list any Women's Studies courses you are takinil.

Please list any Women's Studies courses you have taken previously.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire Instruct..ons

Students are asked to answer all questions as accurately as

possible. Slightly illaccurate redpolidcs are preferred over no

response. However, if there are any questions that.a student

'does not want to answer, s/he does not have to do so.

All information is confidential; the purpose of the ques-

tionnaire is to learn about the attitudes and demographic back-

ground of class members as a group, not as individuals.

Specific directions:

13. Parents' occupations:,be'as specific as possible about
their job titles and positions, and circle whether parttime.or
full-time. (Fulltime= at least 30 hours/Week).

14. Parents' education: last grade-Completed or degree re-
ceived.

18. This may seem an unusual question for males. They
should assume that they have this choice, and circle their
preference. Students may designate another choice if necessary.

4 20-25. Average includes a 10% range ih either direction
fromrthe 50-50 point. Students should compare themselves td, all
other students, male and female. Question #21 refers to physical
strength. Males should answer Question 1/25 in terms of the
"traditional male rol;."

26-60. The same 4-pOint scale applies for all these ques-
tions, as listed above #26._

61. Men should list men's organizations, women should list
women's organizations.

62. Both men- and women can list both men's and women's
magazines.
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